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From ‘the Editor


1, 

Sustaining the force is one of an army’sgreatest challenges. A wise military theo
retician once said, “Amateurs talk about tactics; professionals discuss logistics.” In 
this issue of Military Reuzew, a group of military professionals present their ideas 
and concerns about sustainment doctrine in the US Army. 

In his article, ‘<Sustainment Doctrine Not Keeping Pace With Airland Battle 
Doctrine,” Lieutenant Colonel Charles W. McInnis highlights the need for a solid 
combat service support (CSS) doctrine to complement our rapidly maturing Air-
Land Battle concepts and procedures. He feels current doctrine is inadequate and 
cites a “business as usual” mentality among sustainers and fighters as the major 
culprit. 

Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth L. Privratsky is concerned about the corps support 
command’s ability to support the coips in battle. His article, “Sustaining tbe Corps 
Is the COSCOM Ready for AirLand Battle?” maintains that serious organizational 
and doctrinal problems exist that diminish the effectiveness of CSS as a combat 
multiplier. He goes on to recommend some solutions. Like Privratsky, Captain 
Douglas K. Zimmerman focuses on sustaining the corps. He asks the question, 
“Can a US Army Corps Support Itself in War?” His article concludes that the an
swer lies beyond mere doctrinal changes. 

Major William R. Fast is concerned about a lack of sustainment doctrine foreche-
Ions above corps (EAC). His article, “Operational Level Support: In Search of Doc-’i 
trine,” defines EAC CSS doctrine and discusses the planning challenges of joint 
and combined CSS operations. 

On a related topic, John de S. Coutinho, a geueral engineer at tbe Army Materiel 
Systems Analysis Activity at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland, writes about 
“Battlefield Damage Assessment and Repair.” He investigates ways for future 
warriors to fix their equipment during battle so they can continue the fight, 

Although these articles find fault with various aspects of current sustainment 
concepts and operations, they serve a very useful purpose as our profession evolves 
to meet the demands of the 21st century. After all, well-reasoned, responsible criti
cism is the highest form of institutional loyalty. We need to bear these differing 
viewpoints. Only through the exchange of ideas can we learn and grow stronger as 
an Army. 

Ifyou have other ideas or disagree with what w said in this wsue, let us hear from 
you. 

Pwc 
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SEND ANNOUNCEMENTS OF INTEREST TO MSIIW Revlow,FunsIon Hall, Forl Losvonworih, KS SSOS7.S91O 

El	 SabnsisssiosssBase By 
Imld of Jipd.1 
Only three months rsmsln before the 

30 April deadline for submlsaion of articles 
for MIUtary ~s second writing 
contest. In conjunction with the US Army 
Commemd and General - Officers Course 
ClSSs of 1985, we are offering a $500 cash 
.mmmdfor the beet article conce
“Mllkary Operations 8hort of War.” Plesse 
SUbInit W ll_@XIEOFip~typed double-spaced 
and keep them between 2,000 and 3,000 
worde. Also, we ask that ycm olearly 
lndtcate that your aubmiseion is for the 
writ@ contest, Send yotr eftorta h , 
IW1.itary Wview, US Army Oomrmqd and 
Qeneral Staff College, Funewn Hall, l?oti 
Leavenworth, HS 66027’%910. 

�	 ~mn~ Bwomef3 WA 
The US Army Military PersomeI 

Centar, better known aa MILPEB&EN, 
became the United States Total Army 
Personnel Agency, or TAPA, on 1 October of 
lsst year. Join@ forces with MILPERCEN 
to form TAPA were the Ar@s Ciwlfan 
Personnel Center, the Physi@ Dlsabfli~ 
AgenW and the Dmg and AIcohol ~ 
Operations Activity. 

�	 Master ?Pl&%nmbwiea “ 

Department of the”Army (DA) haa 
v~mhed and dtsh’ibuted Arm,ywide ELII ‘ 
appm-~ 4,000-psge lntelUgenoe/
electronic we.l%re ma5t8r plain DA fnwnde 
to uae the plan as a guide in develophg 
doctrdne, orgardza~ons, training strategies 
and mat@el requh’ementa for the sxeaa of 
fntelligenoe, electronlo warfare and target 
-itiO= The master p;an is ~pportad 
by a combined Headqumters, DA/TRADOO 
(US Army Trcdnlng and Dootrme 
Command) study called the Int.elUgence/ 
EIectr@c Warfare 2004 Study.The master 
plan, which wml be updawd regularly, is 
designed to easist the intelligence 
community ~ traneitiordng from ourrent 
capab~ties RI future architecture. 

�	 AAs Xsyeon F1’oteCtion 
The Medical IWseamh and


Development Commend, the &’mY M@-@el

coremand and the CbmbWed Arms Combat

Developments A.otivit+y(CACDA) at Fort

Leavenworth have developed a laser/ ‘

baDistic eye armor program dea@nsd to

protmt soldiers end their equipment from

projeotfles and lsaer emiaaions.

Approxhately 100,000 SOWof newly


. produced goggles with speotied, cli~n 
laser protectors are be= diatrihtad in the 
pmgrsm’s first phase. Urdta considered to

be at high tik will receive the new

proactive goggles thh3year. The remainder

of active units will reoeiva the goggles

under the program’s second phae8. CM2DA

pmticipated h the prugrsm ss the Ar@s

proponent for directed energy warfare.


�	 ~;yw:p=a~;tihe% 

The Combat Studies Inatltute of the US 
Army Cm—nmend and QenersJ Staff College 
recently published a research am’vsy on 
Germam defensive doctrine and is prapming 
an smrmtatedbibliograp~ on light &Wleion 
operations. The research survey, number 5, 
titled ‘Wandimg Fast German Defensive 
Doctrine on the RuasicmFront Durk@ 
World War 11,”was written by Lieutenant 
Colonel Tlmoth,v A Wray. It addmsaes . 
doctrinal methods of the Qerman smqy 
from ita prewar dcctrimd developments 
tIwOu@ the SpI’i13gof 1943 and 8,1@E%S 
the constraints s.ndchmmstances that 
ehaped sotual battleIleld prextices. The 
other work, titled “Bibliography on L@t 
DiV@ion Operations in Inw Intensity 
Conflict” K! being prepm’ed by Major John 
Divkmy. It will provide an annotated listing 
of writfngs on this subjeot arranged by 
functional area and also severti perthent 
case studies. For mom hformation or to 
order copies of these items, writ.a Dkector, 
Combat Studies Institute, US Army 
Command and General Staff College, Fort 
Leavenworth, K3 680273900. 

) 
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US troopson BataanIlsten to a rado broadcast from the UrmedStates 

Afterinitiallandingsin the Philippinesin Decem
ber 1941,Japaneaeforcesadvancedrapidly.Hard
pressedon all fronts,US and Philippineforceswith
drewtotheBataanpeninsulato continuethefight. 

On 26January1942,lheJapaneselauncheda ma
jor offensive10reducethe Bataanslmnghold.After 
earlygainsalongtheBataanperimeterand landings 

: alongthecoast,counterattacksbytheAlliesstopped 
the advance.Japaneseforceswere cutoffand sur
roundedinthree“pockets,”whilethe landingswere 
con!ainedand the invadersdestroyed.Allied forces 
reducedthepocketsbytfreendofFebruary,inflicting 
morethan7,000casualtieson the invadersandfors
ing the JapaneseArmy to withdraw.Had the Allies 

launchedan offensivathen,Manilamay have been 
recaptured. 

The Allied logisticsituationprecludedany offen
sive,andtheabilityoftheJapaneseto resupplyand 
reinforceat will would have made any Allied gains 
shortlived.Unable to be resupplied,troopsin a de
fensivesituationconsumedlesssupplies.7hegreat
est problem for the Allies was food. “(A)rmy-built 
rice mills threshedthe local palay Filipinofisher
men netted fis~ horses, mules, carabao, pigs, 
chickens,dogs,monkeys,snakes,and iguanaswere 
staughtere~evetytfringedible. . .was harvesterf
butthetmops’dietbecamemoreandmoremeagre.” 
Diseasespreadrapidly,andtheendwas insight. 

So.rces Loss Mwlo. U.,t.o S!aIes Arm v,. Won War 11 The waif. me Pacrfic 7.. Fall 01 me Pn,@D,.es Oll#ce o, the Ch,ef., M,:lav H,sto? W.sn,.gton 

DC 1953 
H>,(ov of the Seco”ti WOr10 W., S r B.,,, LtOOeh Marl ,0, Exeler 00.,s New YOrk 1980 

mailto:Pn,@D,.es
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Mli&wg pmfmwmds have bsen accased ofpaging ahkntion to 
O* the uu!itarg aspects of a given situation and teaviag thepo

,.:. ,. J 
Micat aspect% to the ‘@zMi&ms.” In ta&gk world, it appears 
this simplistic viewpoint cannot be totemtsd. Th& articte can. 
sialm sores of the coptempo~ sitaatzlms whew militarg and 

. politicat fwtors andcoucerns must uecessarilg overkp. This a~ 
ticte continues our ongoing series on tow-intensi@ contlict and 

.. mititarg opemtions short of war. 
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Nume~ous nasty little conflicts are going on 
around the globe, primarily in underdevel
oped countries. Most of these conflicts are 
internal or involve traditional regional ri
valries. Not all of them affect US securit y in
terests, but where they are in jeopardy, US 
resources are ill-equipped to protect them. 

with the likelihood of conventional con
flict reduced by the fear of a nuclear holo
caust, the proliferation of these little con
flicts in strategically important areas repre
sents the most serious threat to US security 
interests. In military parlance, these peace
time conflicts are known as low-intensity 
conflict (LIC)’, but any definition of LIC is 
inadequate because of its inherent ambigui
ty.’ Secretary of State George Shultz has ac
knowledged the ambiguity of LIC, at the 
same time confirming US national policy to 
develop a eapabili,ty to protect nat]onal se
curity rnterests in a LIC situation.3 

The role of LIC in the contemporary stra
tegic environment emphasizes the social di
me~sion of strategy. In the conventional 
military operations of mid- and bigh 
intensity conflict, the operational, logistical 
and technological dimension% of strategy 
prevail. As long as the opposing sides in con
ventional”conflict are relatively cohesive, 
the fourth dimension of strategy, the social 
or political dimension, is subordinate to the 
other three. However, it is the lack ofcohe
siveness or clear lines of demarcation be
tween opposing sides that characterizes LIC 
and accounts for its ambiguity. The ambigu
ity of LIC emphasizes its political orienta
tion; the primary objective of opposing fac
tions in LIC is to maintain or establish polit
ical control through public support.’ 

MILITARY REVIEW February 1988 

tive capa~ility to compete;n LIC. The capa- ‘“’%?? j 
f

bihty to protect national security interests .. ::,; 
., 

in higher-intensityconventions] corfhCtS ,... 

where military objectives are paramount is 
there, but this capability cannot cope with 
the political warfare of LIC. 

US defense capability is analogous to a 
medical capability to treat only serious dis
eases, with no preventive medical program. 
Because ofa lack ofLIC capability, the Unit
ed States must wait for LIC to escalate to 
conventional conflict before it can effective
ly intervene to protect its interests. Unfor
tunately, by the time LIC escalates this far 
(for example, the last stages Of insurgency). 
it is often too late to affect the outcome.5 

US adversaries are aware of this self-
imposed handicap and will exploit LIC to 
achieve their political/military objectives as 
long as they are allowed the option. There 
seems to be little public awareness that US 
adversaries are allowed to achieve their po
litical objectives in LIC by default. In fact, 
American traditional aversion to mixing 
politics and military operations has give~ 
US adversaries carte blanche to destabilize 

, 
3 



It is the political nature ofLZC

that haspreventeddevelopment of an

effective capability to compete in LZC.

The capability to protect national se

curity interests in higher-intensity 

conventional contlicts where military 
objectives are paramount is there, 

but this capability cannot cope with 
the political watiare ofLIC. 

friendly regimes. This is evident in Central 
America, where Cuba and Nicaragua are 
supporting insurgences throughout the re
gion. 

US capability to protect its security inter
ests in LIC is only a preclusive military ca
pability to prevent escalation to convention
al conflict. It makes sense to resolve con
flictsat the Iowest’level on the conflict 
spectrum, using the least amount of force 
necessary to achieve US national policy ob
jectives. An effective capability to compete 
in LIC represents the ounce of prevention 
that could avoid the pound (or megaton) bf 
conventional cure. 

Politics and Me MiHta~ 
The maxim that milltary operations are 

ineffective extension of the political proc
ess has been attributed to Carl von Clause
witz,’ but this great strategist had a blind 
spot typical of military thinkers. Clausewitz 
was convinced that once the military be
came an instrument of national policy, the 
only option was to apply unlimited force.’ 
While Clausewitz opened the door to an un
derstanding of the pcditical nature of mili
tary operations, his failure to appreciate the 
limited use ofmilitary force renders much of 
his classic strategy inapplicable to LIC.8 

More contemporary practitioners of LIC, 
such as Mao Tse-tung, Ho Chi Minb and Fi
del Castro, have successfully demonstrated 

the effective use of limited military force to 
attain political objectwes.’ Success in LIC 
has depended upon subordinating military 
operations$o political objectives. The suc
cessful practitioners of LIC, whether insur
gency or counterinsurgency, have under
stood that gaining and maintaining public 
support is far more important than terrain. 
Conventional military operations have sel
dom been successful in LIC, with the US in
volvement in Vietnam being the most nota
ble example.” 

It is easy to understand our aversion to 
mlxingpolitics andthe~litary. Since our 
own revolution, which was politically ori
ented and a LIC insurgency until the last 
stages,” there has been a separation be
tween the military and politics. Our Found
ing Fathers were suspicious of a politicaI 
military and provided for a civilian com
mander in chief to preserve thew new de
mocracy. To, emphasize the point, General 
George Washington res]gned hls commis
sion before accepting the presidency. 

However valid the concept of cimlian su
premacy, it was never intended that the sep
aration of the military and politics would 
prevent the protection of,-~ational security 
interests. In many strategically important 
countries of the Thmd World, there is little 
separation between politics and the mili
tary. 

Civilian governments, including fragile 
democracies, often serve at the pleasure of 
military strongmen, so that indigenous ml 1
itary forces are highly politicized. Protec
tion of US interests in such an environment 
requires a military capability oriented to 
political objectives and capable of function
ing in such a politicized enwronment. 

Special f)octrine for LIC 
Military/pohtical operations in LIC are 

known as special operations (SO). ” l%-esl
dent John F. Kennedy made tbe first serious 
effort todevelopana “onalpolicy to protect 

? 
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It makes sense to resolve conflicts at the lowest level on the conflict 
spectrum, using theleastamount of forcene essarytoachieve USnationalpolicy 

objectives. Aneffectiue capabilit#tocom tein LICrepresents theounceof 
prevention thatcouldavoid thepound(o 4 megaton) ofconventional cure. 

US national security interests in LIC. In the 
early 1960s, military strategy and doctrine 
for SO in LIC were formulated.’3 The strat
egy and doctrine were sound enough. The 
problem was that they were not properly ex
ecuted in the Vietnam confl]ct after 1965, 
when domestm political pressures preempt
ed sound judgment, and the conflict was es
calated from LIC to mid-intensity conven
tional conflict. 

The Vietnam debacle illustrated tbe US 
inability to cope with the political dimei
sion of SO in LIC. ” America learned the 
palriful lesson that Its superi&ity in the op
erational, logistical and technological di
mensions of strategy could not compensate 
fur political weakness: the weakness of the 
South Vietnamese government and the lack 
of US domestic political support. 

Unfortunately, US reaction to defeat in 
Vietnam was to throw the baby out with the 
bathwater. Rather’than learn from that ex

/ 
perience, US leaders bowed to antimilitary 
sentiment in the early 1970s and discarded 
the strategy, doctrine and fledgling capabil
ity for SO in LIC, only to reinvent them 10 
years later.’5 

In contrast to the Vietnam experience, US 
LIC (counterinsurgency )doctrine wassuc
cessfully applied elsewhere in Southeast 
Asia, Africa and Latin America until the ca. 
pabllity was dwmantled in the early 1970s.” 
There is much to be Iearned from the experi
ences of the Special Action Forces (now 
called Security Assistance Forces, but shar
ing the same acronym, SAW as they worked 
with indigenous military forces to support 
friendly governments facing insurgency 
threats.” The problem was that the success
es of the SAFS were overshadowed by the 
failure OfVietnam. 

Despite the fact the V]etnam conflict es
calated beyond LIC in 1965, US failure 
there continues to be associated with LIC: 

MILITARY REVIEW Febr.ary 1988 5 
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US reaction to defeat in Vietnam was to throw the baby out with the

bath water. Rather than learn from that experience, US leaders bowed to antimili


tary sentiment in the early 1970s and discarded the strategy, doctrine and fledgling

capability for SO in LIC, only to reinvent them 10 years later,


t 

Had established LIC (counterinsurgency) 
doctrine been honored in Vietnam, the 
United States may not have won, but it cer
tainly would not have escalated the conflict 
and suffered the heavy losses associated 
with conventional con flict. ” 

Accepting the politlcal nature of LIC, the 
role of ~S forces should be hmited to advis
ing and assisting indigenous forces to 
achieve political objectives.]’ ShouldJS
forc& assume a dominant, direct-action role 
in LIC, It indicates an inability of mdige
nous,forces to do what they must do to win. 
As learned in Vietnam, the United States 
cannot .force political change to suit its 
,standards. It must	 have the patience for 

longterm commitments to ensure that m
indigenousforces, not US forces, are the vic
tors m LIC. ,Notwithstandmg US success in. 
Grenada, there are few quick fixes. 

Contemporary events underscore the sen
sitivity of LIC operations to domestic poli
tics. The questionable diversion of proceeds 
from the sale of US arms to Iran to support 
the Contras in Nicaragua has jeopardized 
future congressional support for Contra aid. 
Such legal/political issues are critical to 
congressional support, and the War Powers 
Resolution requires this support for extend
+	 LIC operations.’” 

,The political nature of LIC creates an un
forgivmg	 environment for the unwary com

1 
~	 , 
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mantler. His every move can be observed by 
a news media served by instant satellite 
communication..In the past, a commander 
might violate a law or two with impunit y as 
long as the battle was won. Not so today—a 
thoughtless violation of law or policy can 
turn an otherwise successful operation into 
a disastrous news event. The need for con
tinuing domestic political support for LIC 
and the tickle nature of that support in a 
democratic society are significant compli
cating factors for LIC operations.”’ “ 

Initially, any involvement in LIC should 
be based upon a thorough and objective po
litical assessment, indicating the likelihood 
of success of those indigenous forces to be 
supported, and such assessments must be 
continuing.” Domestic political consider

ations are as important as Indigenous politi
cal assessments, since Congress can effec
tively abort SO in LIC. Once revolved, lead
ers must have the courage to recognize a no-
win situation. L]ke bankers who recognize a 
bad loan, they must be able tQminimize their 
losses, never putting good money after bad. -
Wkbdrawal should occur if ultimate political 
objectives do not appem fea~ible.n 

Current doctrine for LIC acknowledges 
the political dimension” and is not apprecia
bly different from that developed for uncon
ventional warfare 20 years ago. It provides 
four categories of LIC operations! 

o Foreign internal defense (FID), which 
includes	 counterinsurgency. 

e Terrorism counteraction. 
~ Peacekeeping operation, such as the 

. . 
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There is clearly a disparity between the concept ofSO in LIC, 
with its political dimension, and the actual capability to conduct SO in LIC; 

which is oriented to conventional conflict. 

Lebanon peacekeeping mission. 
Q Peacetime contingency operations, a 

catchall for short-term military operations 
such as the Grenada in,tervention. fi 

All of these operations have a political 
common denominator: by definition they 
are “. politico-military struggles to 
achieve political, military, social, economic 
or psychological objectives.”ze 

While some operations characterized as 
LIC can be conducted by conventional forces 
(for example, the 82d Airborne Division in 
Grenada), most require specialized forces. 
In the early 1980s, the services created 
these specialized military forces, knowfi as 
Special Operations Forces (SOF), from the 
remnants of those dismantled 10 years ear
lier. The Army’s SOF are Special Forces 
(SF), Rangers, psychological operations 
(PSYOP~, Civil Affairs (CA) and Special Op
erations Aviation.2

In spite of this revitalization, the SOF has 
been severely criticized by Congress as be
ing little more than conventional force 
structures by another name and for not pro
viding an effecti~,e capability for operations 
in LIC.: There is clearly a disparity be
tween the concept of SO in LIC, with iti po

0. 

Iltical dimension, and the actual capability 
to conduct SO in LIC, which is oriented to 
conventional conflict.” 

There are, however, encouraging indica
tions of a new. appreciation for the pol itical 
dimension of SO in LIC and the need to pro
vide the specialized training and integrated 
force structure for SOF elements to achieve 
the military)political objectives of LIC.30 
Unfortunately, there has been no effective 
operational integration oft%e SOF since the 
old SAFS were dismantled in the early 
1970s. ” 

To develop an effective capability to con
duct SO m LIC, SOF personnel must have 
diplomatic as well as military skills, and op
erations must be closely coordinated with 
the State Department. While US doctrine 
acknowledges the political dimension of 
LIC, the conventional orientation of mll]
tary leaders has so far precluded an effective 
capability to conduct SO in LIC.3’ 

The Special Operaliorts Command 
In 1985, Congress lost patience with the 

failure ~f the Department of Defense to de
velop an effective LIC capability,” After 
considering proposals ranging from a new 

\ 
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speciaI operations a’$ency modeled after the 
National Security Agency to no change at 
all, Congress mandated the creation of a 
new unified command, the US Special Oper
ations Command (USSOCOM).” 

In addition, Congress required the desig
nation of an Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Special Operations and Low-Intensity 
conflict (ASD/SOLIC) to provide the neces
sary oversight for policy, cognizant that the 
effectiveness of USSOCOM could be neu
tralized by service parochialism without 
such oversight. Congress also provided for 
representation on the National Security 
Couficil (NSC) and recommended that the 
president appoint a deputy assistant for LIC 
within his executive office.Bs 

U%like the other umfied commands ori
ented to wartime contingencies, US50COM 
has a peacetime mission and a full comple
ment of troops. The law effectively removes 
Army SOF from the US Forces Command 
[USFORSCOM) and gives USSOCOM the 

. same direct chain of command to the nation
al command authority (NCA) as other uni
fied commands. While USSOCOM remains 
under the Joint Chiefs of Staff, its linkage 
with the ASD/SOLIC should give it a suit
able environment, independent from con
ceptional forces, to develop a capability to 
conduct SO in IX!. However, the law pro
vides that, unless otherwise directed by the 
NCA, SO in LIC missions will be conducted 
by the appropriate geographically oriented 
unified command.$’ 

The new.force structure satisfies two cri
teria for an effective capability to plan and 
conduct SO in LIC: integration and indepen
dence, It provides an integratedjoint service 
force structure for those SO assets currently 
scattered throughout the services and pro

‘	 vides a force structure independent from 
conventional f rces to develop the unique 
doctrine, train g and planning necessary 
for SO in LIC. A ile the new force structure 
cannot guarantee success, it has the poten-
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SOFpersonnel must haue diplomatic

as well as militarg skills, and operations


must be closelg coordinated with the

State Department. While US doctrine , 
acknowledges the political dimension

of LZC, the conventional orientation of

military leaders has so far precluded an


effective capability to conduct SO in LIC.


tial of providing an effective capability to, 
conduct SO in LIC, a capability not had re
cently. 

The decision to use the capability for SO 
in LIC remains with civilian authority—the 
NCA, made up of the president and the sec
retary of defense. Also, the ASD/SOLIC and 
representation on the NSC provide civilian 
accountability for USSOCOM. Within US
SOCOM, a political adviser should provide 
the necessary coordination of command ac
tivities with the Department of State. Thus, 
the new law seems to provide the proper mix 
of civilian and milita~y control e&se&ial for 
effective SO. 

In a paper presented in 1983, Sam C. 
Sarkesian recommended a force structure 
for SO quite similar to that recently enacted 
by Congress. He summed up his recommen
dations as follows: 

“In the final analysis, there is a need tode
vise an organizational strategy that is 
linked to the existing syetem, but one that 
provides enough freedom of maneuver for 
developing flexible and imaginative re
sponses. This necessitates a command SYS 
tern whose primary mission is to plan, pre
pare, and implement low-intensity opera
tions. But even more than an organizational 
strategy, there must be a conceptual synthe
sis regarding iow-intensity conflict, that 
reaches out to all organizations, civillan 
and military, and through all levels of com
mand. It w through such a synthesis that 

9 
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unity of command and coherence emerge. 
Organizational strategy without a concep
tual synthesis cannot overcome bureaucrat
ic tenancies, status quo power plays, and 
organizational mind-sets. Nor can organi
zational strategy alone respond to the re
quirements of a democratic political system 

involved in low-intensity conflict.’’” 
The US Con~ess has mandated tke crea

$ibn of a new force structure to conduct SO. 
+e questio~ remains whether the country 

‘% the necessary strategy,ha organizational 
conceptual synthesis and political will to 
use the force structure effectively. % 
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THE COMMUNIST New People’s 
Army (NPA) in the Philippines has 

been fighting an insurgent guerrilla war 
against the central government for 18 
years. It now has 24,000 armed fighter% op
erates more than 50 “guerrilla fronts” 
across t~e country controls more than IS 
percent of the rural villages having the sup
port, willing or forced, of some five million 
peasant% has active “front” organizations 
in urban areas and its ‘Sparrow” assassina
tion squads are operating in the main cities. 

The NPA is following the Maoist blue
print for Communist! subversion: progres
sion from conception to survival and expan
sion, through the stages of guerrilla, pro
tracted and mobile warfare, to the ultimate 
conventional attack against government 
armed forces. It hope$ this will be coupled 
with amass uprising by a large sympathetic 
section of the population to seize national 
power. The NPA boasts it will reach parity 
with the Armed Forces of the Philippines 
(AFP)by 199~the waythings are going 
this could be poqsible. 

Differences between pro-Soviet and pro-
Chinese Filipino Communists within the 
defeated and shattered Partido Kommunis 
tang Pilipmas (PKP) caused IO Maoists, all 
middle-class intellectuals led by Jose Sison, 
to break away to form the “Communist Par
ty of the Philippine< (CPP), in Tarlac Prov
inceon Luzon Island in December 1968. It 
was declared to be an “Organization of Dis
ciples of Marxism, Leninism and the 
Thoughts of Mao Tse-tung.” 

meNPA 
In March 1969, the CPP formed Its mili

tary arm, the NPA, often referred to as the 
“BHB (Bayan HukbongBayan ). Reports in-

The cirton the tLtlepage zcas based on a photograph b.v 
Rober/ McDonald of the PacificDefenceReporter,I’e
cently kdled couerLngthe unfolding story m the phdlp 
pines 

, 

dicate the NPA began with “50 men, 36 pis
tols and some rifles.” Bernabe Buscayho be
came its commander, adopting the code-
name’’Commandante Dante.’’ The NPA 
leadership fvas obsessed with secrecy, as the 
former PKP leaders had been targeted by 
government forces to be eliminated or cap
tured. Many leaders took a nom deguerre

thatofSison being’’Amado Guerrero.” ‘ 
The strategy of the NPA wae to establish 

guerrilla fronts In remote areas. These 
small cells would eventually expand and de
velop into “liberated zone:” on the larger 
Philippine islands. The Huk Insurgericy of 
195c&54 had been confined to Luzon Island 
and was containable. The NPA wanted a 
wide spread to stretch security forces to the 
utmost and strain their lines@communica
tion. The Philippine archipelago consists of 
7,107 islands, bf which about 2,000 are inha
bited. Large areas of mountain, forest and 
jungle in the interior of the main’ islands 
provide idea] terrain for guerrilla warfare. 

The NPA began by using familiar Com
munist tactics of ostensibly siding with the 
poorer peasants; killing unpopular land
lords, agents and government officials; ex
tracting retribution and vengeance for peas
ant “wrongs”; protecting $illages; and then 
imposing itself on groups of villages to in
doctrinate and regiment the inhabitants. 
The main platform of the CPP-NPA was . 
that of land reform, as rural peasants were 
badly exploited and struggled along at a 
very low level of subsletence. Some 90 per
cent of the cultivable land is owned by 10 
percent of the people, either absentee land
lords or large commercial undertakings 
that extract for themselves more than 80 
percent of the produce. More than 60 per
cent of the national work force is engaged in 
agriculture, of which some two-thirds find 
only seasonal work, such as on the sugar 
cane plantations at harvest time. 

Of necessity due to land commurucation 
problems, the NPA adopted a pohcy of “dem

. 

) 
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Of necessity due to land communication problems, the NPA adopted a policy of 
“democratic decentralization” for its guerrilla fronts, Eventually nine “regions” 

materialized, and the regional commanders and their committees (politburos) 4 
became virtually autonomous, something unusual in a Communist organization. 

-This accounts for a varying quality, capability and amount of activity within them; 

ocratic decentral iz’ation” for its ‘guerrilla sic NPA field unit became the 20-man pla
fronts. Eventually nine “regions” material- toon f:; elementary hit-and-run tactics, am
ized, and the regional commanders and bushes and raids on smalk government 
their committees (politburos) became virtu- posts. 
ally autonomous, something unusual in a The NPA looked initially towards China 
Communist organization. This accounts for for inspiration and help. Mao did send small 
a varying quality, capability and amount of quantities of arms, mainly grenades and 
activity within them. The NPA organiza- Chinese look-alike AK-47s, but these sup
tion was a copy of the usual Maoist army, plies ceased and contact was severed after 
with political o~cers dominating at all lev- Mao died in 1976 and the Philippine govern
els. The overall NPA maxim is “We fight on -merit opened diplomatic ~elations with Chi-
our own initiative, and then only if we are /’ >. 
able to achieve superiority and surprise.” So > Some of the early NPA leaders and cadres 
far it has generally followed Mao’s four~ ‘ hadbee:trainedinChina. TheNPAleader-
Golden Rules ofGuerrilla Warfare.* The ba- shlp ser]ously studied the Communist in

surgences in China, Vietnam and, later, 
that in Nicaragua. At first NPA expansion 

*These are When the enemy advance+ we retreat was slow. It was not until 1980 it could boast 
When the enemy halt+we harasa When the enemy 
avoids battl+we attack When the enemy retreat% of 600 armed fighters, after which its 
we follow strength increased more rapidly. 
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LMOWHdlOIIal warfare has a Ions hlstorv m the 
Phihppmes, (Above) Insurgents at S%a C&, La
guna Province, Luzon, during the Phlllppme lns”r
rect!on, 24 June 1901 (Left) Amlcedo Farola, of 
Dulag, Leyle, serving as a guerrilla scout wdh the 
24th Infantry Dwwon on Mmdanao, 26 April 1945 
Amicedo and others Ilke him saved thousands of 
American ,Iwes during the Phihppme Campaign 
(Below) Phmppme Conatabulmy deploying during 
a resurgence of the Huk violence m the late 1g50s, 
Luzon. 
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NEW PEOPLES ARMY 

TheAFP , 
The brunt of the ‘Communist insurgency 

fell on the AFP. This force was small for the 
size of the country (114,834 square miles) 
and its population (39 million in 1972, in
creasing to 54.5 million in 1986). As the 
NPA insurgency developed, the army-only 
1,6,000’ strong in 1970—was increased to 
50,000 by 1975 by voluntary recruitment. 
The paramilitary Philippine Constabulary 
(PC) also expanded, and part-time militias 
were raised for local static protection duties. 
In September 1972, President Ferdinand E. 
Ma+cos declared martial law. 

The army carried oui periodic futile cross-
country sweeps and negative cordon-and
search operations to try to find and trap 
NPA guerrilla fronts. Soon, in frustration, it 
began “search and destroy” missions which 
were indiscriminately deadly and destruc
tive. 

The AFP had more success in capturing, 
or eliminating, the NPA leadership. In Au
gust 1976, 25 captured NPA leaders were 
displayed at a press conference. These in
cluded the NPA commander, Bvscayno, 
which left, of the founders, only Sison at 
large. He was captured in November 1977. 

NPA --ion 
As top NPA leaders were captured or 

killed, others were appointed in their place. 
Secrecy was tightened up, and political or
ganizer teams (POTS), led by dedicated ac
tiviste, toured villages. They agitated, in
doctrinated, recruited, formed small liber
ated zones or no-go areas ,for government 
troops, administered them, collected “revo
lutionary taxes” and meted out punishments 
ti informers and collaborators. As the territQ
ry under its domination increased, the NPA 
extracted “protection money” born planta
tions, factories and businees concerns, some
times sending representatives to examine ac
counts ti decide how much to take without 
bankrupting them. 

The period 1980-84 was one of expansion 
and success for the NPA, during which its 
strength rose to about 11,200 armed 
fighters. This expansion was due to NPA 
success in capturing government weapons, 
mainly M-16 rifles, grenades and a few light 
machineguns. The NPA always had more 
members than arms. In September 1984, a 
captured NPA political officer confirmed 
the chronic shortage of arms and said the 
NPA was about to move into the protracted 
stage of insurgent warfare. 

A number of young women had joined the. 
NPA, but few of them were armed fighters; 
most were given political, administrative or 
educational tasks. Also, a few priests, nuns 
and church lay workers joined the Commu
nists in the field, disillusioned by the failure 
of the Mercos regime to improve social con
ditions. A large majority of Filipinos were at 
least nominal Roman Catholics. One priest, 
Father Roberto Salac, who joined the NPA ‘ 
in 1984, was later killed in an army attack ~ 
on a National Democratic Front (NDF) 
meeting on Mindanao Island on 20 May 
19s7. 

By 1984, the NPA claimed to control one:,” 
fifth of the 41,615 rural villages in the coun
try. The government admitted “Communist 
rebels” controlled 6 percent of them and had 
infiltrated into another 11 percent. Later, 
the government also admitted the NPA had 
penetrated “63 out of the 74 provinces” of 
the country. NPA guerrilla fronts had been 
established, not only in several parts of Lu- ‘1 
zon, but also on other large islands includ
ing Samar, Negros, Panay, Mindoro and 
Mindanao. On Mindanao, in Davao City 
(population about one million), the NPA be
gan to operate its “armed city partisan 
units’’—the Sparrow squads-of three or 
four men. So named because they flitted 
quickly fr?im one place to another like spar
rows, the squa s carried out selective assas
sinations of go rnment off!cials, police and 
milita & perso el. 

. . 

I 
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Oafu (Chieff Halun Am!lussia with his 
father’s Wodd Waril rifle. T’hei%fuboe.s!s 
that his rifle has kiled Jaosnese, Muslims 
during feuds, andaoldfeisfrom theA%ed 
Forces of the Ph\hppmes. The Datu’s 
younger brother and father, who was 
awardedtheBronzeSlarforhs work es a 
guer!flladurmg World Warn, were killed In 
September 1985 when Philippine Army 
troops attacked his house. 

Thwarted by the

elusiveness of the iVPA


auerrWa fronts. the aovern
ment’s militarg ;esponse wos ta blindly-counter brutality with brutalitg. 
Harsh reprisats were made on villages whenever government forces were 

ambushed or attacked, and the practice of “salvaging” increased-the summary

execution in the field of insurgents, suspects and collaborators, and often


those who simply would not cooperate.


Concurrent with the NPA insur~encv was tice of ‘{salvaging” increased—the summa
~he long-running Moro (Muslim)-ins&rec ry execution in the field of insurgents, sus
tion in southwestern parts of the country. pects and collaborators, and often those who 
The Moro National Liberation Front simply would not cooperate. Ffee-fire zones 
(MNLF) demanded separatism and was sup- were created, and in many instances mili. 
ported by Colonel Moamar al-Gaddafi of tary discipline was wanting. 
Libya. Envious of the MNLF’s plentiful sup- The large part-time militia—Civilian 
ply of arms and manpower, on several oeca- Home Defense Force (CHDF)—that had de
aions the NPA unsuccessfully sought to ob veloped, especially lacked discipline and 
tain some of its weapons and to collaborate training. It was hated and feared by peas-
with it. Both organizations operated on ants and totispeople, as were the regular 
Mindanao Island and although there were armed forces, which not only disregarded 
occasional claahes and some friction, they human rights, but, owing to low pay and 
mostly kept their distance from each other. poor rations, took from peasants when out 

mt3mm R=PO~~ 
on operations. Rural peasants came to’ re
gard the NPA as the lesser of two evils. ‘ 

Thwarted by the elusiveness of the NPA In 1983, the chief of staff, General Fabian 
guerrilla fronts, the government’s military S. Ver, centralized control over the 12 mili
response was to blindly counter brutality tary regional commanda, integrating the 
with brutal ity. Harsh reprisals were made police and all auxiliary forces into them, 
on villages whenever government forces based on the pattern used by the British in 
were ambushed or attacked, and the prac- Malaya ( 1946-60). oint security commit: 

. 
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tees were establish~d at all levels with rep
resentatives of the AFP, government de
partments and civilian agencies. This uni
fied national resources and involved the ci
vilian population. ~Also, an attempt was 
made to tighten up military discipline and 
accountability. By this time army strength 
had risen to about 60,000 men, the armed 
PC was about 43,000 strong and the CHDF 
had about 65,000 members. The growing in
tensity of the struggle can be judged from a 
chief-of-staff statement that “765 military 
personnd” had been kllIed in 1984 in NPA-
related incidents. 

A’chmge of wEden* 
The US administration began to tire of 

supporting Marcos, not so much because of 
his despotic rul~ and corruption, although 
that rankled the’ American people, but be
cause he was obviously not winning the war 
against the Communist insurgents. He had 
been trying to disguise this for sometime, to 
continue receiving US support. In January 
1971, he ‘lifted martial law, but this only 
benefited the insurgents. In August 1983, 
Benigno Aquino, a returning opposition pol
itician, was murdered by a suspected right-
wing military clique. Ver and others were 
arraigned, but eventually acquitted. 

Political opposition leadership was taken 
on by Mrs. Corason Aquino, widow of the 
murdered man, who stood against Marcos im 
the presidential election in February 1986. 
Although Marcos was declared the winner, 
the result was disputed. A swell of opposi
tion, the so-called “People ,Power,” of dem
onstrations and rallies against Marcos de
veloped. Defense Minister Juan Ponce 
Enrile and the acting chief of staff, General 
Fidel Ramos, deserted Marcos and swung 
support to Aquino. The US Central intelli
gence Agency (CIA) whisked Marcos off to 
Hawaii; Aquino assumed the presidency, to 
be later confirmed in that office by a plebi
scite; and anew constitution was produced. 

NEW PEOPLES ARMY 
, 

Aquino dismissed a number 
of senior oficers who preferred the old 
order to the new, and overage ot71cers 

were progressively retired. Fearing that 
too much power remained in just a 

few hands, she broke down the central
ized, “integrated” system of command 
and control of the security forces, de

volving control of the PC back to the re
gions and the CHDF back to the provin

cial governors and town mayors. 

This constitution, among other things, pro

vided autonomy for the small “Cordilleras

Group” of the NPA on Luson. This group

was led by Father Conrado Balweg, a Ro

man Catholic priest who had come to a pri

vate ag-cement with Aquino and had disre

garded NPA policy.


Aquino dismissed a number of senior offi

cers who preferred the old order to the new,

and overage officers were progressively re

tired. Fearing that too much power re

mained in just a few hands, she broke down

the centralized, “integrated” system of com

mand and control of the security forces, de

volving control of the PC back to the regions

and the CHDF back to the provincial gover

nors and town mayors. Obviously, this was a

retrograde step from a counterinsurgency

point of view, but a wise one politically.


Later still, Aquino disbanded the hated \ 
CHDF, thus leaving many areas defenseless 
against Communist in8urgent activity. 
This caused a host of impromptu militias 
and vigilante groups to spring up, especially 
on Mindanao. Such new militias were parti
san, undisciplined and barely subject to lo
cal, let alone central, control. One such 
group on Mindanao was the Christian Alsa 
Masa (Rising Masses), which operated 
against the Moros as well as Communist in
surgents. This introduced a disruptive 
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Christian versus Muslim factor into the 
equation. The Alsa Masa had tb he quickly 
disbanded. 

In July 1986, some military personnel 
joined Marcos’ supporters in the “Manila 
Hotel Incident,” when a 36-hour siege was 
brought to an end, without bloodshed, by 
Ramos. None of the military personnel were 
punished. Servicemen were allegedly in
volved in the so-called “Enrile Plot,” in No
vember, which was also aborted by Ramos. 
In January 1987, troops seized a television 
station in Manila and called for the return of 
Marcos. This 54-hour siege was also re
solved by Ramoy but again no one was pun
ished, except allegedly with 30 ptih-ups. 
Another anti-Aquino incident occurred in 
March, when an explosion occurred at a 
practice Passing-Out Parade at the Nation
al Military Academy, killing four people 
and injuring others. That week, 108 people 
were killed in 30 incidents, including 37 sol
dlers in two ambushes. 

Meanwhile, during February and March 
1986, Aquino released many political pris
oners, including Sison, Buscayno and other 
top CPP-NPA leaders who did not return to 
the NPA, but remained in Manila. In May, 
they formed a legal political party, the “Peo
ple Party” (PP), known also as the “Bayarz~ 
meaning people. Although openly disclaim
ing *Y knowledge of or contact with the 
NPA, the PP was a Communist “front” orga
nization. 

Sison linked forces with the KMU (ini
tials of words meaning 1st May’Movement), 
a radical trade union movement, strong in 
urban greas, with a claimed membership of 
half a million. Tbe KMU was led by Rolan
do Olal’ia who, although not a Communist, 
controlled left-wing street mobs. Olalia was 
assassinated in November, at the time of the 
Enrile Plot, leaving Sison as the dominant 
personality in this large joint grouping. Ru
mors were rife of the activities of botb right-
wing and military “death squads.” 

\ 
d 

TheQuiet Revolution 
The NPA had shunned tbe February pres

idential election, which had not pleased all 
sections o~lts scattered leadership. M,any 
felt an opportunity to gain popularity in.the 
removal of Marcos had been missed. The 
June 1986 issue of ArzgL?ayan, the NPA pe
riodical, admitted the election boycott had 
been a blunder and a period of self-criticism 
and reorganization was in progress. This be
came known as the NPA’s “Quiet Qevolu
tion.” Eventually in the reshuftle, Benito 
Tiamzon, a former commander of guerrilla 
fronts on Samar Island, emerged as lead~r of 
the NPA. As yet little is khown about him or 
of any reorganization. i 

A cease-fire between government secu
rity forces and the NPA (and MNLF) went 
into effect on 10 December 1986, to last’for 
60 days. NPA negotiators were nominated 
from the NDF, a coalition of left-wing 
groups formed by the NPA in 1974 tiLSa 
“front” organization. The government of
fered an amnesty to rebels, but there were 
few takers. The NPA pulled out from thene
gotiations, which were sterile, on 30 Janu
ary 1987, after the “Ma~iola Bridge Inci
dent,” in which government troops tired on 
peasant-farmer demonstrators in Manila, 
killing 15 and injuring others. 

Aquino has been in power for more than. 
18 months. She has many problems, but the 
people are beginning to expect results. Os
tensibly, she remains a popular figure, but 
her main rival, ex-defense minister Enr~le, 
now leading the Grand Alliance for Democ
racv. organizes demonstrations to erode her 
pop~lar~ty, while the NDF works politically 
against her. Although much discussed, lit
tle has been done about land reform, a key 
issue. Here she bas ditTicuities. She is of a 
land-owning famil~ many of her prominent 
supporters have vested interests it would 
mean a radical upheaval of society; and 
would cost billions of dollars. 

The Philippines are a major debtor coun

) 
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Anotherpolitical issue is the two large US strategic bases in the Philippines— 
Subic Bag (home of the US 7th Fleet) and Clark Air Base (home of the US 13th Air o 
Force). These are generally unpopular with Filipinos as they remind them of their 

colonial past. The NPA considers them to be dangerous footholds for a 
Vietnam-type US military intervention. . 

w 

try. Often in desperation, poor landless 
peasants turn towards the Communists, but 
their desire is to own the land they work and 
not to become employees of massive state 
farms or t-nembers of collectives. A landless 
peasant may become a Communist for the 
time being, but give him an acre of Iand and 
he becomes a capitalist, anxious to expand 
his holding. This is a nettle that needs to be 
grasped. 

C!%3‘Bases 
Another uolitical iseue is the two large US 

strategic b“ases in the Philippines—%bic 
Bay (home of the US 7th Fleet) and Clark 
Air Base (home of the US 13th Air Force). 
These are generally unpopular with Filipi
nos as they remind them of their colonial 
past. The NPA considers them to be danger
ous footholds for a Vietnam-type US mili
tary intervention. There have been minor 
incidents around these two US bases, but 
none of a serious nature. (Four US citizens 
were killed in late October 1987—Ed.). The 
NPA appeared to think incidents would pro
vide an excuse for US military intervention, 
not believing Aquino’s statement that she 
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will not permit f eign combat troops on

Philippine soil. As e relies upon the Unit-


P
ed States for moral support and financial . 
and military assistance, she is unlikely to “ 
termi te these leases abruptly. Enrile, 
shoul he come to power, has said he is in fa
vor o Tthem remaining. 

Much depends upon the AFP. If one sub
scribes to the theory that a 10-1 numerical 
superiority is necessary to defeat guerrilla 
insurgent forces, as the British had in Ma
laya, the AFP is still much too small for the 
task. Its quoted strength is 114,000 (exclud
ing the PC and former CHDF). This must 
mean the actual combat strength is below 

\
90,000,” indicating a 4-to-1 ratio. The AFP 
has lacked sufficient mobility and motiva
tion and has incurred the hostility of the ru
ral peasant body. In 1984, a US CIA assess
ment was that the AFP was deteriorating 
and within three years would no longer be 
able to defeat the Communist insurgents. 
This is three years ahead of the NPA’s ex
pectation. 

On assuming power, Aquino renamed her 
security forces the “New Armed Forces of 

,the Philippines” (NAFP) and declared they 
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. 
must become more professional, be divorced 
from politics, reorganized and retrained. 
Dogged by its former indifferent reputation, 
this task is a gigantic one. A number of regu
lar otllcers formed tbe “Reform the Army 
Movement” (RAM), also known as “We Be
long; to sharpen professionalism. It was re-

The NPA “kgrowing in strength, 
capability and int7uence in the is~and 

hinterlands and in large urban commun
ities. Zt is still short of weapons and has 
recentlg solicited the Soviet Union and 

China for some. As yet, none seem to 
have been received. Should either of 

these Communist powers change their 
b policy, the armed strength of the NPA 

would suddenly increase rapidly. 

cently reported that about half the serving 
officers havejoiried RAM which, conversely, 
indicates that half have not yet done so. 

Aquino cannot he absol&t.ely sure of the 
loyalty’ of the NAFP—in mid-July 1987, yet 
another military plot was unearthed. Some 
elements ara still politicized the chief of 
staff seems unable to enforce discipline and 
punishment; and the “integrated system of 
command and control with civilian involve
ment has not yet been reassembled to coor
dinate a united military-civilian national 
etTort against the insurgents. 

The NAFP badly needs more equipment, 
especially to give it better mobility, includ
ing emall craft and boats for rapid iriter
island movement. However, the United 
States seeme to be having second thoughts. 
The US Congress has reduced the military 
allocation to the Philippines for 1987, and 
promised US military material is slow to ar

, rive. On Air Fl}rce Day (4 May), Aquino 
openly ‘complained that the promised “120 
US Huey helicopters” (10 for each military 

d 
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region) had not been delivered despits sev
eral reminders. 

Roads are generally unsafe for normal 
use, except%y well-armed convoys with ar
mored escorts, and lack of sufficient vehicles 
exacerbates this problem. NAFP units tend 
to lock themselves up in camps, garrisons 
and posts breeding a siege mentality. It also 
gives freedom of movement to insurgence 
over the countryside, especially at night. 

Afar more serious flaw is the NAFR’s lack 
of aggression and motivation. At a military 
function in May, Aqnino openly chided her 
ZrrUy, complaining of its incompetent intel
ligence service and that’’units are unable to 
strike swiftly when rebels are Iocatedl” Al
legations abound of ‘a reluctance of NAFP 
units to attack known NPA camps. The usu
al excuse by local commanders is the short
age of helicopters, vehicles, ammunition 
and etrol. Morale remaine uncertain, and 
re&ontheNAFF’bytheresidentUSMiL 
itary Assistance Group are not encourag
ing. 

Casualty figures vary, depending upon 
who puts them out, and tend to contradict 
each other. They are often~nflated for effect, 
but by coneensus reckoning, probably more 
than 3,000 people were killed in NPA-
related incidents in 1986. 

Nil%% h-s 
The NPA is growing in strength, capabili

ty and influence in the island hinterlands 
and in large urban communities. It is etill 
short of weapons and has recently solicited 
the Soviet Union and China for some. As 
yet, none seem to have been received. 1. 
Should either of these Communist powers 
change their policy, the armed strength of 
the NPA would suddenly increase rapidly. 

Field tactics remain elementary, still 
based mainly on the 20-man platoon used 
extensively for ambushes on roads. 
Company-size formations of three or more 
platoons are assem ed for larger opera-

T 
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tions and raids on p~ovincial towns. & yet, 
there seems to be no evidence of larger for
mations in action, indicating the NPA is 
still in its protracted warfare stage. It will 
not be ready for awhile to embark upon the 
next stage, mobile warfare, when it would 
have to challenge NAFP brigades. To 
achieve its boast, the NPA has three more 
years to form and train its battalions and 
brigades. 

Communist POT teams still tour villages 
in marginal areas preaching and punishing. 
In the cities, Sparrow squads extract a toll of 
death, averaging in Manila, for example, 
abo~t a dozen killings ~ month to destabilize 
the government and demoralize security 

. forces. NPA morale is high and during 18 
years of insurgent war, it has developed co
hesion. Constant indoctrination of members 
and the elimination of those who do not con
form have generated a collective sense of 
dedication, pu@ose and conviction that ulti
‘mate victory will soon be achieved. Remark
ably few”NPA “returnees” have responded 
to government amnesty offers and blandish
ments. 

In.the Philippines the NPA seems to be 
slowly wi~ing, and the NAFP slowly los
ing the insurgent struggle. In Manila, there 
is government hesitation and indecision. In 
late March 1987, Aquino admitted her 
“peace policy” ,bad failed and ordered the 
NAFP to resume operations against the 
NPA. Right-wing, and perhaps military, 
death squads are in spasmodic action and 
one allegedly shot and wounded Buscayno 
in Manila on 9 June. 

In June 1987, Aquino declared a “people’s 
war against terrorists, of both the Left and 
the Right” and is said to be in favor of rais-

NEW PEOPLES ARMY 

ing a citizen army on the Israeli model. The 
Israeli army has been successful against ex
ternal enemies, while the NPA is an inter
nal foe that is dividing the nation. She 
seems to overlook the effect of Communist 
indoctrination on a section of tbe people 
and, in any case, such a project WOU1 take 
time to implement. Tim&w a vital fac ‘tor. 

The NPA, while still short of weapons and 
with its mobility in strength distinctly lim
ited, remains vulnerable to a well-equipped 
and well-trained NAFP that is mobile and 
hard-hitting. Somehow the NAFP must be. 
quickly transformed into a professional mil
itary’ body with vigor and aggression 
breathed into it. It needs a nonpolitical, 
competent, dynamic military commander, 
able to inspire and lead it. Aquino also des
perately needs an effective intelligence 
service to assess and monitor the NPA. As
suming she retains power, she must gaiD 
the support and respect ofa major part of the 
nation. What better way to start than with ‘ 
land reform, the Communist “Achilles 
heel”? 

The United States must not repeat its 
mistake of trying to spearhead the war 
against the insurgents, as it d]d against the 
Vietcong in Vietnam for the South Viet
namese. Filipinos must tight their own war 
and win it. They need Western financial 
help and materiel aid, but not Western sol
diers. To the Communist NPA, these would \ 
be classed as foreign invaders. A distinct 
Vietn’&u-type danger is developing in the 
Philippines, and 1990 is fast approaching. A 
Communist gain of the Philippines wouid 
strengthen the movement internationally 
and would be a strategic blow to the United 
States and its Western allies. % 

/ Edgar OBallance, retzred Brttxh army colonel, u an author, a free-lance 
journalwt and a commentator. He has urLtten books speczalmng m &fense 
and foreLgnaffacrs Hts araclt- “Pakwtan On the Front Porch of ConflccY ap 
peared m tk March 1986 MilitaryReview. 
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Sustainment

Doctrine


Not Keeping Pace With 
AirLandBattleDoctrine 

Lieutenant Colon4 Charles W. McInnis, US Army 

The USArm@AirImadB&k &Mwk maturing. Thesketekdcon- , 
eepts contained in earlier editions of US Army Fietd Monad (Flf) 
IW+5, Operations, the 1986verswn, andAi~. have been braadenedin 
.?@tButtte termiuabgy is beginm”ag to tindits way into the soblerk 
vocab~. Uniortaaate& rwcoting to tluk author, daetrins for sus
tainment ofAirLundB&.?e has not keptpace. , 
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ALLL AROU,ND the US Army commu
nity, people are “discovering” that 

the’ability of Army forces to sustain them
selves in combat has been degraded. Upon 
discovering this startling fact, they start 
trying to “pin the rose” on someone or some
thing as the culprit in the misadventure. 
Variously, the blame has been laid at the 
door of the misguided, Iogmtically ignorant 
killers who run the Army; the poorly in
formed, parochially motivated Congress; 
the development of nuclear weapons; and 
Robert McNamara’s zero-based budgeting. 
An article in this publication even traced 
tlfe decline back to “the elimination of the 
Technical Services. 

If Arm”y generals aie ‘logistically igno
rant”; If intelligent off]cers can spend 30 

.	 years in the service and reach the very pin
nacle of the military profession without 
having acquired a due regard for sustain
ment of forces in the field; if the congress

“ men who appropriate funds for the military 
do not understand the value of sustainment 
to an army in time of war, whose fault is it? 
For that m=tter, why is it a commander, who 
willingly spends two hours diecuss]ng 
whether the engineers in the covering force 
should be attached or under operational 
control (OPCON), is not willing to spend 
five mmutes discuss~g arrangements for 
sustaining the force? 

As we decry this sad turn of events and 
look for a culprit, those of us in the sustain
ment business must take an agonizing look 
inward. We are the people who were (and 
are) responsible for ensuring the sustaina
bility of the force. Thm responsibility can be 
neither delegated nor blamelessly abdi
cated. The fact is, units or equipment not 
contributing directly to the successful out
come of the battle do not survive in today’s 
constrained, “more bang for the buck” 
Army. Commanders devote their time to 
those jhings they perceive as having the 
greatest and most immediate effect on the 
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outcome of the battle. 
Have we, perhaps, distanced ourselves 

from the battle outcome too far in our sus
tainment doctrine and organizational struc
ture? Are we “team players” in the Army’s 
preparation for the next war? Answering 
these questions does not require a journey 
back through history, We need only to leak 

Units or equipment not con

tributing directly to the successful out

come of the battle do not survive in to

day’s constrained, “more bang for the


back” Army. Commanders devote their

time to those things they perceive as


hauing the greatest and most immedi

ate effect on the outcome of the battle.


at doctrinal developments in the most recent 
editions of US Army Field Manual (FM) 
10(+5, Op+v-ations,to get the answers. 

The basic building blocks for sustainment 
doctrine are in place. The sustainment im
peratives are clearly stated in chapter4, FM 
100—5, and sustainment receives proper 
emphasis in the manual. What has not OC- ~ 
curred, however, is the “popularization” of 
the doctrine within tbe combat service sup
port (CSS) community the incorporation of 
AirLand Battle into the sustainment lexi
con. 

Before I get into trouble with my fellow 
sustainers, let me state for the record that 
many Iogisticians and other CSS officers 
fully understand AirLand Battle doctripe 
and are leaving no stone unturned in the ef
fort to fully integrate sustainment with ma
neuver. The US Army Logistics Center, 
Fort Lee, Virgima, is at the forefront ofdoc
trine development. However, there remains 
much to be done, and there are tOOfew in
volved in the effort. 

All of us, sustainer and fighter alike, 
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must rid ourselves of the “business as usual” 
mentality regarding sustainment of Air-
Land Battle. This line of thinking main
tains that a change of maneuver doctrine 
has no impact on how we supply, maintain 
or transport the force. After all, a truck is 
still a truck and a forklift is still a forklift. 
How can’ a change in doctrine altering the 
manner in which people and material are 
employed after delivery affect the unit 
which delivered them? 

It is time to recognize that AirLand Battle 
doctrine substantially changed the way the 
US Army fights, and AirLand Battle sus
tainment will be vastly different than any
thing encountered on previous battlefields. 
Sustainment doctrine must change to the 
same extent and for the same reasons that 
maneuver doctrine changed. This means 
there can be no “business as usual,” sacro
sanct aspects of the doctrine. The tenets of 
AirLand Battle apply ~oall forces on the bat
tlefield, not just to maneuver forces. The 
challenge to writers of sustainment doctrine 
is to “get sustainment into the battle.” 

The first order of bueiness must be to es
tablish and make credible the fact that 
there is such a thing as “sustainment doc
trine,” as opposed to the collection of proce
dures and organizational diagrams that we 
previously called doctrine and promulgated 
in field manuals. Currently, most sustain
ment manuals, regardless of which CSS dis
cipline is involved, read like the organiza
tion and functions manual of an administra
tive organization. 

For example, the preface of FM 63—3J, 
Combat Service Support Operations, Corps, 

states: �’This manual describes how the 
Army corps employs combat service support 
to sustain combat units and weapons SYS-
terns.” However, the manual d&otes-at 
least,a part of 39 pages to organizational 
“wiring diagrams,” contains 26 charts with 
arrows running back and forth between ac
ro~yms ‘indicating “flows,” and devotes 27 

pages (one full chapter) to a delineation of 
the responsibilities and functions of the 
corps support command (COSCOM) staff. 

What it does not contain is a chapter on 
how AirLand Battle tenets apply to a COS
COM. Similarly, there is no discussion of 
agility, initiative, depth or synchronization 
within any of the COSCOM staff officers’ 
functions. In fact, AirLand Battle tenets are 
mentioned only very generally as 
buzzwords that apply to maneuver units. 
This is not to question the need for FM’s con
taining procedures and flows-rather to 
question that those manuals constitute 
complete sustainment doctriW. The ccrrent 
move toward integration of sustainment in
to tactical manuals is atirst (and important) 
step. FM 7 1—3, Armored and Mechanized 
Brigade Operations, is the best extant ex
ample of integrated doctrine. Other inte
grated manuals are in the works however, 
there will still be a need for COSCOM and 
division support command (DISCOM) man
uals, and these must be given a battle focus. 

An example of the dysfunctional ran
guage that must be eliminated is contained 
on page 2-1, FM 63—2-% Combat Seruice 

Support Operations- Armored, Mechantied 
and Motorized Infantry Diuisions. The ef
fective provision ofCSS forthedivision com
mander’s ,tactical plan is a continuing and 
vital function of the division support com,
mand commander, staff, and subordinate, 

commanders.” Language such as this is an 
example of how we sustainers have isolated 
ourselves from the battle. The effective pro
vision of CSS to the battle is the only reason 

for the existence of the DISCOM! 
The plan we aretosupport is not “the com

mander’s tactical plan,” it is the plan for em
plo~ins! all resources to achieve success and 

- ~hat mikes it as much a sustainment plan as 
a tactical plan. Page 2-3, FM 63—2—2, 
states, “the CSS plan is developed concur
rently with the tactical plan.” The thought 
behind this quote is a good one one cannot 

I 
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“develop a tactical “plan and then, later, de
termine if the plan is supportable. The prob
lem is, this implies that the comm~nder has 
no single plan for applying resources to the 
battle. Rather, he has two separate plane, 
and the best hope is that they are well coor
dinated. Do we really have (or want) a sys
tem which produces separate plans: one for 
the, application of howitzers to the battle 
and one for the provision of howitzer ammu
nition? 

CSS manuals contain frequent references 
to the maneuver commander, as in ‘<the ma
neuver commander’s intent,” as if this ma
neu~er commander is a slightly eccentric, 
but sort of likeable neighbor whom we 
would like to help out if we could. Why the 
distinction between “maneuver com
mander” and “commander” or between 
“supported force” and “supporting force”? 
Does not the corps commander command 
the COSCOM as directly and as surely as he 
iommands the divisions? Does not “the sup
ported force” plus “the supporting force” re
ally equal “theforce”?The isolation of sus
tainment units from the battle, fostered by 
such language, incorrectly implies the bat
tle can be fought without CSS. 

Sustainment doctrine has not incorpo
rated AirLand Battle tenets as has maneu
ver doctrine, and sustainment imperatives 
receive little more treatment than a listing 
in CSS manuals. We must get beyond pay
ing lip service to AirLand Battle doctrine. 
The sustainment imperatives must be rec
ognized for what they are-a logical way to 
tie sustainment to AirLand Battle tenets 
and, through the tenets, to the successful 
outcome of the battle. Then we can begin to 
develop an applicable sustainment doctrine 
which conforms to overall doctrine. 

Agility 
Writers of sustainment doctrine do not 

treat agility as a required characteristic of 
the sustainment system, but as a character-
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All of us, sustainer and tighter 
alike, must n.d ourselves of the “business 
as usua~ mentality regarding sustain

ment ofAirLand Battle. This line of 
thinking maintains that a change of 

maneuver doctrine has no impact 
on how we supply, maintain or 

transport the force. 

istic of the maneuver force to be supported.

while it is not currently feasible to think “

that a COSCOM can be as physically agile

as.an armored division; the physical dimen

sion of the tenet is but a small part of its

overall meaning. Sustainers are agile in the

true sense of the word. History is replete

with examples of the unforeseen and seem

ingly impossible being rapidly accom

plished. However, innovation is no substi

tute for doctrine.


What is needed isa discussion in doctrinal 
publications of how the sustainment syetem 
consisting of tons of supplies and material; 
heavy, slow moving vehiclefl and mainte
nance facilities full of disabled vehicles, can 
be made more agile. There must be some
thing the COSCOM Materiel Management 
Center, the COSCOM assistant chief of 
staff, materiel, and the other principal play
ers in the sustainment arena can and should 
do to increase the agility of the force. We , 
must analyze tire duties of these Important 
sustainers in view of the agility require
ment and address the results of that anal y
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The commander has no fl”rtgle 
plan for applying resources to the battle. 
Rather, he has two separate plans, and 
the best hope is that they are well coor
dinated. Do we really have (or want) a 
system which produces separate plans: 
one for”the application of howitzers to 

the battle and one for the provision 
of howitzer ammunition? 

sis in our doctrinal publications. Agility 
must be addressed iq both contexts-the 
agility of the COSCO~ from the perspective 
of the COSCOM commander and staff, and 
the impact of the COSCOM on the agility of 
the corps. ,, 

Synchronization 
FM 100—5 states, ‘t[nthe end, the product 

of effective synchronization is maximum 
economy of force, with every resource used 
when and where it will make the greatest 
contribution to success and nothing wasted 
or overlooked.” No reasonable interpreta
tion of this statement could lead to an under
standingthat it refers only to the synchroni
zation of supporting artillery with ground 
maneuver or Air Force assets with Army 
aircraft. 

The applicability of this tenet to the DIS
COM, COSCOM, theater army area com
mand (TAACOM) and all other echelons 
and levels of sustainment should be obvious. 
Yet there is no discussion in the doctrinal 
publications of these organizations of how 
synchr?mization is, or should be, achieved.. 
As with agility, there are two aspects of this 
teneLwhen applied to the sustainment sys
tem: 

@i<How to best synchronize CSS with the 
othe; elements of combat power to achieve 
success. 

e How to synchronize supply with trans

portation, maintenance with supply and so 
forth. 

CSS doctrinal pubhcations emphasize the 
need for coordination between the staff ele
ments and units that provide the” various 
components of sustainment. However, FM 
100—5 makes it abundantly clear that coor
dination does not equal, or necessarily 
result in, synchronization, ”... synchroniza
tion may and usually will require explicit 
coordination among the various units and 
activities participating in any operatibn. By 
itself, however, such coo~dination $ no 
guarantee of synchronization. .“ FM 
100—5 also states, “Some of the activities 
which must be synchronized in an operation 
. . . must occur before the decisive moment, 
and may take place at locations far distant 
from each other.” 

What activity requires more synchroniza
tion than sustainment? The arrival, in-
theater, of ships loaded in the United States 
must be synchromzed with the availability 
of port capacity, terminal units, line-haul 
transportation assets and, most important, 
with the requirements of the force. Current
ly, CSS manuals treat thmas an internal co
ordination problem. This is more than a 
matter of semantics; It strikes at the very 
heart of the issue. Synchronization of the 
battle is commander’s business and that 
includes CSS! We must all speak the same 
doctrinal language. 

Depth 
Depth receives more treatment than any 

of the other tenets in CSS publications, but 
it is a very narrow and shallow treatment. 
DiscussIon of depth is Iim]ted to the partici
pation of CSS units in rear battle and the 
difficulties in supporting the deep battle, es
pecially if forces are sWt across the forward 
line of own troops (FLOT). The broader im
plications are largely ignored. 

How does a COSCOM commander 
achieve depth in his operations? How does 

t’ 
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the COSCOM contribute to the depth of the 
force? When applied to the C!OSCOM, the 
term’ “depthU is similiar to terms tradition
ally used by CSS planners and operators, 
such as robustness, redundancy and resil
iency. Since CSS units, like artillery, are 
tiever in reserve and have no idIe capacity, 
even these terms have fallen into disuse. 
CSS doctrine must begin to addrees how 
units are deployed and ‘employed to provide 
depth to sustainment operations and to the 
force. Depth should also have application to 
the manner in which materiel stocks are po
siti~ned, how much of available stocks are 
kept m reserve for future operations, the es
tablishment ofsafety levels and so forth. All 
these considerations are discussed in cur. 
rent manuals, but not in a cohesive faehion 
and not under the heading of depth. 

initiative 
. Initiative is not new with AirLand Battle, 
but it has achieved a new importance and 
emphasis. Sustainers have never had a 
shortage of initiative. The :Red Ball Ex
press” of World War 11is an example of logis
ticians making things work. CSS manuals 
have not ignored this tenet. In fact, it is dis
cussed well in several manuals, most nota
bly in the draft of FM 100—10, Combat 

Service Support. However, there is no dis
cussion of how it might be applied. The dis
cussion often leaves the impression initia
tive is the concera of senior commanders, 
most often in maneuver units, and deals al
most exclusively with “do what is necessary 
without waiting for orders.’: That is certain
ly a major component of the tenet. 

In the larger sense, initiative means 
shaping the battlefield, setting the condi
tions for combat, as opposed to accepting 
what fate and the enemy hand you. In this 
sense, prepositioning supplies, the estab
lishment of sustainment priorities and in
novative methods of delivering barrier ma
terials to the covering force, could all be 
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Sustainers are agile in the

true sense of the word. History is re


plete with examples of the unforeseen

and seemingly impossible being rapidly

accomplished. However, innovation is


no substitute for doctrine.


ways of assisting the force in gaining the ini
tiative. Every unit in the COSCOM could 
well have a role to play. The COSCOM man
ual must discuss the tenet in regard to the 
sustainment system and provide guidance 
on how it can be achieved. 

The sustainment imperatives in chapter 
4, FM 1OO-5 provide a framework on which 
to build a legitimate body of sustainment 
doctrine. Every CSS manual published sub
sequent to this should have been founded on 
these imperatives and how they are 
achieved and enhanced by CSS unit corn
manders and planners. However, even the 
most recently published manuals still do not 
connect sustainment with the battle 
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Using forward-area refuefing equrpment, a tank 
rn.mpany cso Da completely refuelad in less than 

“The ASG command structure must acknowledge its role in sustainment 
as the primary reason for its deployment on the battle field.” Sustainment of 

battle is not the primnryreason for the deployment of ASGs; it is the only reason!” , 

through use of the imperatives. 
FM 54-50, Area Support Group (ASG), 

recently approved for publication, has the 
obligatory section in which AirLand Battle 
tenets are listed, along with an abbreviated 
copy of the FM 100-5 discussion of their 
meanings. However, the tenets are not used 
as a foundation for the subsequent discus
sion of the ASG organization, employment 
or operations, and there is no mention of the 
sustainment imperatives. The manual 
treats t:e ASG employment as ifit were the 

. function of an equation. “One ASG is em
ployed to command and control three to sev
en battalions or battalion equivalents. 
Work-load levels and the geographic disper
sal of,units also influence the decision to de
ploy ASGS.” This certainly does not consti
tute a very direct battle tie-in! 

The manual does “throw a bone” at the 

6 

connection of the ASGe t6%he battle. ‘The 
basic missions of the ASG are instrumental 
in the overall sustainment of theater opera
tions. The ASGcommand structure must ac
knowledge its role in sustainment as the 
primary reason for its deployment on the 
battlefield.” Sustainment ofbattle isnot the 
prwumy reason for the deployment of ASGs; 
it is the only reason! Further, ASGS should 
be employed in the numbers and locations 
required to best ensure the success of the 
commander’s plan. Probably, none of us 
doubts that this will be the case. Why do we 
not say so in our doctrine? 

FM 100—10 (CU ently nearing publica
tion) will be a break hrough manual for SUS
tainment doctrine 1 iters. It contains a dis
cussion of AirLand Battle tenets and the 
sustainment imperatives. It does not, how
ever, link the two. In fact, in the ssme chap

1 
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ter as the discussion of the tenets and imper
atives, is a section titled “Organization for 
Sustainment.” This section discusses how 
CSS elements are organized by task, eche
lon and area. There ie no discussion of how 
this organization does, or could, provide 
depth to the force. Similarly, there is no dis
cussion of the imperatives of integration, 
continuity and responsiveness, even though 
such an organizational laydown appears to 
foster these characteristics. 

Further linkage of the imperatives and 
the tenets is one of the more difficult tasks 
facing sustainment doctrine writers. The 
surface connection between sustainment, 
which is continuous, integrated and respon
sive, and the commander’s ability to main
tain the initiative, is clear. It is not clear 
how all these factors intermix with organi
zational laydown, interior versus exterior 
lines ofcommunication, maintenance prior
ities and so forth, much less with the need 
for synchromzation, depth or agility. 

The full ramifications of the synergism of 
these ~oncepts will undoubtedly not be en
capsulated in sustainment% doctrine for a 
long time. The sustainment community has 
made an excellent start in FM 100—10 and 
in integrating sustainment in FM 71—3. 
Every writer of sustainment doctrine, 
whether the doctrine is integrated into tac
tical manuals or is in CSS specific manuals, 
must further this effort with every new 
publication and every revision of old publi
cations. The result WI1lbe a legitimate, ap
plicable body of sustainment doctrine. 

This discussion is more than a matter of 

semantics or of “word smithing.” There is a 
tie-in between the lack of credible sustain
ment doctrine and longstanding Army prob
lems. The tie-in may be obscure and indi
rect, but it is nonetheless substantial. It 
deals with the gut-level belief of many com
manders and staff officers that “sustain
ment is important and we need someone to 
look after that for us so we can concentrate 
on the really important things.” To counter 
this belief, and the resultant isolation of 
sustainment from the battle, sustainment 
doctrine must be couched in AirLand Battle 
terminology, anchored to the tenets of Air-
Land Battle and inseparable from the other 
elements of combat power. 

FM 100—10, when published, will bea 
start toward resolving the doctrinal prob
lems this article attempts to address. Chap
ter one says,’in effect, that the forces’ man
ning, arming, fueling, fixing and force 
movement requirements have not changed, 
although, “how” to do these has changed to 
reflect more responsive and aggressive sup
port. Both support principles and internal 
support organizations have evolved with 
the development of AirLand Battle doc
trine. 

The task now facing CSS sustainment 
writers is to build on this foundation and in
corporate this battle focus in all future CSS 
doctrinal publications. Once established, 
this doctrine will increase the chances that 
CSS will be viewed as an important combat 
multiplier and, as a result, CSS units may 
have abetter chance of surviving the budget 
cutter’s axe. % 

Lwutenant Colonel Charles W.Mdnnu u &putY dtrector for doctrine, De
partme~t of Su.stamment and Resourcmg Opemtlons, US Army Command 
and General Staff College,Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He recezveda master’s 
degreefrom Floruin Instltuteof Techrwlogyand M’agraduate oftlw Command 
und General Staff Ofiicers Course, USACGSC He fias seroed m staff and 
command posltlons m Vtetnam and Europe; as a logtsttis research analyst, 
US Army Log@cs Centm: and as an mstmctor m cOmbUtsero~e .wPPOfland 
deputy director for su.staznment operations 1’.
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THE US ARMY ,and its critics are cur
rently engaged in a heated debate con

cerning the $atio of supporting forces versus 
supported forces. There are several “hot” 
topics involved in thk debate. The appropri
ate troop strength and the Reserve: Active 
strength ratio are closely related topics fig
uring into discussions. Another topic is 
whether or not the Soviets will only be de
terred by a large number ofcombat units, re
gardless of their supportability. Even cur
rent materiel acquisition practices and how 
they affect support are factors. 

Ag ,recently as January 1986, the Con
gressional Budget OfEce and at least one 
senior Army otllcer have publicly conceded 
the Army is unsure whether o~ not suffi
cient Reserve forces exist to successfully 
support combat operations. The Total Force 
Army is approaching a 50-50 mix of Active 
and Reserve forces.’ 
‘ Approximately 70 percent of the III Corps 
combat service support (CSS) units, which 
will support the corpe in time of war, are Re
serve units. CSS units provide logistic sup
port to combat units in the form of supply 
and services. Equipment, ‘personnel and 
training are all significant factors in pre
paring a unit for deployment. “However di
luted by improvisation, logistics is essen
tially a planned and organized activity.’” 

Historically, the US Army has been al
lowed sufficient time to mount its opera
tions and develop the CSS capabilities nec
essary to adequately support combat opera
tions. In.response to questions asked in 1935 
by the then chief of staff, General Malin 
Craig, concerning current mobilization 
plans, the G 1 (personnel) and G4 (logistics) 
ofllcers were brutally honest. The G1 stated 

(1) The manpower contemplated to be mo 
bdizedduring the first month. could not be 

obtained. 

(2) Plans were inadequate. for process

ing into units the men procured by voluntary 
enlistment. 

Approximately 70percent of the 
11[ Corps combat service support (CSS) 

units, which will support the corps in 
time of war, are Reserve units. CSS 

units provide logistic support to combat 
units in the form of supply and .vervi

ces. Equipment, personnel and training 
are all significant factors in preparing 

a unit for deployment. 

(3) All corps a<ea commanders had not 
solved the problems m uolved in their service 
commands. 

(4) The mobilization plans of the various 
echelons were zncomplete. 

(5) Had mobihzation occurred at that time 
[1 February 1936], the objectives set for the 

first thirty days of mobilization could not 
have been achieved? 
The G4 added: 

a. It may be concluded that when all mobi
lization plans have been completed . . . the 
forces to be mobilized during the frost thirty 
days...: 

(1) Can be fed, clothed, transported and 
sheltered in a reasonably satisfactory man
ner. 

(2) Can be supplied with the riquwed 
eqmpment from storage or procurement ex
cept for airplanes, tanks, combat cars, scout 
cars, antiauvrafl guns, .5o caliber machine-
guns, pontoon equzpment andposstbly orga
nizational motor equipment. There will be 
shortages in gas masks, radzo and tele
phone equtpment, and equipment for medi
cal regiments. $ 

Logistic Ieadtimes required during World 
War II were 16-24 months. If preparations 
had not been made prior to our declaration 
of war, the character and eventual outcome 
of the war could have been drastically differ
ent. For example, the decision to mount Op-, 
eration Torch, the invasion of North Africa, 
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was made in July 1942. It was conducted in 
November 1942. Without the benefit of pre
vious preparations initiated, in part, be
cause of the analysis of Craig’s staff, it 
might not have taken place prior to 1944.5 

During World War H, at least,.the logistic 
lead time was far longer than the planning 

‘. 

The current estimate is that 
only 31 percent of ail ammunition 

plants designated to provide ammuni
tion for the next war would require no ex

tensive repair prior to beginning pro
duction. A planned- for goal ofjust 30 

days’ ammunition war reserves for all of 
NATO, to be stockpiled by 1943, slipped 
more than two years, according to the 
Senate Arm’edServices Committee. 

time. This scheduling conflict was resolved 
by developing resource pools ahead of time.’ 
These resource pools included not only de
ployable units, but essential items of sup
ply, such as fuel and ammunition. Despite 
all prior planning, it took approximately 
two and one-half years for ammunition pro
duction to meet all requirements, finally 
meeting demands in mid-1943.’ 

Ifthe lessons learned during World War II 
were properly applied today, there would be 
sufficient manpower reserves and ammuni
tion, fuel and materiel on-hand, or stock
piled, to ensure adequate supply and sup
port until production lines were fully opera
tional. The increased complexity of 
production and the theory that the next war 
will begin with short-to-no notice have com
plicated matters somewhat. Acceptance of 
this theory should, obviously, result in in
creases of all types of reserves. Congress and 
the Department of Defense have, instead, 
al[owed a relatively minor increase in the 
size of the Active force and operational re

source stockpiles, while retaining insuffi
cient reserves of both. 

Kenneth J. Coffey states “. . . the role of 
the reserves is being severely limited by 
equipment, supply, war reserves, and stra
tegic mobility weaknesses.’” Secretary of 
Defense Harold Brown wrote in 1980, “We 
have economized (some would say skimped) 
on the nuts and bolts needed to sustain a 
nonnuclear conflict in a particular theater 
for more than a relatively short time.’” 

The current estimate is that only 31 per
cent of all ammunition pli%ts designated to 
provide ammunition for the next war would 
require no extensive r~~ir prior to begin
ning production.’” A planned-for goal of just 
30 days’ ammunition war reserves for all of 
NATO, to be stockpiled by 1983, slipped 
more than two years, according to the Sen
ate Armed Services Committee. LLCurrent , 
war reserves of petroleum products would 
be consumed quickly, once combat was initi
ated. ” “Gitien previous U.S. attention to 
short-war scenarios, the United States has 
neglected important elet%ents of port and 
transit security after the outbreak of war. 

. The Soviet naval mine warfare potential 
has gone largely encountered.”” Conse
quently, deployed forces’ resources may well 
be reduced to their inadequate operational 
reserves and pre-positioned CSS.units once. 
the battle begins, if not sooner. 

Lieutenant Colonel John M. Vann’s Au
gust 1987 Mzlttary Reuiew article, titled 
“The Forgotten Forces: clearly defines the 
shift in manpower from CSS forces to com
bat forces in the Active force. His title refers 
to those forces identified as required, but ex
isting only on paper. These units are “as
signed to corps, ostensibly as part of their 
go-to-war forces. 

Obviously, at the strategic and theater 
levels, there are significant logistic prob
lems. What of actual unit capabilities, as
suming that sufficient war reserves of criti
cal supplies exist? yBattledoctrine 
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A supply depot of engineer materials 
stretching to the horizon at Thatcham, 
England, 8 April 1944 

During World WarII, at leust, the logistic lead time was far longer than

the planning time. This scheduling conflict was resolved by developing resource


pools ahead of time. . . . Despite allpriorplanning, it took approximately two and

one-half years for ammunition production to meet all requirements.


currentIy espouses the absolute need for attack. lt found that not only the division’s 
deep attacks by indirect and direct fires. transportation umts, but also the parent 
This doctrine increases the complexity of corps’ and theater’s ground transportation 
meeting eonsumpti n rates of necessary units would be required to support it. R sug
supphes and services, i especmlly when con- gests that such a force would have to be con
sidering launching ground forces in the sidered a “throwaway” umt because It sim
deep attack. To better support thk doctrine, piy could not be adequately supported for 
lighter ammunition, more easily main- seven days.” Such analyses have led to the 
tained vehicles, alternative energy sources conclusion that AirLand Battle doctrine IS 

and less-vulnerable CSS systems have been the source of the supportability problem. 
proposed, among other suggestions, as imp
erative steps to improving support.” Ill corps 

One analysis exammed a single division’s At Fort Hood, Texas, the commanding 
requirements to execute a seven. day deep general tasked the 13th Support Command 
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If was found that the HI Corps

(23S structure um.s incapable ofpro

uidittg adequate support for ecen the


re[atiuely small percentage of combat

forces, before or after combat was


initiated. CSS units are not assigned

in suftici&t numbers or adequately 

~esigned and are not effectively 
scheduled for deployment, given 

the survey results. 

, 

to determine what was the actual, current 
CSS structure’s readiness. The resultant 
study concerned itseIf with examining the 
III Corps’ ability to support itself and en
gage in sustained combat given its current 
CSS forces’ capabilities and deployment 
schedule. The findings of this study and its 
examination of alternatives would enable 
III Corps logistic planners to better under
stand the requirements and capabilities of 
their assigned units. The methodology de
veloped would provide a basis for contin
gency planning and mission analysis, here
tofore lacking, at the corp~ leveL 

The corps commander’s instructions sp6c
ified that all assumptions made were to be 
neither optimistic nor pessimistic, but mid
range values. Every CSS unit in the III 
Corps’ CAPSTONE (Reserve Component) 
trace, with the exception of adjutant general 
and psychological operations units, was con
tacted and surveyed for critical military oc
cupational specialties (MOSS) and equip
ment. Perfect distribution and unlimited 
supplies, except Class VII Ikajor end items), 
were assumed. Requirement figures for the 
entire force were based upon authorized 
strengths, while capabilities were figured 
upon actual CSS unit stren~hs. Reserve 
units were assumed to be able to deploy at 
their assigned strengths. 

The scenario used did not include a deep 
attack, but instead, a fairly standard offen
sive action. The III Corps’ time-phased force 
deployment list was used to determine 
which units w re in-theater at the time of 
the scenario. i y design, the timing of the 
scenario was such that more than 90 percent 
of the CSS units were in-theater compared 
to only 60 percent of combat and combat sup
port umts. 

Corps’ requirements were generated with 
planning factors extracted from Student 
Text (ST) 101–2, Planning Frsctors, a US 
Ar’my Command and General Staff College 
text, and by three mo els. The models were 

f 
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A irLand Battle doctrine currently espouses the absolute need for deep 

attacks by indirect and direct fires. This doctrine increases the complexity of . 
meeting consumption rates of necessarg supplies and services, especially when 

considering launching ground forces in the deep attack. 

used for specific areas’ capabilities and re
quirements. Two models analyzed the main
tenance situation, and the third generated 
casualty and hospital data. Imgeneral 
terms, the capabilities and requirements of 
the 111Corps were anal yzed for every class of 
supply, water, maintenance, transporta
tion, graves registration and hospitals. 

It was found that the 111Corps CSS struc
ture was incapable of providing adequate 
support for even the relatwely small per
centage of combat forces, before or after 
combat was initiated. CSS units are not as
signed in suftlcient numbers or adequately 
designed and are not effectively scheduled 
for deployment, given the survey results. 
This was the case for every area and type of 
unit examined, except transportation. Only 
the transportation units even approached a 

level of capability srrflicient to mee& the III 
Corps(-) requirements. The design issue 
does not refer to organization, rather it ad
dresses the number and kinds of MOSs and 
equipment authorized. 

Maintenance units, for example. are cur
rently configured on the basis of require
ments, 
ity and 
comb+t 
ments. 
damage 

which include reliability, availabil
maintainability y (RAM) data and 
damage maintenance require-

This study distributed the combat 
exactly as the RAM requirements 

were and found certain MOSS to be com
pletely overloaded. 

Only one nondivisional maintenance 
unit, out of all such units in the CAPSTONE 
trace, was found to possess equipment al
lowing it to maintain Ml Abrams, M2/3, 
Bradleys or the Multiple-Launch Rocket 
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System (MLRS). There are no funds for the 
purchase of such equipment for the Re
serve units apparently, despite the estab
lishment of training centers and programs 
for the same, specifically targeted for Re
serve soldiers. 

Because of time constraints, the sensitivi
ty analysis was not extensive, and adequate 
solutions to the problems were not found. 
Because of the classified nature of the study, 
more specific results cannot be disclosed , 
here. An associated finding was made, 
though, that the tools and data currently 
available for a study at this level are sadly 
lacking. There are efforts underway,to sim
ulate combat damage maintenance require
ments by the Logistics Center, Fort Lee, 
Virginia. 

A Short Bridge, Getting Shorter 
Two m~iorissues are involved in strategic 

logistic military plarining for combak 
e Resources must be available to supply 

these units once deployed. , 
@ Sutlicient numbers of CSS units must 

be deployable in terms of equipment, per
sonnel and training levels. 

During World War II, concerted efforts to 
plan for logistical support began well before 
direct US military involvement did. Given 
the increasingly complex equipment being 
fielded today and the current status of US 
mobilization plans, it seems unlikely these 
lead times have been reduced. 

In 1983, the undersecretary ofdefense for 
policy, Dr. Fred Ik14, described current in
dustrial preparedness as a “short bridge”: 
“One is reminded of a bridge builder whose 
bridge fails to span the river. When asked 
whether he does not need additional timbers 
to complete the job, he answers that none 
are needed since he is planning for a ‘short 
bridge’.’’” 

As the majority of the Total Army’s CSS 
units ire Reserve units, attent]on must be 
paid to their actual readiness. “Reserve 

A MLRS crswman uses a portabls control detics to un

load two s!x-pdck rocket launch pods The MLRS can bs

loaded and unloaded by a single crewman, even though a

crew of three can do It faster .+


equipment m traditionally inferior to that of’ 
the Active forces: marginal to obsolete . . . it 
is inadequate in both quantity and quality 
for rapid mobilization.’’” “Pentagon plan- o 
ning routinely assumes about 70% of reserv
ists summoned show upon time . . . mobilizi
tio~ exercises conducted over the past dec
ade, however, have pointed to much lower 
results.’’” Yet, here is where most of the CSS 
units are found 

In 1981, the General Accounting OWlce 
reported to Congress on its analysis of 24 
major weapon systems under development. 
Six of these systems had demonstrated 
RAM deficiencies, seven had serious vulner
ability and survivability problems, and four 
were being developed despite built-m logis
tic support problems.” Some of these sys
tems have since bee fielded. 

7 
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Only one nondivisional maintenance unit, out ofall such units in the 
CAPSTONE trace, was found to possess equipment allowing it to maintain Ml “ 

Abrams, M213Bradleys or the Multiple-Launch Rocket System (MLRS). . 
There are no funds for the purchase ofsuch equipment for the Reserve units app~

ently, despite the establishment of training centers and programs for the same, 
speeitically targeted for Reserve soldiers. 

— 

It Is Not AirLand Battle 
Two analyses appearing in this publica

tion have faulted the deep attack doctrine as 
the root of the CSS problem 

“The Army must be realistlc about the 
deep attack doctrine and its implementa
tion. We muit begin to prepare now in terms 
of materiel, doctrine and training so that, if 
implemented . . . [it] does not become a tragic 
and embarrassing sacrifice of tbe deep 
strike force because we failed to plan,’ pre
pare and support it logistically.’”” 

“The concept of a division-size force . . . 
driving rapidly to a depth of 150 kilometers 
is truly appealing. . . . But the US Army is 
neither structured nor manned to adequate-
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ly support this concept.’’” 
The III Corps’ study has shown that there 

simply are not enough people in the right 
places with the right equipment. Vann has 
suggested centralizing the responsibility 
far logistics at the Secretary of Defense lev~ 
el. Before taking this approa~h, however, it 
is important to understand why AirLand 
Battle is being singled out. Quite simply, it 
is because of the fact that planners at the 
Depatiment of the Army (DA) level use one 
set of planning factors and assumptions, 
and the rest of tbe Army is fending for itself. 

At DA level, planning already tends to be 
done with assumptions of 100 percent au
thorized strengths and planning factors 
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[Before] centralizing the responsibilit~ for logistics at the Secretary

of Defense level .. . . it is important to understand why AirLand Battle is being


singled out. Quite simply, it is because of the fact that planners at the Department

of the Armg (DA) level use one set ofplanning factors and assumptions,


and the rest of the Army is fending for itself.


based upon theater-level averages. Lower-
Ievel headquarters, and even some US 
Army Training’ and Doctrine Command 
(TRADOC) schools, are using ST 101–2; for 
lack of any current field manual. Conse
quently, comparisons of the results demon
strate gross discrepancies. Some DA-level 
studies have actually “demonstrated’ a su
perfluity of CSS capabilities, while brigade 
and division, and now corps, analyses show 
extreme deficiencies, 

It follows then, that the lack of a single, 
coordinated source of planning factors and 
models is a very real handicap to planners 
and staffs at all levels. Ideally, both the fac
tors and models included in such a source 
would he modular. With a modular-
designed data source, the support platoon 

. 

leader, the DCSLOG (deputy chief of staff, 
logistics) analyst and any planner in be
tween would be able to verify one another’s. 
data and assumptions. Every intervening 
headquarters would be able to use the 
results of their subordinate headquarter’s 
findings, Corps and theater headquarters 
would be able to interject actual require
ments and reserve capabilities under a 
standardized approach and conduct far 
more accurate analyses. 

This proposal should 
modification to Vann’s 
posal. The dissemination 
tical tools would allow 

be considered as a 
centralization pro
ofsuftlcient statis

all staffs to provide 
actual data and analyses similar to that of 
111Corps’. Continuity such a: this can only 
he provided bY a sin le source of p]anning, 

.1 
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factors and models} Once corps commanders 
can demonstrate their actual CSS shortfalls 
tQtheir theater commanders, changes could 
then be pushed and pulled. Without a cen
tral source for all planners and at least DA-
Ievel interest, ”there will continue to,be dis
continuity between the levels of planning. 

Logistical support of US forces in combat 
is a multifaceted problem. Strategic re
serves and mobdization plannlng are inade
quate. Continued headlong materiel acqui
sition of unsupportable equipment and on
going ~cheduled reorganizations complicate 
analyses of where we currently are, much 
les~ where we are going. Before any attempt 
to truly solve the problem can be successful, 
actual data must be used wherever possible, 
and all planning has to be based upon com
mon grounds and assumptions. 

The III Corps and its combat forces to CSS 
ratio may well be unique. If the assumption 

“ ismadethat itisnot, however, itisnot Air-

CORPSSUPPORT 

Strategic reseruesand

mobilization planning are inadequate.


Continued headlong materiel acqui

sition of unsupporta ble equipment and


ongoing scheduled reorganizations

complicate analyses of where we curren t-


Iy are, much less where we are going.


Land Battle that has caused the problem. 
Further research must be done before con
cluding whether or not deep attack doctrine 
has significantly affected supportability at 
all, besides lengthening supply lines and ex
posing vulnerable CSS vehicles. Mean: 
while, Congress and the Department of De
fense are continulngto base thelrjudg
ments upon assumptions of 100 percent” 
strength and paper units, further shorten
ingthe CSSbridge. % 
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 lsthe COSCOM Ready 
The corps support comrrsund(COSCO.?’t)is the organhdion primurtly 
responsible for the%gisticat support of the cops and its subordiante 
units. Is it capabte offulfilting its mission una%rcturent combot serv
ice support (CSS) o!oetrine? This as-tick says it is not arut pmpases 
some changes. 

ARSHAL Konstarrtin K. Rokos-
M sovsky, commander of the Soviet 
Union’s Central Front at the Battle of 
Kursk, once remarked, “It’s not-the troops’ 
job to th~nk of the rear but the rear% job to 
think of the troops.’” Rokossovsky and 
many others in the Soviet army came upon 
this wisdom the hard way. For the first 
years of World War 11, faulty doctrine split 
his and other combat commanders’ focus m 
a way that restricted offensive mobility. A 
brief reflection on what happened prowdes a 
historical framework for assessing present 
US Army preparedness for providing com
bat service support (CSS) to a corps in the of
fense. 

rossa ]n June 1941, he caught the’ Soviet 
army doctrinally ill-prepared to spstain its 
divisions. Supply point distribution was the 
cornerstone of the army’s tactical- and 
operational-level sustainment.’ This meant 
that division commanders had to send their 
CSS units to army-level depots in rear areas 
to receive supplies. Additionally, they had 
responsibility for maintaining road net
works to supply locations, distances that on 
some occasions exceeded 200 kilometers 
(km) . 

Even under ideal conditions, the plight of 
division commanders was logistically pre
carious It was worsened by the strategic 
surprise achieved by the Germans during 
the invasion, since incomplete mobilization 
meant many divisions fought without CSS 
soldiers who were m the reserves. Conse
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THE ICORPS: Y
for AirLand Bade? 
quently, the commander, seeing an opportu
mty on the battlefield and wanting to coun
terattack, was limited in what he could ac
tually do. 

Asdefeatsmounted, the Soviets struggled 
to rc!gain the initiative and in so doing, they 
proved innovative. Use of forward detach
ments to strike key targets in German rear 
areas was one example, but these brigade-
or tlivision-size units experienced costly de
feats as well and often for comparable rea
son. Detachment commanders were caught 
between mission and doctrine. Ord6rs di
rected them forward: supply point distribu
tion pulled them back. 

In June 1943, Joseph Stalin signed a de
.	 tree replacing supply point with unit dmtr]

bution throughout the Soviet army. This re
quired higher echelons to deliver supplies to 
lower echelons. Although this may seem rel
atively minor, the effect for combat com
manders was substantial since the doctrinal 
change permitted them to focus more on the 
battle being waged. Soviet accounts of the 
Great Patriotic War cite this decree as a pri

mary contributor to major victories that 
started a month later against the Germans 
at Kursk and continued through the 
lightening-like thrust into ‘Manchuria two “ 
years later to end the war with Japan. 

Changes@ doctrine and organization are 
not unusual during war, but few, if any, 
armies have the terrain and forces te spare
—as the Soviets did in World War II—as 
they adjust to demands of the battlefield. 
The US Army certainly will not ifit becomes 
involved in a large-scale conflict. Although 
the Army has long since seen the impor
tance of concepts like unit distribution, real 
questions remain; does it fully understand 
the wisdom behind Rokossovsky’s comment 
and the Soviet experience, particularly 
when it comes to providing CSS to large for
mations? It appears the US Army stands on 
the verge of splitting the focus of its combat 
commanders like the Soviets did in World 
War II, forcing commanders unnecessarily 
to “think of the rear” when this ieoDar
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the corps~and the Incumbent difficulties 
that employment entails have received In. 
creasing attention m recent years with the 
publication of the 1982 and 1986 versions of 
US ‘Army Fiel~ Manual (FM) 100—5, Oper
ations. Imperatives put forth m these 
manuals—agillty, imtiat]ve, depth and 
synchronization—are becoming gommon 
terminology. Additionally, much IS being 
said in and out of print about maneuver war
fare, deep attack, ex$oitiation and auftrag

stakttk. Current doctrine and IIterature re
veal beliefs that tomorrow’s battlefield WI11 
offer premiums to the combat commander 
who can act quickry and decisively when 
windows of opportunity open. 

Striking when the w]ndows are open, 
though, becomes more challenging wvth 
larger forces, simply because of the added 
difficulty ofmaintaining coordinated mobll

, ity of tooth and tail. For the corps, the 
Army’s largest tactical formation, the 
greatest potential inhibitor tO moblhty IS 
the corps support command ICOSCOitl). As 
divisions look to charge forward, the COS-
COIVIfaces greater resupply dmtances and. 
in all likelihood, greater tonnages. Conse
quently, lt 1s imperative the COSCOM be 
configured and trained so the dlvislons and 
nondivlsiotial units It supports are not 
forced to waste time coordinating sustain
ment requmements. COSCOM, doctrine and 
organization raise doubts about \vhether 
tfrls M, ]n fact, the case. 

FM 63—3J, Combat Scrctce Suppart Op 

era’tmns, Cor,a.$J the cornerstone doctrinal 
manual for ciJ s-level CSS, says the COS-
COMis a ta]lor t d organmatlon based on ge

ographic area of responsibility, number and 
types of weapons to be supported, and the 
type and volume of supplies to be provided. 
MaJor subordinate comman,ds include a, 
medical brigade, a transportation brigade, 
an ammumtion group and a variabk num
ber of support groups. . 

The support groups, which theor-etically 
bear the brunt of,supportmg committed 
forces, also are tailored organizations “re
sponsible for the maintenance, ~tipply sup
port, and field services for the corps and its 
dl~,ls]ons.’” Ma]orsuhordlnate commands of 
t}plcal support groups include a supply and 
service ba~talion, dn-ect support malnte
nemce battallon(s 1and a petroleum supply 
battalion, if one is asslg~~d or attached. It m 
Important to note, however, that support 
groups perform only some of the vital func
tions needed by d]wsmn and nondl~,lsional 
units. They are not completely multifunc
tional CSS organizations since they do not 
have any transportcit}on, ordnance or medl
.cal unlta. Lack of such functional capablll~ 
ties In support groups complicates matters 
c{)ns]derably for supported forces 

Fi#urL, 1 graphically portmys the flow of 
~uppl!es and seI v]ces from the COSCOJ! to 
divisions as th]s flow m envisioned m cur
rent doctrine and tables oforganlzat]on and 
equipment, From the perspective of a divi 
sion commander, the sustainment process is 
far from simple, The d]vision commander, 
through his divmion support command 
[DISCOM) commander, communicates re
quirements and receives supplies or serv
ices through a variety of channels. For ex
ample, he looks to the support group com-
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mander for some supply and services and for 
maintenance. For/transportation, ordnance 
and medical support, though, he must look 
either to three other commanders or to the 
COSCOM commander to task the three oth
er commanders to provide the support. 

The division commander may not have to 
travel to his rear to get the support, as Sovi
et commanders did in the first half of World 
War II, hut the potential for a split focus M 
substantial. Present procedures require 
bim or others in the system to coordinate re
quirements with multiple commanders, 
who, in turn, may haveto coordinate with 
each other before providing the suppo+all 
of which can consume valuabie time, in
crease the likelihood for errors and, depend
ing on how everyone is communicating, cre
ate added opportunities for the enemy to 
pinpoint locations. 

As difficult as the plight of the division 
may seem, it pales next tothatofthe non-
divisional unit, Nondivisional units, rang
ing from military intelligence teams to ar
tillery battalions, frequently operate for
ward of brigade rear boundaries when 
supporting a division. FOCthem, the predic
amentdepicted in figure 1 mirrors exactly 
the dmastrous situation faced by many Sovi
et commanders in World War H. CSS doc
trine, for many understandable reasons, 
calls for supply point dwtribution to non
dnmional units. These units have to go to 
the rear for resupply. As missions take them 
forward, doctrine pulls them back, quite lit
erally against the traffic, to distances be
yond the depth of the division’s rear bound
arytoa corps support group. Additionally, 
these smaller units face larger obstacles if 
required to communicate CSS requmements 
to multiple commanders, since they tiave 
Iesa communications capability over large 
dmtances. 

Consider What happens i{ a dlvislon or 
corps commander sees an opportunity and 
decides to take advantage of it. Consider a 
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Figure’2—Possib[e organ!zatlon 

two-division attack, where a support group 
is providing area CSS to two divisions. Divi
sion A has achieved a significant penetra
tion and is m position to exploit to the rear of 
the enemy. Should the commander of Divi
sion A receive this mission, or should he do 
soon bis own because he knows the corps 
commander’s intent, the sustainment proc
ess is complicated. 

The division commander, not having a 
dedicated support group behind him, finds 
himself communicating requirements to 
mult]ple CSS commanders over distances 
even greater than before. Furthermore, the 
support group supporting Division A, and 
providing support to another division as 
well, finds itself in the predicament of pro
vldmg area support over a much-expanded 
area. Lines ofcommumcation to Diwsion A 
could easily become too long for any type of 
area support to work well. 

FM 63—3J, for example, indicates the 
depth of a perfectly linear corps combat zone 
to be 18$200 km? That alone M beyond the 
daily line-haul planning factors for trans
portation umts. It M not hard to imagine the 
effects distances half this great will have for 
commanders trying to communicate re
quirements to multiple CSS units during 
the. confusion of a real tight on a nonlinear 
battlefield 

What is a solution to the current d]lem-
Ma? The answer may resade in the recent or

ganizational change to DISCOMS providing 
dedicated forward support battalions for 
maneuver brigades. Back Ing up these bat
talions is a multifunctional main support 
battalion. As a result, the DISCOM corn- ~ 
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F!guro 3—Proposed organizations m supper! 

mander no longer has to implement CSS 
through seveial functionally oriented bat
talions as the $lOSCOM commander must 
do with brigades and groups. It would ap
pear that communication, coordination and 
overall sustainment would he enhanced if 
COSCOM major, subordinate commands 
were comparably configured to be truly 
multifunctional; If forward support groups 
were established to provide dedicated CSS 
to divisionfi and if these forward support 
groups were further organized to permit 
task organization of a multifunctional sup
port battalion to go forward into diviwon ar
eas to bring CSS closer to nondivisional 
units. 

Figure 2 reflects the possible structure of 
such a forward support group. Ordnance, 
transportation and medical battalions have 
been added to the other battalions normally 
included In support groups, as well as a for
ward support battalion designed to be tai
lored using company building blocks to sup
port nondivisional units operating in t~e 
corps forward area. Actual size and composi
tion of these additional battalions would be 
dependent upon mission. 

It may be advisable, in fact. to organize 
the entire support group with multifunc
tional battalions. That would offer d@mct 
benefits in training young officers to think 
logistically rather than functionally. The 
group commander could always reorganize 
hls ~oup to functional battalions ]fthe situ
ation warrante~ Additionally, movement 
control and m teriel management teams 
have been incl$ ed to assist the support 
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group commander in coordinating the 
movement of supplles. A similar structure 
could be used to form a rear support &oup. 

Fgure 3 captures the benefits such multi 
functlonal support groups offer to com
manders. Supported forces have single 
points of contact for CSS and potentially 
simplltled procedures for satisfying sustain
ment needs. The division commander com
~unicates all requirements directly to the 
support group providing support. The non
divislonal unit commander communicates 
requirements to the forward support battal
ion of the fo~ard support group supporting 
the division that he, too, is supporting. 
Should the forward su~port group com
mander require additional sustainment ca
pability, he also would coordinate assist
ance from a single source 

With subordinate orgamzatlons such as 
these, the COSCOM commander appears 
more capable of providing coordinated and 
responsive support when time is ~f the es
sence He can prioritize sustainment by 
commumcating hm desires to one group 
commander rather than to three function
ally oriented brlgade&roup commanders as 
before. More important, If a division com
mander sees an opportunity on the battle
field and has to “go it alone” for awhile, he is 
in far better posltlon to do so since he is not 
tied to an organization supporting him and 
others on an area basis. The d:vision com
mander has the benefit of a dedicated sup
port group prepared to support him. In es
sepce, multifunctional, corps-level support 
groups offer CSS flexibility embodied by 
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AirLand Battle imperatives such”as agility, 
initiative and depth, and they permit the 
corps commander to synchronize sustain
ment and combat operations. 

Despite these apparent advantages, the 
creation of COSCOM permanent, multi
functional support groups has its dmadvan
tages. Rounding out existing area support 
groups and establishing others may he more 
than current m~ning,and resourcing permit. 
Moreover, it would have substantial impact on 
Reserve Component commands since they 
mm the majority of cows-level CSS units. The 
advantage bffractunngthese organizations to 
cre&e roultitimctional support “groups could 
be offset by political disadvantages. The im
pact on active component units and branches 
could be just as sensitive, given branch inter
ests and the push for regimental atEliation 
and association. 

Nevertheless, a ,solution is needed to 
“bring sustainment of the corps more in line 
with what w expected m AirLand Battle 
doctrine. Problems inherent in the CSS pro
cedures described previously will not go 
away while long-term viabil ‘ty analyses are 
performed. The harsh reality remams that 
corps, division and nondivisional unit com
manders should not have to accept the sus
tainment risks currently awaiting them. 

FM 63—3J provides guidance, brief 
though it may be, for planners and com
manders to be flexible, It warns against the 
traditional approach to all situations. It 
states, “The problems of providing support 
to a task force a great distance away over 
unsecured lines of communication are far 
ddTerent from providing it on the tradition
al linear battlefield,”6 Additionally, it rec
ommends the commander “not hesitate to 
tailor orgaruzations and methods for spe
cific situations.”f COSCOM commanders 
clearly have the prerogative to task orga
nize their organizations to accommodate 
tactical or operational plans as they see fit. 
It is imperative they anticipate the chal
lenges on future battlefields and prepare to. 
do so when situations require. 

Task organizing a COSCOM In the heat of 
battle WIII not be an easy process. In fact, 
training toward that end in peacetime may 
confront a mountain of parochial interests. 
Be that as it may, Iogisticiansshould not for
get the ramiticatlons of Rokossovsky’s re
mark and Soviet experiences in sustaining 
large formations. Occasionally, the CSS 
commumty forgets that it is the “rear’sjob to 
think of the troops.” The cost of not doing so 
in the future, however unintentionally, may 
be more than the US Army can hear. %. 
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This arti& discusses echetons above cows (EAC) qpemtioas aadsup
port tines that must be resolved before future EAC combat seruice 
support (CSS) doctrine can be wn”tten. EAC CSS doctrine + &fined 
aad the joint and combined CSS opemti”ng envinmments are dis
cassed, to include campm”gnptanning. ,Other issaes fining EAC CSS 
phmners are aaklressed to clari~ 

\ N THE lexicon of professional military1officers today, the term “operational 
level of war” carries with it a host of percep
tions. Among t ese is the thought that Ak-
I.and Battle, as d \ scribed in US Army Field 
Manual (FM) 100—5, Operafzons, defines 
operational-level war-fighting doctrine. 
Opponents to this view belleve AirLand 
Battle is a tactical doctrine only, descriptive 
of a method of warfighting at corps level and 
below. 

while this article is not to debate thm w,
sue, I believe AirLand Battle doctrine ap
plies primarily to corps level and below. 
Even the preface to FM 100-5 admits that 
AirLand Battle “. applies to Army forces 

what &trine shoutd be. 

cific strategic and operational requirements 
ofeach theater.”1 In my opinion, at these lev- . 
els, something other than AirLand Battle 
doctrine applies. But, what is our doctrine 
for these echelons above corps (EAC)? Does 
an EAC doctrine even exist? 

We say that corps and armies will tight as 
part of unified “joint” commands and com
bined “allied’ commands; however, there 
exists very little, if any, war-fighting doc
trine at those levels. We have Joint Chiefs of 
Staff (JCS) Publication 2, Unified Action 
Arrhed Forces, governing the exermse of 
command by unified commanders and out
lining guidance on organization and corn
mand relationships. Still, these writings are 

worldwide, but must be adapted to the spe- little more than hstiPgs of responsibilities 
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—they do not delineate the methods and 
principles underlying the operational-level 
fight. ‘ 

In the absence of an EAC “operations” 
doctrine, the Army has published four FMs, 
all or part of which attempt to describe EAC 
“support” doctrine: FM 63-4, Corn bat Serv. 
ice Support Operations, Thea ter Army A rea 

Command (September 1984), FM 63– 5, 
Combat Servme Support Operations— 
Theater-Army (22 February 19851, FM 100
—10, Combat Sermce Support (March 1983, 
currently under revisiqn ) and FM 100—16, 
Sup~ort Operations: Echelons A boue Corps 
(April 1985). All of these evolved from the 
US Army Training and Doctrine Com
mands EAC study, published in August 
1980. A quick review reveals these manuals 
generically describe “how to support,” but 
do not adequately address the underlying 
principles of support at EAC. 

There is little discussion of the joint and 
combined war-fighting environments. The 
sticky issues of command and control out
side of the Army component commander are 
all but ignored. These manuals do not ad
dress the support considerations for cam-, 
paign planning or the underlying principles 
for development and sustainment of combat 
power in the theater of operations. 

Thus, a doctrinal void exists for support 
operations at EAC. Joint and combined 
commands lack an EAC air-land campaign 
doctrine that parallels and complements 
tactical AirLand Battle doctrine.z More
over, the lack of an operations doctrine at 
the joint and combined command levels par
alyzes the further development of EAC sup
port doctrine. What EAC cbmbat serwce 
support (CSS) doctrine we currently have 
was written in a vacuum, not ful 1y knowing 
the nature of the operations doctrine. 

What is EAC CSS Doctrirfe? EAC has 
been defined as inclusive of joint and com
bined headquarters. CSS is that portion of 
logistics associated with the establishment 

and sustainment of military forces in the 
field. Now, what is meant by doctrine?’ 

Doctrine, in the military sense, is ofticial-
Iy approved teaching that, by experience, 
has been shown to work Doctrine evolves 

A doctrinal uoid exists for 
support operations at EAC. Joinf and 
combined commands lack an EAC air-
land campaign doctrine that parallels 

and complements tactical AirLand 
Battle doctrine. Moreover, the lack 
of an operations doctrine at the joint 
and combined command levels para

lyzes the further development of 
EAC support doctrine. 

from concepts proven in practice. Doctrine 
rests on underlying principles that do not 
change; the principles of war, science and 
economics are examples. Principles are self-
e~ldent truths.’ 

The synthesis of these three definitions 
results in my definition: EAC CSS doctrine 
is officially approved, tried and tested meth
ods of supporting forces up to the joint and 
combined command levels, based upon the. 
underlying principles of war, science and ec
onomics. 

Joint and Combined Operations 
Central to my definition of EAC CSS doc

trine are joint and combmed commands. 
Colonel John D. Stucky explains this link
age in his article titled “Echelons Above 
Corps,” Parameters, December 1983: 

“The dogma of joint operations by mili
tary forces is the very heart of US military 
strategy, This doctrine was implemented by 
the United States during WO, id War II and 
has since been adopted as the only accept
able method of conducting warfare. It is em
bodied in the National Security Act of 1947. 

. 
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,.. Because the dogma ofjoint operations is 
absolute, the EAC topic cannotbe resolved 
by the US Army alone, but ,must be ad
dressed in the broader context of joint (and 
combined) operations . . . . The linkage of the 
EAC topic to unified commands is therefore 
evidenti unified commands were created to 
conduct joint operations.’” 

Within the joint and combined enviro
nments lie the rules and protocol of opera
tional command and directive authority. 
Both of these significantly intluence EAC 
CSS operations. 

Operational command, as exrcised by 
the unified or combined commander. allows 
him to coordinate logistic and adrn/nistra
tive procedures. He does this throdgh his 
component commanders who are responsi
ble for logistic and administrative support 
to their service elements.’ 

Conflicts can occur in the fact that the 
service component ccimmanders mayor may 
not be in the operational chain of command. 
This is the case in Europe where US Army, 
Europe (USAREUR), the Army component 
of US European Command, is not in the war
time operational command of NATOS Al
lied Forces, Central Europe. In the Pacific 
Command (PACOM), there are three Army 
commands: Western Comm”and, Eighth 
Army and US Army, Japan. The question is, 
which comm nd is the Army component 
command for $++$COM? Add in the Marine 
Corps forces in the Pacific andone might ask 
who is PACOMS ground component com
mander? This question also remains unzm
swered in US Central Command where, 
again: Army and Marine Corps forces are 
certain to operate. 

No doubt, this operational morass has the 
potential to seriously disrupt CSS. Our uni
fied commands today are far from unified in 
thd CSS business, and the problem lies in 
unity, of effort. Admiral William J. Crowe 
Jr., JCS chairnian, experienced frustration 
over support problems while serving as the 

I 

commander in chief, PACOM. In answering 
the Senate Defense Authorization Commit
tee in 1984, Crowe said: 

“On occasion the results of major service 
decisions, not previously coordinated with 
me, have affected my ability to execute [my 
commandsl strategy . . . . In the field of logis
tics, except for the influence I am able to ex
ercise in the development of service pro
gram priorities, I am,dependent on my com
ponent commanders not only to compete 
successfully for sustainment resources 
within their service [plank] but also to rep
resent me in balancing. and distributing 
stocks, ammo, petroleum, etc., in locatjons 
and ways that support my theater strategy. 
Therefore, until the [unified commanders] 
have a greater input into general logistical 
matters, the unified command’s plans and 
strategy remain largely dependent upon the 
degree of service chief support my compo
nent commanders and I are able to obtain.’” 

The confusion over EAC support is not 
limited to the Pacific theater. This story of 
uncoordinated medical s#pport between the 
Army and Air Force in Europe was told by 
US Senator Sam Nunn: 

% another example, we learned that the 
Air Force was planning to evacuate a partic
ular hospital in Europe in the event of war 
because it believed the hospital would be de-. 
stroyed almost Immediately. At the same 
time, the Army was planning to move in and 
use the same hospital after the Air Force 
left. Now, Mr. President, who is in charge 
over there anyway? There is no excuse for 
this type of situation.’” 

EAC support problems in the unified com
mands were used to argue for the Depart
ment of Defense (DOD) Reorganization Act 
of 1986. We, the armed services, brought on 
this legislation by our failure to define sup
port doctrine in the joint arena. Apparently, 
we did not heed the a&ice of Rear Admiral 
(Retired) Henry E. Eccles, who foretold of 
these problems in “S 1959 book, Logistics 

. .
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Our unified commands today are far from unitied in the CSS business,

and the problem lies in unity of effort. Admiral William J. Crowe Jr., JCS


chairman, expem”enced tiwstration over support problems while serving as the

commander in chie~ PACOM. . . . in 1984 Crotve said: “On occasion the results of


major service decisiorw, not previously coordinated with me, have affected

my ability to execute [my command’s] strategy. ”


m the National Defense 
“Without a unified command, combat 

forces and logistic resources may be frit
tered away on unimportant tasks....(1) Lo
gistics is a responsibility of command; and 
(2) a commander must have control over hls 
logistic operations comparable to that 

~.
which he exercises over M tactical opera
tione.”n 

Almost as perplexing is the issue of direc
tive authority for log@tics. JCS Publication 
2 givee the unified commander authority to 

,,
. . . exercise directive authority within 

his command in the field of logwtlcs to in

sure effectiveness and economy in opera
tions and the prevention or elirninat~on of 
unnecessary duplication of facilities and 
overlapping of functions among the Service 
components of his command. . . He WIIIex
ercise such coordination as is appropriate 
through the commanders of the Service 
components and the commanders of other 
subordinate commands.’” 

Given thm directive authority, what will 
be the role of the J4 (loglstics) otllcer of the . 
urufied command? Will he issue movement 
orders tOCSS uruts in the name of the com
mander? Can he reallocate supplies be
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tween services (or between nations in the 
case of a combined command)?’ 

What will be the role of theJl (personnel ) 
otlicer? Will he be able to direct the transfer 
of personnel? All of these questions, and 
there are certainly many more, must be an
swered in future EAC CSS doctrine. To fight 
effectively at the operational level, we muet 
possess a clear, unambiguous view of EAC 
support coordination in combined com
mands. General Jacob L. Devers, command
ing general of Army Ground Forces in 
World War II, makes it clear that the chal
lenges in this arena are significant: 

“It has been said by many great leaders 
that they always took at least fivelooks to 
their rear for every look to their front. It 
may well be said that a Combined Theater 
Commander may well take five looks to the 
Iogisticsofeach of the armed services ofeach 
of the allied powers under command for each 
look he takes to the front, . . . While in the 

The 
the vehicle by which the unified or 

combined commander announces his 
intent. The plan focuses on actions 
necessary to expose and destroy the 
enemy’s center ofgravity. Logistics 

wields great power in campaign plan
ning. Unfortunately, nowhere in our 

current EAC CSS manuats do we find a 
discussion of the logistical aspects 

of campaign planning. 

. 
main the difference in tactical concepts can 
always be adjusted between the various 
armed services locally, the opposite is true 
of administrative and logistical concepts. 
Nqtwo powers entered the last war with the 
same logistical and administrative doc
trines... [However] The allocation of avail
able supplies, regardless of source, is, of 

I 

course, a prerogative of the Theater Com
mander. . . . It is the technical implementa
tion of these decisons that presents a serious 
problem to the Theater Commander, be
cause of the various methods employed by 
the various armed services.’”” 

Every war in our 20th century experience 
has been fought alongside allies. There is no 
doubt this trend will continue. US military 
strategy is based upon seven defense a=ee
ments for the protection of more #ban 40 
countries. To keep these alliances strong 
and for the collective military powers to& 
an effective deterrent, we must possess co
hesive doctrine for CSS operations across 
national lines. 

The Link to Campaign Planning 
The campaign plan is the vehicle by 

which the unified OFcombined commander 
announces his intent. The plan focuses on 
actions necessary to expoee and destroy the 
enemy’s center of gravity. Logistics wields 
great power in campaign planning. Unfor
tunately, nowhere in ow current EAC CSS 
manuals do we find a discussion of the logis
tical aspects of campaign planning. f?,olonel 
John F. Meehan III, director of Theater Op
erations, US Army War College, says: 

“It is difticult to overstate the importance 
of logistics at the operational level. At this 
level, especially in modern wars, logistics 
often will be the key consideration of all 
plans. To a large degree, logistics definee op
erations at the operational level. A cam
paign plan that cannot be logistically sup
ported is not a plan at all, but simply an ex
pression of fanciful wishes, The campaign 
plan, and the phasing of that plan, must al
low for Iogisitical restrictions as they exist 
and provide the time and resources for the 
logistical structure to be emplaced.’’” 

Using the campaign plan, the J4 coordi
nates the creation and sustainmen~ of com
bat power. To do thi;, he must fully grasp 
the unified commander’s operational-level 

i 
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intertt, define clear, logistical objectives and 
keep his plans simple, yet ilexible. Stocks 
must be built up as insurance against tbe in
terdiction of the lines of communications 
(LOCS). Also, the flow of supplies must have 
a forward impetus based on maximum 
throughput. The J4’s job is arguably the 
most important of any offker on the joint 
staff—without the creation and sustain
ment of forces, there can be no warfare. Our 
future doctrinal manuals for EAC CSS must 
address these vital logistical principles as 
they relate to campaign planning. 

CS$ Force Development and Deployment 
Our EAC CSS manuals repeatedly em

phasize that CSS organizations must be tai
lored to the force they are to support. No
where, however, are there any principles to 
guide this tailoring process. Even in a world 

. where strategic lift is limited and in the
aters in which ceilings are placed on the 
number,oftroops that can be employed, CSS 
forces cannot be ignored. Someone must de
termine the appropriate tooth-to.tml ratio 
of combat and combat support forces to CSS 
forces. Likewise, host-nation support, if 
available, may prove invaluable during the 
initial phases of the campaign, and interser
vice support agreements should be used to 
the maximum extent. 

Once the force structure is Identified, CSS 
units must be integrated into the Time 
Phased Force Deployment List so that arriv
ing combat forces will be supported while 
adequate sustainment supplies are built up 
to support operations. Our future EAC CSS 
doctrine cannot ignore these force develop
ment and deployment issues. 

Operational Sustainment 
In an attempt to address the operational-

level sustainment issue, FM 100—5 briefly 
discusses interior versus exterior LOC*, 
staging, sustalrrment priorities and force 
expansion.” All of these concepts, and oth-
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Even in a world where

strategic lift is limited and in theaters


in which ceilings are placed on the

number of troops that can be employed,

C’SSforces cannot be ignored. Someone

must determine the appropriate tooth-


to-tail ratio of combat and combat

support forces to C’SSforces. . 

ers, are vital Iy Important They deserve m-
depth treatment in future EAC CSS doc
trine. 

To be successful logistically, campa]gns 
must develop along adequate LOCS. Thw 
maxim has been demonstrated repeatedly 
throughout history and will again be proved 
in” chaotic, nonlinear campaigns of the fu
ture. Ground LOCS will be altered, not only 
in terms of position, but also by the substitu
tion of air and sea LOCS. Flexibility rules. 

Staging of logistical bases will be para
mount to operational success. Again, histo
ry is replete with examples. All}ed advances 
across France and Belgium halted in mid, 
September 1944, because of a lack of fuel 
and ammunition—the result of planned 
support bases not opening In time to keep up 
with tbe accelerated p~rsuit. The concept of 
staging is an operational-level support Im. 
peratlve. 

All the way back to the aerial or sea ports 
of debarkation, CSS planners must actin ac- ~ 
cordance with the commander’s prior~ties. 
The captain of the port must know pnorl. 
ties, by commodity, so he can queue cargo 
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To be successful logistically, campaigns must develop along adequate LOCS.

This maxim has been demonstrated repeatedly throughout history and will again


be proved in chaotic, nonlinear campaigns of the future.. . . Flexibility rules.


ships and oilers $%unloading. Shifts in pri
orities may result in relocation of supplies 
or services. Transportation assete, the life 
blood of the logistics system, must also be 
prioritized by the unified or combined com
mander. Obviously, there can be no hoard
ing of transportation assets by just one erv
ice or nation—all must share. & 

Trained soldiers, sailors, airmen and Ma
rinee area resource to be managed with the 
utmost frugality. In war, medical systems 
can be a bigger source of trained replace
ments than the personnel system. Joint and 
combined commanders must have adequate 
medical planning and coordinating staffs. 
Austere field hospitalization resources and 
the shortage of health care professionals, es
pecially nurses, require all services and na
tiods work ae a team. Aeromedical and 
ground evacuation systeme must be syn
chronized with the available care facilities, 
and both must be able to surge. 

Finally, the reconstitution of forcee por
tends to be the biggeet factor in sustaining 
the fight at the operational level. While FM 
100-16 addresses reconstitution, it does so 
by stating that corps will normally reconsti
tute its own units with assets coming from 
EAC units. Recent exercises in USAREURa 
V Corps have proved differently. The corps 
SUPPOrtcommand cannot even reconstitute 
a bridgade-size force without severely de
grading support elsewhere.ls We must look 
to EAC support organizations as the man
agers and operators of reconstitution ef
forts. 

EAC CSS doctrine was developed by the 
Army without the benefit of an operational-
Ievel war-fighting doctrine. As a result, the 
current doctrine is inadequate for opera
tions in the joint and combined war-tighting 
environments. Furthermore, the concepts of 
operational command and directive author
ity create frictions r ther than enhance sup

1 
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port to unified and combined commands. 
What the unified commander needs is con
trol over his support resources comparable 
to the control he has over his operational el
ements. 

Joint and combined commands orches. 
trate the operational-level fight through 
campaign plans. Campaigns that cannot be 
supported logistically are doomed to fail. 
The sound campaign plan allows for the cre
ation and sustainment of combat power. 
Support planning begins with a clear logis
tical objective in terms of supply and serv
ices+ Tbe plan must be simple, yet flexible, 
since the rate of force and logistical build-up 
may well set the time for initiation of com
bat operations. 

Given the importance of logistics in cam
paign planning, it follows that the structur
ing and deployment of CSS forces need spe

-cial. attention in the execution of plans. 
Likewise, operational sustainment issues 
will loom as critical decisions at the opera
tional level of wartighting. In every joint or 
combined theater, the development of ade
quate LOCS, the timely staging of logistical 
bases, prioritizing support, coordinating 

/ SEARCH 

medical resources, the continual tailoring of 
the CSS organization and the reconstitution 
of combat forces deserve special consider
ation. 

1 recommend that the Army, in conjunc
tion with the other services, the JCS and al
lies, move rapidly to define operational -
Ievel war-fighting doctrine. Certainly, the 
DOD Reorganization Act of 1986 has added 
Impetus to tbe effort. Already, JCS Publica
tion 2 is undergoing massive revision. 

Next, the dichotomy inherent in opera
tional command must be eliminated, and 
the rules of directive authority must be clar-. 
ified. There can be no ambiguity or service 
parochialism. Joint and combined com
mands should not have to lobby the services. 
for adequate Iogisitcal eupport.” 

The Army already has the “how to sup
port” framework for EAC CSS. With well
deflned operational-level doctrine, this 
framework can be expanded, through the 
application of principles, to form a cohesive 
EAC CSS doctrine. Then, and only then, 
will we have an adequate doctrinal basis 
upon which to support the operational-level 
tight. % 
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Battlefield


DAMAGE

Wwment andRepair 

John de S. Coutinho . 

Whencombateqaipment is &mwyddon the batttet?dd, what can be
ckmetat&it? Evwuafing to the rearorbtinging the m“ntenarwgpeo
pte forwmd to make reps@ k not always the answer. This article ex
amiaes a dynamic new pragmm that may enabte sol&rs to repm”r 
their own eqaipment on the battlefield and continae the tight. 

A S MODERN weapon systems be
come more sophisticated, it takes 

fewer of them to achieve the same or far 
greater effects than could be achieved by 
their predecessors. However, losses in com
bat are inevitable, and the-loss of a modern 
weapons system represents afar greater re
duction in combat capability than was the 
case with older, Iess-effective weapons. As a 
result, mili~ary doctrine must change to 
mitigate the loss of weapons on the battle
field. Every effort must be made to ayoid 
abandoning damaged weapons and to re
store some useful operational capab,i lit y 
qmckly so that weapons can be returned to 
the fight where they can help win the ongo

‘ ing battle. “ 
The complexity of modern weapon sys

tems has added a new dimension to our sup
ply problems. Since they take so much Iong
er to build, it will take longer to mobilize in
dustry. Hence, in the first phase of a future 
war, we must tight with what we have, z ~d 
the $ide that canfl ore quickly restore and 
return damaged wY apons to battle will gain 
a significant advantage over its opponent. 

NATO has recognized the problem, and 

the European Logistics Organization 
(EUROLOG) has organized a “Battle Dam
age Repair Working Group” to coordinate 
NATO natio’ns’ programs that vary because 
of differences in cultureshmissions, operat
ing environments and eqmpment. In view of 
the geographical and logistic disadvantages 
NATO faces with respect to the Warsaw 
Pact, Battlefield Damage, Assessment and 
Repair (BDAR) offers a powerful force mul
tiplier that can help tlp the scales in NATOS 
favor. 

In June 1982, the US Army Materiel 
Command (AMC) established a BDAR pro
gram, administered by tbe AMC deputy 
chief of staff for supply, maintenance and 
transportation. The US Navy, concerned 
with savi’ng and salvaging damaged ships at 
sea, has had a “damage control” program for 
many years; however, recently’ it estab
lished an office for An-craft Battle Damage 
Repair (ABDR) at the Naval Air Systems 
Command.’ The US Air Force has an Active 
and a Reserve Combat Logistics Support 
Squadron (CLSS) at each of its five logistics “ 
support centers.z These CLSSS consist of 
noncommissioned o ficers who train full. 

/ 
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time in ABDR techniques and are available 
for immediate worldwide deployment 
whenever needed. 

Peacetime versus BattlefieldMaintenance 
The mission of peacetime maintenance is 

to maximize equipment readiness and serv
ice life. Three main functions are involved 
seruicing equipment includes such tasks as 
refueling, resupply of consumables, lubrica
tion, adjustments, tuning, rigging, clean
ing, testing and other tasks required to keep 
equipment in a fully mission-capable condi
tio~ repair of damaged equipment to re
store it to full mission-capable conditio~ 
overhaul, modification and rebuilding of 
worn or obsolescent equipment to enhance 
mission capability and extend service life. 
These functions are carefully controlled to 
ensure their effectiveness. Only authorized 

“materials, tests, methods and skill levels 
may be used. The time required to accom
plish maintenance tasks is a secondary 
consideration—as much administrative 
and hands-on time as necessary is allotted 
to perform a satisfactory job. 

The mission of battlefield maintenance M 
to help win the battle. A different set of pri
orities appIy, with time being the major con
sideration. When equipment becomes in
operable on the battlefield, for whatever 
reason, it is imperative to restore it immedi
ately. It must be returned to action in the on
going battle as quickly as possible, using 
whatever resources are on hand or can be 

“scrounged.” By the very nature of the cir
cumstances, battlefield maintenance is dif
ferent fmm peacetime maintenance. Time is 
especially important in a defensive scenario 
when it may be a matter of only hours 

3 

Since [modern weapon systems] 
take so much longer to build, it will take 

longer to mobilize industry. Hence, in 
the first phase of a future war, we must 
fight with what we have, and the side 
that can more quickly restore and re
turn damaged weapons to battle will 

gain a significant advantage. 

before the repair site M attacked. 
There are many historical examples 

where the skilled application of BDAR has 
turned the tide of battle. During the 1973 
Arab-Israeli War? tank breakdowns during 
the first 18 hours of combat were heavy (fig. 
1). The Israelis had an effective BDAR pro
gram and several logistic advantages, in
cluding a small theater and the opportunity 
to return heavily damaged tanks to repair 
depots by rail. Nevertheless, the bulk of Is
raeli repair was of an expedient nature per
formed near the front lines. 

*M 
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Battle zone Brigades Availabla tanks 
1400 hrs, 6 Ott 0800 hrs 7 Ott 

Golan Heights 2 160 52 

Sinai 3 g9Q ~ 
Totals 460 104 

7’5% of Israali tanka incapacitated in first 18 hrs 

Approximately 80°h of incapacitated tanks rastored to combat in 24 hra 

Soma tanks restored to battle 4-5 times 

f,gure I 19;3 Arab Is<a?’ War lank BreaMo*.~-f,r>r 18 now: 1 
d More than 75 percent of the Israeli tanks BDAR program was an essential factor in 
were incapacitated in the first 18 hours of winning the war. 
combat. However, approximately 80 per- Figure 2 is representative of a large-scale 
cent of the incapacitated tanks were re- Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) simu
turned’ to the tight in less than 24 hours. lation involving several combat divisions.’ 
Some tanks were damaged and repaired The solid black line shows that almost the 
four or five times. entire force is incapacitated within about 

The most dramatic instance occurred to- two days. This result agrees with the Israeli 
* ward	 the end of~he battle for the Golan experience. 

Heights when 1 tanks were returned to The dashed curve shows the availability 
battle and helped $% e Israelis mount an un- of tanks when BDAR is implemented and 

expected counterattack to secure the irreparable tanks are replaced. It takes 
heights. The Israelis readily admit their about one day before he BDAR program be-

f 
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comes effective. The lower dotted cu w 
shows the impact of BDAR only, Note ti at 
the additional increment gained by replace
ment is small. This is because there are not 
many tanks in this category. Not more than 
25 to 40 percent of battlefield breakdowns 
are caused by enemy action, and only a few 
of these are irreparable. I.ive-tire trials 
have shown that, except for these few irre
parable tanks, all critical battlefield dam
age can be repaired by BDAR methods at 
least to the extent that the tank can perform 
some useful functions and can be returned 
to battle. 

BDAR has the effect of providing a re
placement for almost every tank lost. Over
all, with BDAR it is possible to keep a con
stant force level at some 70 percent over an 
extended period of time. Without BDAR the 
entire force would be lost in about two days. 

“	 BDAR, when applied by skilled and well-
supplied troops, is an incredible force multi
plier. R is one of the most powerful ideae 
that have surfaced recently. 

US Army BDAR F’mgram 
The US Army BDAR program is oriented 

to battlefield conditions where equipment is 
dispersed over wide areas and personnel 
turbulence may be high. Logistic empport is 
dependent on mobile facilities and supply 
lines that may extend for thousands of 
miles. Forward maintenance personnel 
must accomplish their mission with what
ever resources are immediately available at 
their field locations.’ 

The B for “battlefield in BDAR empha
sizes where equipment breakdown occurs, 
not why. In addition to damage caused by en
emy action, other causes of breakdown in
clude: equipment malfunctions, operator 
error/accidents, wearout (hard usage) and 
logistics (unavailability of repair parts). 
These are the same causes of breakdown oc
curring in any intensive peacetime field ex
ercise. The mission of the BDAR program is 
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to restore equipment to the ongoing battle 
as quickly as possible, regardless of how the 
damage was caused. 

The A for “assessment” in BDAR is an ex: 
tremely important Job which must be done 
quickly,,mr the battlefield and often on site, 
generally without any automated test 
eqmpment or other sophisticated instru
mentation. The assessment consists of at 
least: 

e Isolating the damage with whatever 
tools or instruments are available. 

@ Determining the effect of the damage 
and proposed BDAR, if any, on mission ca
pability. 

~ Developing a plan to include actions 
such as: defer repair—use equipment in a 
degraded mode; fix on site as required for 
one more mission; recover for BDAR or 
standard repair to the most responsive 
maintenance collection point available; 
evacuate; or other disposition-damaged 
weapons are almost always salvageable and 
should, whenever possible, never be aban
doned or, if they must be abandoned, all us
able components should be salvaged and the 
rest destroyed. 

The R in BDAR is for quick, expedient 
“repair” to be accomplished in less than 24 
hours, otherwise the opportunity to return . 
the weapon totbe ongoing battle will bp lost. 
Weapons which cannot be fixed and re
turned to use within 24 hours generally 
should be evacuated. The objective of BDAR 
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The US Army BDAR program is 
oriented to battlefield conditions where 
equipment is dispersed over wide areas 
andpersonnel turbulence maybe high. 
Logistic support is dependent on mobile 
facilities and supply lines that may ex
tetid for thousands of miles. Forward 
maintenance personnel must accomp
lish their mission with whatever re

sources are immediateig available 
at their field locations. 

is to restore damaged equipment, on eme If 
possible, to a level of operational capability 
needed in the ongoing tight. 

BDAR makes use of whatever tools, meth
ods, material, personnel and oth@r resources 
that are readily available. These include 
shortcuts, substitutions, interchanging/ 
cannibalizing pa , by-passing components 
or subsystems,jur rigging, on-site fabrica-

T
tion and so forth. In the Arab-Israeli War, 
the Israelis were very skillful in the expedi

ent restoration of captured enemy weapon 
systems. 

Most BDAR procedures are expedients 
and are not authorized in peacetime. These 
procedmes may only be performed on the bat
tlefield at the discretion of the commander. 
They should be replaced by standard proce
dures as soon as feasible after completion of 
the immediate mission to restore the equip
ment to a full mission-ci+pable status.. 

The current US Army BDAR program is 
being implemented by technical manuals 
(TMs), epecial kits, special tools, specidl in
struments, supplies, tra~rring, research, 
doctrine and institutionalization, The 
Army has emphasized TMs because of its 
special operating environment. The Army’s 
weapons are widely dispersed on a battle
field, its logistic supply lines stretch over 
thousands of miles of ocean and considera
bleturbulence can be expected among main
tenance personnel. An initial goal of the 
BDAR progr+m was to place information as 
close as possible to the people who might 
need it. o 

Throughout the ages, individual soldiers 
in trouble have used imaginative expedient 
repams to restore their damaged weapons to 
a usable condition. Most experienced sol
diers know a few of those tricks, and some 
know different sets of tricks. No one knows 
them all. BDAR TMs systematically at
tempt to collect as many of these procedures. 
as possible and make them common lQlowl
edge, In addition, contractors wbo under
stand how the system works can be very 
helpful, especially in devising expedient as: 
sessment, by-passing and substitution pro
cedures. 

For the convenience of soldlers in the 
field, BDAR TMs contain some doctrine nor
mally included in a field manual (FM). To 
provide for this deviation from normal 
publications policy, BDAR TMs are pre
paied in accordance with a new specifica

.tion,fi 

1( 
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BDAR TMs do not prescribe mainte
nance or skill levels; anyone on location who 
knows how may do the work. This is ex
pressed by the BD designator in the TM 
number, replacing the maintenance level 
designator. The BDAR TMs all have distinc
tive covers so that they are easily recogniz
able. 

Figure 3 illustrates the short-tracking 
procedure included in TM9-2350-255-BD 
for an Ml Abrams tank damaged by a mine. 
The two front roadwheels, Nos. 1 and 2, are 
removed. A large hole is made in the ground, 
and tbe tank is driven over it so the No. 3 
roadwheel hangs free, relieving the stress 
on the tormon bar. The roadwheel, 
roadwheel arm and torsion bar are remove& 
and the torsion bar is reinstalled in tbe re
verse position—that is left bar end on vehl
cle right side. The roadwheel is reinstalled 
with the wheel in the forward position so 
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that the roadwheel arm pivots about the tor
sion bar in a fqrward arc. The tank is then 
driven onto level ground and a shortened 
track installed as shown. 

This procedure can be performed by three 
soldiers in about three hours. Although the 
mobility of the tank is degraded, it can still 
perform many combat missions. Special 
training is required for short tracking be
cause heavy component are involved and, if 
not handled properly, soldiers may be hurt. 

5DAR live-Firing Tests 
Quick, expedient battle damage repair is ‘ 

unique in that it depends, to a great extent, 
on the initiative and imagination of the in
dividual; however, it has been demon
strated that without prior training, eoldiers 
cannot be expected to perform BDAR tasks. 

For the past eix years, the Bundeswehr 
has been conducting annual BDAR live
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firing tests at Meppen Pro~ing Ground, 
FRG, with some excellent resulte. These tri
als were initially” run with old equipment, 
but the results proved to be so valuable they 
are now being conducted with new equip
ment. Because of the interest in these tests, 
the Bundeswehr invited the US Army to 
participate in the spring of 1986.’ When US 
soldiers first eonfronted equipment dam
aged by the firings, they decided the damage 
was not repairable. However, after observ
ing German soldiers applying BDAR tech
niques, the US troops decided they had bet
ter give it a try. 

As the trials continued, US troops became 
quite proficient. Supervisors were especial
ly surprised at the skills US troops devel
oped in welding, brazing and soldering. 
BD&R requires a can-do frame of mind. 

Tbe US Army participated in seven joint 
tests with an array of two or three vehicles. 
Each test consisted of firing a static 155mm 
projectile located at “ground zero.” Target 
vehicle emplacements were measured by 
the distance from ground zero and the angle 
from the O-degree baseline. The target vehi
cles were rotated to change their orientation 
to the projectile. 

The distance of the target vehicles to the 
projectile was calculated to result in sub
stantial, but not catastrophic damage. After 
the test, all vehicles were overhauled and 
retm-ned’to the war reserves inventory,. 

A number of test objectives were estab
lished in the test plan:’ 

e Validate BDAR TMs, tools and sup
plies. 

! e Id&ntify requirements for new BDAR 
i techniques, tools, supplies and kits. 

# e Obtain hands-on experience for US 
troops. t 

@, Obtain vuln ability data to correlate 
with predictive dels. 

e [Evaluates s “vability expedients. 
e: -Identify design improvements for ease 

of repair. 
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e Produce a videotape training tilm. 
e Obtain experience to expand BDAR 

training and doctrine. 
e Encourage US/FRG interopericibility. 
All stated test objectives were met, and 

the results recorded in a report.’ Some 
notable observations were made includ
ing one that, showed military equipment is 
not designed for quick expedient repair 
when incapacitated on’ the battlefield. A 
new concept was formulated called “’com
bat resilience,” a characteristic permitting 
equipment, when damaged in combat; to be 
quickly restored to some immediately use
ful level of combat capability. It differs from 
the technical term survivability in that em
phasis is on partial restoration as may be re
quired by the immediate tactical situation 
and on quick total turnaround time. Other 
observations made included 

@ Firing tests currently are the most reli
able way to ,validate combat resilience de
sign requirements. \ 

e Soldiers need specii+ training to per
form BDAR effectively—proficiency in
creased with experience. 

e The BDAR T for wheeled and track
ed vehicles have onl minor deficiencies as3 
sessment procedures and forms need im
provement, end the BDAR data collection 
system should be computerized (the Bun
deswehr has an automated BDAR data col
lection syst ). 

e All crit”cal damage was repaired by 
BDAR proc ures. 

e US/F $ cooperation was excellent, 
and language was no barrier (many FRG 
soldiers spoke English). 

Advantage was taken of the tests to eval
uate the effectiveness of a number of surviv
ability expedients. The most important of 
these were: ballistic blankets—53 percent 
effective; urethane-tilled tires (six on a 2.5
tcm truck)-all tires were hit many times 
and four tires survived all tests, while the 
fdlerbroke up after 1 minutes of driving on. 

! 
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“two tires; ballistic goggles (worn by 
~ mannequins)—stopped fragments. 

BDAR Ttaining 
Since not all L S troops can be exposed to 

live-firing trials, the Army is still develop
ing methods for effective training. The use 
of Air Force-type CLSS units, continuously 
training in ABDR, does not appear suitable 
for the Army field environment. Efforts to 
date have, therefore, concentrated on the as
sembly and recording of verified procedures 
in BDAR TMs and kits, but the Army still 
faces a monumental task in establishhg ef
fective training procedures for its soldiers. 

A number of BDAR kits are under devel
opment. They often include special tools and 
materials to facilitate BDAR repairs. The 
most successful kit, to date, has been the air
craft electrical wiring repair kit which in
cludes a new wire splice in addition to the 
tools and materials needed for the quick re
pair of damaged electrical cables. The proto
type kits have been extensively, evaluated 
and, at this writing, the Army is preparing 
to issue an invitation to bid on a production 
contract. 

A UH-60, Black Hawk helicopter was re
turned from Grenada so badly shot up that it 
was to be scrapped. Before disposing of it, it 
was decided to test the BDAR kit afid try to 
repair the maze of broken cables. After the 
wiring was repaired, it was possible to test 
the systems and pinpoint the extent of the 
damage. A new evaluation led to the deci
sion that it would be economically feasible 
to restore it. The aircraft was fully restored 
and returned to service. 

Another proposed kit is for quick tire re
pairs. Some 30 percent of the damage to tac
tical wheeled vehicles on a battlefield in
volves tires. The US Army TACOM is 
studying a number of schemes. In one, the 
proposed kit contains a needle-tipped canis
ter. The damaged tire is jacked up to clear 
the ground, and the needle is used to inject a 
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foam. This fills the tire and seals holes and 
gashes. Vehicles can travel up to 30 miles at 
moderate speeds before the foam breaks 
down. Other kits in development include 
hydraulics, armor, fuel cells and aircraft 
structural repair. 

BDAR TMs have appendixes of special 
materials, tools and substitutions which can 

Quick, expedient battle damage

repair is unique in that it depends,


to a great extent, on the initiative and

imagination of the individual; however,


it has been demonstrated that with- “ 
out prior training, soldiers cannot be 

expected toperAorns BDAR tasks. 

facilitate expedient field repairs. The lists 
include materials available in the Army in
ventory and commercially. Foreign and ene
my equipment is also listed when~ver it can 
be substituted for US equipment, although 
sometimes it must be modified. From these 
lists, field units can assemble kits as maybe 
required for their special needs. 

One technique, appearing to be very use
ful, consists of the use of epoxy-bonded ti
berglasspatches; however, the resins have a 
limited shelf life. The Army plans to buy 
large numbers ofBDAR kits to store for con
tingency purposes and has ruled out the in
clusion of any materials with a limited shelf 
life. The resins, however, are listed in the 
appendixes of the appropriate BDAR TMs. 

The development ofkite is one ar~a in which 
civilian industry could be particularly helpful. 
The Army welcomes proposals for kits that 
would facilitate the rapid emergency repsir of 
battle-damaged weapon systems. . 

Doctrine 
The tactical vehicle BDAR TMs were de

veloped in close cooperation with the US . 
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Army Ordnance Centkr and School, Aber
deen Proving Ground, Maryland, which pro
vided a doctrinal framework to SUPPOrtthe 
manuals. Similar doctrine is needed for oth
er classes of weapons, and the Army needs 
additional doctrine on how best to train sol
diers for BDAR, how to provide special kits 
and materials and, particf$larly, how to in
volve all level: ofcom~and. 

Over t$e past decades, the Army has em
phasized survivability of weapon systems, 
so systems returned for repair will be more 
heavily damaged than earlier generation 
systems. This will have a severe-impact on 
support and logw,tlc requirements. 

If combat capabili~ can he maintained 
over longer periods of time, the entire nat
ure of combat will change. BDAR can pro
vide the commander with resources not pre
viously available. Battles will continue 
longer, and breakthroughs must be aggres
sively supported to maintain momentum. 
The books on tactics and logistics will need 
to be revised. 

Experience and live-fire testing with var
ious vehicles of the BDAR program lead to 
several conclusions. BDAR is a powerful 

astrophic darnage, practically all other criti

caI damage can be repaired by BDAR tech

niques, and the weapons returned to the on

going battle.


Military equipment designers must be

come more aware that equipment will break

down or be damaged on the battlefield. They

must make a greater effort tQdesign equip

ment so that it can be tjxed quickly and re

stored to battle. Existing reliability and

maintainability technology ehould ‘be ex

panded to embrace the concept of combat re

silience.’”


A “Design for Combat Resilience” pro
gram should be undertaken to include


@ Design and test specifications.

e Engineering design handbooks (a


primer on design for BDAR has been pub- , 
Iished”). 

, .,0 Institutionalization: inclusion in cOn
tracts; funding design control; and demon
stration testing. 

New doctrine must be developed to insti
tutionalize BDAR and. ~ombat resilience 
and provide the Army wth the capability to 
take full advantage of this powerful force 
multiplier. Experience, analysis and live- “ 
firing trials show that BDAR works!force multiplier. 
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Major Michael Cannon, {JS Army

.


The author writes, This article tehk the stQrY of Task Force (TF) 
Smith, the first US ground combat unit to meet tI[e Nortis Korems in 
battte dun”ng the liomwn War. It k not a stm-g bused on original re
search amtha.s no new maten”at concerning the expcrieaces af the awn 
involved. It is instead a compilation of maten”at discussing several a.s
peets of the deptayment of a force to a combat zone fmm a peacetinte 
mkswn. Ttuk partieufar manner ofpresentation was deue.?npedin an 
attempt toprovidecadetsat the US MilitmyAcadem.y with ahtitotial 
situation that woafdrwtoidy interest them, but demawstmte that fds
i%w has an immediate relemmey to *epr&eesiomd oft%er. 

Tke ciremnstaaces that sarrauad TF Smithk deployment and W
tioities tmxda’e a vehiete that ahbws a wide range of ievues to be dis
cussed nmginp from the role and responsibititg ofjunior ot?icers and 
mmtt-unit leaders, to pmbtems fwed bg mitita~ systems in peare
time. Itcould beaduptedwith a Iittte effort intoa!i oftlcers’pmfwsion
al development e.%wsandprovide a means to discwss rest-tifeprob.hs 
using a historical sitzmiion as a gmlte. In thti era, a-sin .%ith !s, the 
tiue between peacetime and combatcan6srapidtycrassed. 

. 
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A T 0400 on 25 June 1950, the thunder and 1 was reading a book and nursing a 
of guns woke South Korean soldiers drink when the call came for me to report tO 

stationed along the frontier with their 
northern neighbor. Almost immediately, 
troops dressed in mustard-colored uniforms 
crossed the border at numerous points and 
headed south accompanied by scores of fast-
moving, evil-looking T-34 tanks. The blow 
was unexpected. The South Koreans had 
their forces spread thinly along their de
fenses. By the fourth day of the invasion, 
Seoul had fallenl and resistance was rapidly 
collapsing throughout the peninsula. 

On 30 June, several hundred miles away, 
Lieutenant Colonel Charles B. Smjth, a 
corrunander in the 24th Infantry Division 
(ID), wearily undressed and collapsed on a 
bed in his quarters at Camp Wood, Japan. 
His battalion had been on alert the night be
fore, and it was not until 2100 that Smith 
was able to seek the solitude of sleep. 

Almost immediately, it seemed, his wife 
was shaking him awake, saying, “Colonel 
Stephens is on the phone and wants to talk 
with you!” Staggering to the phone, Smith 
heard his regimental commander bark, 
“The lid has blown oftl Get on your clothes 
and report to the CP [command post]!” Still 
groggy, but with adrenalin now beginning 
to surge throug his system, Smith looked 
at his watch. Less han an hour and a halfaf
terhe \had gone to S1 ep, he was about to take 
his battalion to war. 

The need to report in spread rapidly 
throughout the battalion, although with a 
lack of urgency that was surprising. Ser
geant Bill Meninger recalls that night very 
well: ‘ 

‘(When the invasion came, of course ev
eryone was interested, but it never occurred 
to us that we Americans serving in Japan in 
the Army of Occupation would ever get in
vol;ed. For me, it was a typical Sunday 
night in Japan. I was at home with my fami
ly. It had rained all day. My wife was giving 
the kids a bath prior to putting them to bed 

headquarters! The wife wanted to know 
what the call was about. ‘Something must 
be wrong with next weqk’s schedule,’ I an
swered. ‘I’ll be back as soon as I can.’ (Which 
happened to be eleven months later.)” 

Stephens contacted the other’ com
manders in the regiment and made arrange
ments to till the gaps in the otllcer ranks of 
Smiths battalion by “loaning” him lieuten
ants. By 0300 on 1 July, the first elements of 
Task Force (TF) Smith loaded on truclm and 
headed for the airfield whqrethey were to be 
moved to Korea, Major General William F. 
Dean, commander of the division, was wait
ing for Smith. Taking him aside, Dean is
sued a brief operations order in the light 
rain. 

‘When you get to Pusan, head for Taej6n. 
We want to stop the North Koreans as far 
from Pusan as we can. Block the main road 
as far north& possible. Contact [Brigadier] 
General [John H.] Church, If you can’t lo
cate him, go to Taey5n and%eyond if you can. 
Sorry I can’t give you more information. 
That’s all I’ve got. Good luck to you, and God 
bless you and your men.” ,Alfhough Smith, 
West Point class of 1939, had seen combat in 
the Pacific m World War II, the situation 
must have looked grim. 

Elsewhere, others were also feverishly , 
making preparations for war. Eighth Army 
transferred more than 2,100 men from the 
three other dlvlslons in Japan to bring the 
24th ID up to strength. Because of the rapid 
demobilization after World War 11 and 
budgetary problems, US units were at two-
thirds of their authorized strength. In prac
tice, this meant each regiment had only two 
of three battalions; each battalion, two of 
three companies and soon. This does not tell 
the whole story, however. Even though the 
or,ganlzational problems were a handicap, 
there were serious flaws in the existing 
foundation. The rec Iectlons of three indi-, 

.Y 
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Viduals highlight the irroblems. 
“Occup&io~duty was heaven. I was the 

troop information and education NCO [non
cessioned officer] a~ sugamo prison,


. where Japanese war crimmals were held.

My unit did very little military training.

Life away from the prison consisted mostly

of athletics, clubs, nightly dances, theater 
and Japanese girls. Although in those days 
alcohol made me sick, there was always 
plenty to drink. GI money and cigarettes 
went a long way on the black market.” — 
Private First Class I+onard Korgie, L Co., 
34th Infantry 

‘T had additional responsibilities which 
should never have been performed by a cor
poral. For example, the Regimental Combat 
Effectiveness Report was due every three 
months. Regiment would hold a quarterly 
conference on how to complete the report. I 
was detailed to attend these conferences. Af
terwards I would report to my CO [comm
anding otllcer] and try to explain the re
port to him. His ins ructlons were always\.’. 
the same: ‘Make surddhe medical company 
looks eomhat ‘effective.’ I would then pre
pare the lengthy report and the CO would 
sign without reading it.’’—Corporal Lacey 
Bamett 

‘The enlisted men left somethingtobe de
sired. Enlistees, I learned, were not a very 
bright bunch of guys. The two smartest men 
in my outfit, a company clerk and a supply 
clerk, were drattees, and when their tour 
ended a month before Korea bega,n, they 
were shipped home. With most of the enlist
ees, we really did have disciplinary prob
lems, everything from VD to fighting, dis
obeying orders to showing up late, going 
AWOL [absent without leave] to drinking 
too much. 

“Just before Korea started one of my jobs 
as the company executive officer] was to try 
to get rid of the troublemakers. This wasn’t 
easy because to bust out of the army re
quired five court-martials. I finally got rid of 
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five guys, all real bad customers. When they 
left . . . they left in handcutk. When they 
reached the Yokohama stockade, they were 
to be sent back to the States. The war began 
just as soon as they arrived in Yokohama. 
You know what happened? Someone up 

Because of the rapid de
mobilization alter World War II 

and budgetary problems, US units 
were at two-thirdx of their authorized 

strength. Znpractice, this meant 
each regiment had only two of three 

battalions; each battalion, two of -
three companies and soon. 

there decided C Company could not do with
out these five thugs and they were shipped 
back to us.’’—lst Lieutenant Philip Day, C 
Co., 21st Infantry 

As Smith prepared to board the airtraft 
for Korea, he mentally took stock of his 
force. Altogether he had 440 men in an un
derstrength battalion. Each man carried 
120 rounds of rifle ammunition and two 
days’ worth of C-rations. Unfortunately, not 
even this modest force could be airlifted at 
once as on] y six C-54 transport planes were 
available. By 0845, 1 July, the first plane 
was airborne. 

“We started loading some C-545 with gear 
and equipment. It’ssort of funny, you take 
all those courses on how to load airplanes 
with jeeps and cannons and so forth; then 
when you actually do it, you just sit and hold 
the jeep in place with your feet and hope k 
doesri’t roll out of the airplane.’’-Day 

Because of fog at the Korean airstrip, the 
landing of TF Smith wasspread over the w 
course of the day. Smith, who had taken off, ‘ . 
in one of the first aircraft, was forced, by the 
weather, to return to Japan and did not land 
in Korea until almost three and one-half 
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hours atter his first elements had arrived. 
Fortunately, transport had heei arranged, 
probably by the US Army Advisory Group 
Korea (KMAG), and there was a US guide 
available. The men arranged themselves on 
the odd assemblage of almost 100 vehicles 
commandeered to meet them and wound 
their way some 17 miles from the airport to 
the railroad station in Pusan. Everywhere 
they were met ‘with joy. Crowds lined the 
streets, and ba&ers-and flags decorated the ,, 
route. Once at the statilon, however< 9 som
ber note injected itself into the carnival at
mosphere. ~ 

‘The city. wasn’t very big in those days. 
We got all our gear and climbed otito the 
flatcars. As we waited to pull out, a train 
from up north came in. It was covered with 
human beings—troops, officers, old men, 
women, children, and most important, at 
least to me, wounded. My God, I thought, 
maybe there was a real war going on! Hyste
ria and panic traveled with this train. I 
heard a gunshot, Someone learned that a 
South Korean army oftlcer sitting in the 
train had committed suicide. We were told 
his family had been captured in Seoul. We 
didn’t have time to think much about that 
because it was then that our train moved out 
of the station.” 

Once the train arrived at Taej6n, Smith 
went searching for Church. He found the 
general at a meeting with several Republic 
of Korea (ROK) and US staff officers. Tak
ing him aside, Church pointed to a place on 
the map and said, “We have a Iitble action up 
here. All we need is some men up there who 
won’t Wn when they see tanks. We’re going 
to move you up to support the ROKS and 
give them moral support.” 

Smith asked that he be allowed to go for
ward to look over the ground, and Church 
gave him authorization. WMle the rest pf 
TF Smith began to settle into their bivouac, 
their commander and his principal otllcers 
got into jeeps and drove the 80 horrendously 
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bumpy miles to their tentative poeition. 
Onc~ ~here, Smith chose what he &t was a 
suitable defensive position and issued ei
ders for the occupation. 

The following day, the men of TF Smith 
had an interesting lesson in the awesome 
destructiveness and unique limitations of 
airpower. On three separate occasions, 
friendly aircraft made devastating runs on 
targets of opportunity. The first was a South 
Korean ammunition train that had ,pulled 
into the stifion at P’yongt’aek. Australian 
aircraft str#ed the target, demolishing not 
only the train, but the station and a large 
part of the town as well; Ammunition ex
ploded all night, and many of the residents 
of the town were injured or killed. 

That afternoon, a South Korean truck 
column was attacked near one of the towns 
the Americans were occupying. ROK rifle 
fire damaged one of the planes and forced I
the pilot to land nearby. There, KMAG and 
ROK ot%cers “captured” a highly embar
rassed US pilot. 

In the third incident,%our friendly jets 
made strikes along the Suw&vOsan high
way. On the road they attacked a South Ko
rean truck column and burned some 30 
trucks while killing more than 200 ROK sol-’ 
diere. 

After a restless night, the elements of TF 
Smith were moved to P’yongt’aek. Here” 
they were joined by part of the 52d Field A; 
tillery Battalion with six 105mm howitzers, 
73 vehicles and 108 men. It was the Fourth 
of July. 

“We celebrated the... [holiday] . . . with a 
bottle of cold beer someone found. Later that 
day we got back in our trucks and rejoined B 
Company at Pyongt’aek. Many of us took 
this opportunity to get rid of the gas masks 
and blankets that had begun to weigh us 
down.’’-Day 

‘The night had been awtid. Without re
pellent, the mosquitoes ate us alive. On the’ 
4th we held several conferences in the city. 

.) 
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Each man carrt”ed120 rouna%of rifle ammunition and two days’ wo~h of C-ratioas. ” 
Unfortunately, not even this modest force cou[d be airlifted at once 

as only six C-54 trarwportplanes were available. 

We had no maps and I had only a general 
idea of where in Korea Ansong was.’’—lst 
Lieutenant William Wyrick 

“There were some prisoners kneeling on 
the ground, their hands behind their backs 
and tied to their ankles. They were beaten 
across their thighs with a bamboo stick. I 
was told these people were accused of being 
Communists. I heard later they’d been exe
cuted but I don’t know that to be true.”— 
Day 

Around midnight on the 4th, Smi~h 
moved the “unit aut of the city. He had to 
commandeer Korean trucks and other vehi
cles. Americans drove because the South 
Koreans deserted when they found out 
where they were going. Although it was on
ly 12 miles to the position chosen the pre
vious day, it took more than two and one-
half hours due to the crush of refugee trai%c 
and having to drive under blackout condi
tions. Along the route, ROK engineers were 
preparing, for demolition, the bridges 

[	 Smith’s men were moving over. Although 
they were told the Americans following up 
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the task force (not to mention Smith’s men 
themselves) were going to be using the 
bridges, the ROKS refused to halt wofk in 
several spots. At one site, work was stopped 
only when the dynamite was thrown into 
the river by the Americans. 

The official history claims that “the de
laying force reached the position that Smith 
had previously selected [at about 0300]. The 
infantry units started setting up weapons 
and digging in at the predesignated places 
. . . [the artillery] moved . into positions 
behind the infantry. . . . All units were in 
place, but not completely dug in, before day
light.” Soldiers who were there do not re
member an operation that went this smoothly. 

“We moved at night, arriving around 3:00 
A.M. Everyone was tired. Then it began to 
drizzle-a cold, wet, penetrating drizzle: 
The men began digging foxholes on the hill 
east of the highway. Guys went down to 
bring up ammunition and because of the 
conditions, the hill became muddy and slip
pery. Time went by. It was raining now. Ev
eryone was tired, wet, cold, a little bit pissed 
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off. The feeling was, why not wait for day
light to do all thk climbing and digging?”— 
Day 

The position Smith had chosi& was an ex
cellent one. The task force set up along a 
ridge that ran perpendicular to the roads 
coming south out of Suw6n. From -foxholes 
that were 300 fee or more above the road, 
Smiths battali ‘$’ ould see clearly along the 
approximately eight-mile stretch of road 
and railroad leading into Suw6n. 

One platoon of B Company was stationed 
to the west of the highway on a high knob. 
The other platoons were dug into the past of 
the road. C Company had two platoons to . 

The sti HEAT rounds at the

position were quickly expended and

the HE (high explosive) rounds had


little or no effect. The next tanks

through knocked out the gun ahd wound


ed several of its crew. . . . The next

group of tanks came up agaiast a badly


shaken group of soldiers. As the new

wave came into view, the men within

the artillery battery started to panic.


Crew members took off as ot7icers

ordered the guns to open fire.


the right of B Company, extending the line 
to the railroad. The final platoon wae placed 
along a finger ridge running generally 
north to south so as to refuse the battalion’s 
right flank. One of the recoilless rifles was 
placed-to the east of the highway, while the 
other wae entrenched just west of the rail
road to take any vehiculertrafllc on the road 
under tire from the flank. The heavy mor
tars were placed almost 400 meters to the 
rear of B Company. All in all, not counting 
the refused right flank, the defeneive poei
tion was approximately one mile long. 

Lieutenant Colonel Perry, commander of 

the artillery unit attached to TF Smith, 
moved his guns into positions approxi
mately one mile behind the ridge. One fin 
was placed along the road halfway between 
the battery and Smith’s position to act as an 
antitank gun. The other four howitzers were 
individually pulled over a difticult trail into 
battery by a pair ofjeeps acting in tandem 
(the sixth howitzer had to be left to the rear 
due to transportation problems). At the bat
tery position there were 1,200 rounds of am
munition, only six of which were HEAT 
(high-explosive antitank). The ammunition 
officer had drawn all that was available 
from the depot in Japan kmd had provided 
Perry’s detach.mentwith one-third of the 18 
rounds he drew. Volunteers from the head
quarters and service batteries made up four 
.50-caliber machinegnn and four bazooka 
teams and joined Smith’s men in the for
ward positions. 

As the day dawned, the infantrymen test- , 
fired their tieapons and ate their C-rations 
in the rain. Ae Smith wat$hed anxiously, he 
saw movement in the wcmity of Suwtm be
ginning at around 0700. A half-hour later 
he could see tanks lumbering down the road 
towards his cold and soggy men. The sol
diers noticed them too. 

‘Sergeant Loren Charqbers yelled, ‘Hey, 
look over there, Lieutenant. Can you be-. 
lieve?!’ Looking down the road toward Su
wbn, I made out a column of tanks. Seems 
like there were eight of them. I couldn’t be
lieve my eyes. What are thoee? I aeked. 
Chambers answered, ‘Those are T-34 tanks, 
Sir, and I don’t think they’re going to be very 
friendly toward us.’ The company com
mander was called. Everybbdy got real ex
cited about them. The day was beginning in 
earnest .“-Day 

Artillery rounds arched into the sky and 
began bursting along the tank column, but . 
with little apparent effect. The first group of 
eight tanks was closely followed by others at 
short intervals, usua ly in groups of four. As 

1 
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the enemy tanks approached to within 700 
meters, the recoilless rifles took them under 
tire. Day was withone of the ~eams. 

“’Let’s see,’ I shouted, ‘if we can get one of 
- those tanks.’ We p~cked up the gun and 
moved it to where we could get a clean shot. I 
don’t know if we were poorly trained, 
w,eren’t thinking, or if it slipped our minds, 
Ifut we set the gun on the forward slope of 
the hill. when we fired, the recoilless blast 
blew a hole in the hill which instantly cov
ered us in mud and dirt. The effect wasn’t 
nearly as bad on us as it was on the gun. It 
jammed and wouldn’t tire until we’d cleaned 
the whole damn thing. 

‘When we were ready again, we moved 
the gun to a better position and began bang
ing away. I swear we had some hits, but the 
tanks never slowed down. . . More of the 
tanks began shooting at us.. . I don’t know 
what happened to the other two guys with 
me, but one blast knocked me and the gun 
over backward. I began bleeding from my 

( ears. I wasn’t unconscious, just stunned.”
Day 

Although a number of hits were scored, 
none of the tanks stopped or even appeared 
to be damaged. As they came even with the 
infantry positions, the bazooka teams began 
to get into the action. Lieutenant Ollie Con
nor grabbed one of the weapons and crawled 
down the slope into a ditch running along
side the road. He worked his way along the 
ditch until “he reached the rear of one of the 
tanks where the armor was supposed to be 
the thinnest. 

Steadying the rocket Ia.uncher at a range 
of only 15 meters, Connors fired. The first 
round burned out against the vehicle with 
no effect. Hurriedly, he loaded and tired 
again, with the same lack ofeffect. All in all, 
he fired 22 rounds against the T-34 without 
damaging it. Several of the rounds were so 
old they failed to explode properly on im
pact. 

Although an improved version of the ba-

Steadying the rocket launcher at

a range ofonly 15 meters, Connors tired:

The first round burned out against the

vehicle with no effect. Hum”edly, he


toaded and fired again, with the same

lack of effect. All in all, he fired22


rounds against the T.34 without

damaging it. Several of the rounds

were so old theg failed to explode


properly on impact. 

zooka had been designed, it had not been 
given to the trcops because tbe ammunition 
had not been perfected. Smith’s men were 
forced to fight with equipment that was * 
known to be outdated more than six years 
before. 

By 0900,33 tanks had moved through the 
American positions. Unfortunately, the . 
first through had cut the communication 
wires leading back to the battery position. 
The radios Smith’s men had were old and 
wet and functioned badly. Only a jeep-
mounted set $ontinued to function. By 1100, 
this too had ceased to work. 

Chambers, an assistant platoon sergeant, 
called back on the sound-powered telephone 
for some 60mm mortar tire on the enemy 
tanks. The answer was: 

They won’t reach that far. 

1’ 
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Well, how about the 81mm mortars? 
They didn’t come over with us. 
How about the 42s? i. 
The 42s can’t fire. 
How about the artille~? 
No communic tions. 
What about th Air Force? 

J
They don’t krww where we are. 
Call the Navy. 
They can’t reach this far. 
Well then, send mea camera. I want to take 

a picture of this. 
Once past the infantry’s positions, the 

lead tanks came under tire from the lone ar
tillery piece stationed along the ro,ad. Two 
tanks were damaged and pulled off to open 
the route for their companions. One caught 
tire and began to b~n fiu-iously. Two of the 
crew members abandoned the tank with 
their hands up. A third jumped out with a 
submachinegnn and tired into a US ma
chinegun position before he was cut down. 
An aseistant gunner thus earned the dubi
ous honor of being the first American killed 
in ground combat with the enemy in the Ko
rean Wnr. The six HEAT rounds at the posi
tion were quickly expended and the HE 
(high explosive) rounds had little or no ef
fect. The next tanks through knockqd out 
the gun and wounded several of its crew. 

The main battery position was having 
similar luck in its efforts to stop the progress 
of the tanks. Although they were firing at 
ranges of 150—300 yards, the sweating, 
swearing gunners appeared to do little more 
than jar the tanks. Once the first group had 

passed, two bazooka teams under the com
mandwf Perry and a sergeant moved otit to 
knock out the remaining immobilized tank. 
Through an interpreter, Pe~’ called on the 
crew. of the tank to surrender and was 
promptly shot in the leg for his trouble. He 
theh ordered the howitzers to destroy the 
tank. After three rounds had hit, two of the 
crew jumped out and were killed by a squad 
sent forward to deal with them. 

. 

The next group of tanks came up against a 
badly shaken group of soldiers. As the new 
wave came into view, the men within the ar
tillery battery started to panic. Crew mem
bers took off as officers ordered the guns to 
open tire. Suddenly, the officers and NCOe 
found themselves in the unenviable position 
of having to man the guns. 

While the officers handled ammunition, 
the NCOS laid and fired the guns. Round af
ter round was dkected against the~oncom
ing tanks, but once again with little effect. 
Fortunately for the batte~, the tadks did 
not stop to return fire, but moved rapidly 
through the position. Perry, leaning against 
a tree and favoring his wounded leg, man
aged, along with one of his lieutenants, to 
talk the men into coming back to the guns. 
At this point, Perry had suffered only one 
casualty, other than himself, within the 
main battery area. 

Of the 33 tanks that had moved through 
TF Smith’s position in less than an hour, 
four had been immobilized or destroyed, and 
three slightly damaged. On the other hand, 
the tanks had killed or wounded 20 infan
trymen, destroyed all the parked vehicles 
behind the infantry and artillery positions, 
and knocked out one of the howitzers. 

Although antitank mines would have 
caused the advancing armor horrendous cas
ualties, the task force fought without ‘them. 
There were none in Korea. Norie of the otKer 
weapons on hand appeared to be able to halt 
the enemy armor either. As the rain continued 
to fall, the task force members dug deeper and 
waited for the next onslaught. 

An hour later, movement could again be 
seen coming out of Suw6n. As time passed, 
the advancing column grew in size until it 
filled 6 miles of road. While tie Americans 
nervously waited out the hour it took the en- . 
emy to get within 1,000 meters, it became 
clear that the column was composed primar
ily of trucks and foot soldiers. when they 
had closed to withi range, Smith ordered 

,) 
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his men to “throw the hook at them.” Mortar 
and maehinegun fire rained down on an ene
my that was caught unawares. 

Slowly, order was created out of the chaos 
on the, road. Three tanks with the road-
hound force moved up to claw at the ridge 
with cannon and machinegun fire. Behind 
the destroyed lead vehicles, more than 1,000 
enemy infantry dismounted and began to 
move again$t the US positions. Beyond 
them, uncounted hundreds waited. Had air 
power been available, it would have played 
havoc with the congestion on the road, but 
the weather was too bad for close air support 
to fly. Artillery would have devastated the 
enemy, but there was no communication 
with Perry’s battery, and it was assumed to 
have been destroyed. 

All efforts to overrun the position frontal
ly were broken up by intense US tire. As the 
morning progressed, however, North Kore
ans began to work around the flanks. After 
artillery and mortar tire started to fall in in
creasing amounts and accuracy, Smith be
gan to pull his men into a tighter defensive 
formation. At approximately 1430, it” be
came obvious that the position would have 
to be abandoned, as the Americans were 
rapidly depleting their remaining supply of 
small arms ammunition. 

Once Smith gave the order to withdraw, 
things slowly began to go to pieces. C Com
pany withdrew first, followed by B Com
pany-except for one platoon which had not 
received the order. This group only discov
ered that the battalion had pulled out when 
one of its runners went back to the CP and 
could find no one around. All crew-served 
weapons were abandoned, as well as all the 
dead and some 30 wounded Iittercases. Con
fusion rapidly became rampant. 

%uys fell around me. Mortar rounds hit 
here and there. One of my young guys got it 
m the middle. My platoon sergeant, Harvey 
Vann, ran over to him. I followed. ‘No way 
he’s gonna live, Lieutenant.’ Oh, Jesus, the 
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guy was moaning and groaning. There 
wasn’t much I could do but pat him on the 
head and say, ‘Hang in there.’ Another of the 
platoon sergeants got it in the throat. He be- “ 
gan spitting blood. I thought sure . . . for the 
rest of the day he held his throat together 
with his hand. He survived, too.’’—Day 

It was at this point Smith left the battal
ion to find the artillery battery and tell Per
ry the infantry was withdrawing. Upon his 
arrival, he was amazed to find that the bat
tery had suffered only comparatively light ‘ 
casualties. The artillerymen removed the 
sighte and breechblocks from their guns and 
carried them, along with their aiming cir
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Units at two-thirds of their authorized strength, bazookas that were

outdated by more than five years, old and worn comtqunications equipment and

scarcity of antitank ammunition all indicate an army underfunded for the mis


sious that it may be required to undertake. . . . TF smith was[also~, quite frankly,

neither physically nor mentally prepared for combat. The [eadership at the


cutting edge of the Army had failed to meet its responsibility to prepare

US soldiers for this arduous undertaking.


cles, back to the outskirts of Osan, where 
they had left the trucks. Much to their sur
prise, only a few had bden damaged by ,ene
my fire. The truck column soon came upon 
groups of Smith’s battalion struggling 
across the hills and rice paddies. Many had 
taken off their shoes to be able to run faster, 
and very few had personal weapons. About 
100 of Smith’s force were picked up by this 
group. 

Upon arrival in Ansong, a headcount was 
taken. Only ~85 men out of Sm;th’s original 
400 @us had made it back. None of the artil
lerymen who had been put into ad hoc bazoo
ka and machinegun crews ever returned. 
Surwvors continued to straggle in over the 

next few days. A few had walked all the way. 
to the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan and 
then came south. One man even floated into 
Pusan in a sampan. TF Smith, in the words . 
of T. R, Fehrenbach, “designed to be an ar
rogant display of strength to bluff the ,ene
my into halting his advance, had delayed 
the Inmun Gun exactly seven hours.” 

TF Smzth failed to achieve its primary 
mission because it was not prepared to fight 
an experienced army. The traditional inter
pretation of why it failed stresses that sen- . 
ior military and civilian leaders were at 
fault because of the adoption of a bankrupt 
defensive policy. This, in turn, led to several 
critical organization 1 flaws that are high-

J
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“lighted hy Smith’s battalion. Units at two-
thirds of their authorized strength, bazoo
kas that were outdated by more than five 
years, old and worn communications equip
ment and scarcity of antitank ammunition 
all, indicate an army underfunded for the 
missions that it may be required to under
take. Fehrenbach eloquently states this as
pect of liability in This Kind of Warx 

“Therejust hadn’t been enough money for 
long-range bombers, nuclear bombs, air
craft carriers, and bazookas too. Now, pain
fully, at the cost of blood, the United States 
found that while long-range bombers and 
aircraft carriers are absolutely vital to its 
security, it had not understood in 1945 the 
shape of future warfare. 

! “TO remain a great power, the United 
States had to provide the best in nuclear de
livery systems. But to properly exercise that 
power with any effect in the world—short of 
blowing it up-the United States also had to 
provide the bread-and-butter weapons that 
would permit her ground troops to live in 
battle. 

“If it did not want to do so, it had no moral 
right to send its troops into battle.” 

Yet, there is another side to this coin of 
preparedness that ehould concern the mdi
tary professional. It is one that many avoid 
discussing. TF Smtth was, quite frankly, 
neither physically nor mentally prepared 
for combat. The leadership at the cutting 
edge of the Army had failed to meet its re
sponsibility to prepare US soldiers for this 
arduous undertaking. Weaknesses that can 
be attributed to this are evident in a number 
of areas. 

Training prior to the deployment wds 
poorly conducted. Although there were se
vere limitations on maneuver areas and 
those items required for large-scale maneu
vers, a peacetime mind-set manifesting it
self as a fixation on readiness reports and 
after-duty activities is obvious. In addition, 
lower-level leaders failed to develop cohe
sion and a sense of urgency into the units 
under their command. 

The difficulties encountered in the prepa
ration of the initial defensive positions dur
ing adverse conditions, the rapid disintegra
tion of the battery while in contact and the 
task force during the withdrawal point tO. 
critical weaknesses in morale that should 
have been identified prior to the firing of the 
first shot. 

On the positive side, there were instances 
of courage and aggressiveness that all 
should seek to emulate. Connor’s single-
handed assault on a tank, Perry’s attempts 
to destroy an immobilized enemy vehicle, 
and the number of men volunteering For ad 
hoc teams to employ crucial crew-served 
weapons all point to a level of personal brav
ery that is encouraging. What we must do is 
inculcate into ourselves and our subordi
nates exactly what our responsibilities are 
and ensure that such men are not wasted ~e
cause of our failure to give them the exper
tise they need to defeat a competent and ag
gressivefoe. % 
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ASTHE foreign invader seizes Py6ng
yang and continues to march north 

tow~rds the Yalu River, Beijing issues omi
nous warnings hinting at massive interven
tion. China’s words go unheeded and, in the 
dead of winter, its armies strike suddenly, 
quickly capturing Seoul. Its enemy re
groups and a stalemate sets in on the battle
field. Years ofdiffkult armistice neg-otia
tions will pass before peace is restored on the 
Korean peninsula. 

Few Westerners realize that this scenario 
first unfolded not in 1950, but in 1592. The 
foreign invader was Japan. The conflict was 
the bitterly contested Imjin War. Under
standing this conflict is essential if one is to 
fully appreciate the historical perspective 
that shapes Korean, Chinese and Japanese 
attitudes towards the regional balance of 
power in Northeast Asia. 

The decades preceding the Imjin War wit
nessed a steady decline in the vitality of 
Ming China and its tributary state, Korea.’ 
The growing incompetence of the Chinese 

‘	 bureaucracy, coupled withthe related prob-
Iem of decreasing tax revenues, limited 
Beijing’s ability to cope with mounting 
threats along its borders. 

By the 1550s, these threate were consider
able. The Wako (Japanese pirates) ravaged 
the east coast, while the Mongol. dnd 
Jurched tribes threatened China’s northern 
frontiers. .The Wako were repulsed only at a 
tremendous costto the imperial court, while 
the northern barbarians were to continue to 
plague the Ming until its fall in 1644. The Yi 
dynasty of Korea suffered from a set of prob
lems which paralleled, in nature and time, 
those of the Ming. However, although tbe Yi 

“ was generally successful in safeguarding its 
borders, by 1592 its government bad been 
rendered largely ineffective by court fac
tionalism. 

Japan’s fortunes were in sharp contrast to 
those of its neighbors. Viewed with cultural 
contempt by tbe Chinese and Koreans, the 
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Japanese had remained isolated under 
varying degrees of disunity for more than 
600 years, until Oda Nobunaga brought 
most of Honshu under his control between 
1559 and 1582.2 Following Nobunaga’s 
death, his former lieutenant, Hideyosbi 
Toyotomi, completed the reunification ofJa-

Jupan’sfortunes were in

slitvp eontrostto tlioseof its neifjfdbrs.

ViswedwWcukuraf mntemptbytfie


ChineseamfKoreans, *Japm@e fiud


&g2$%l%n&&fX2%oo 
years, utiOdiz No a brougfit ‘


most ofHonsfiu U&Y is cmdrof

betweeu1559 and 1582. 

pan with the subjugation of Kyushu in 1587 
and the capture of Okawazra in 1590.3 

With the domestic front secure &d a 
large efficient army at his disposal, Hide
yoshi entertained ambitions of an overseas 
empire. A number of factors drove him to 
pursue foreign adventures. 

o He sought to eliminate Korean and 
Chinese restrictions on foreign trade.’ 

e He was undoubtedly concerned about 
the ambitidhs and loyalties of the coalition 
of daimyos (feudal lords) under his control 
and viewed an overseas expedition as a 
means of exporting potential challenges to 
his authority. 

e Perhaps most important, as he related ., 
to the Jesuit priest, Luis Frois, in 1586, he 
wanted to acquire more kingdoms ”... solely 
[for] immortalizing (sic) himself with the 
name and fame of his power.’” 

By 1587, Hideyoshi had decided to con
quer” China. He ordered the daimyo of 
Tsushima to dispatch an envoy to the Yi 
court in Seoul to demand tribute and hos-. 
tages. King Sonjo (156%1608) disingenu-’ 

\ 
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OUSIYreplied that he could not comply since 
it was a long voyage to Japan, and Korbans
were not good sailors.’ Unamused, Hide
yoshi ordered the daimyo’s envoy beheaded 
and sent a second one to Seoul. The Yi court 
responded by demanding that prior to the 
establishment of rel ations, a group of Kore
ans who had collaborated with Japanese pi
rates must be retur~ed to Korea for pumsh
ment.’ 

Hideyoshi delivered the Korean sailors, 
and in 1590 two ambassadors from the Yi 
court arrived in Japan.’ Hideyoshi empha
sized that his objective was not Korea, but 
China. He wcote to the Korean king, “MY 
wish is nothing other than that my name be 
knowri throughout the three countries [of 
Japan, China, and Indial.”s However, tbe YI 

remained loyal to the Ming and refused to 
respond to two subsequent missions Hide
yoshi sent to Seoul. In 1591, Hideyoshi, hav
ing lost patience with Korea’s equivocation, 
ordered his daimyos to mass their forces and 
laid out plans for an expedition described as 
“the entry to China” (Karairi)? 

By March 1592, Hideyoshi had muetered, 
in the vicinity of Nagoya, an expeditionary 
force of 158,700 soldiers organized into nine 
divisions. Another 118,000 were mobilized 
as a reserve force.’” For transport, he assem
bled a fleet of more than 700 ships manned 
by some 9,200 sailors.” The tactics of the 
Japanese ground forces, perfected during 
the recent civil war, were sophisticated and 
effective. Combat units were comprised of 
bow, gun and spear teams, supported by 
heavy cavafry.” Their use of the Portuguese 
harquebus and field cannon made them 
among the most formidable fighting men in 
the world. On the other hand, Japanese na
val forces, inexperienced at operating out
side their littoral watershand not equipped 
with cannon, were ill-prepared for an under
taking of such magnitude. 

Hideyoshi’s plan called for his armies to 
occupy the entire Korean peninsula as the 
first phase of his invasion of China. He 
planned to initially direct operations from 
his headquarters m Nagoya, with Ukita Hi
deie serving as commander in the field, Lat
er he would move to Korea to personally di
rect the second phase of the expedition.lj 

In Korea, the continuation of court fac
tionalism hindered efforts to prepare the 
country’s defenses. The Yi military system, 
borrowed from the Ming, was complex and 
cumbersome. The army consisted of a cen
tral force, the “Five Staffs” and regional 
forces which occupied fortresses and garri
sons throughout the nation. During times of 
crisis, officers named by the king were to as
sume command of the regional umts.” The 
system effectively fractionalized power so 
the army could not c llenge the crown, Un

‘7 
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fortunately, it also rendered it impotent 
when faced with a powerful enemy. 

‘ The, court’s measures to strengthen na
tional defense mostly consisted of purging 
seasoned officers not aligned with the ruling 
faction, and land forces were poorly trained 
and lacked firearms. Korea was, however, 
relatively strong at sea. For centuries, Ko
reans had been regarded as the premier 
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shipbuilders and sailors in Asia. Although 
the court had allowed the fleet to decline 
somewhat during the 16th century, avail
able ships were heavily armed, and the uavy 
remained a potential threat to the Japa
nese. 

On 14 April 1592, General Konishi 
Yukinaga led Hideyoshi’s vanguard of 
1/3,000 men into Pusan harbor. Two days 
later, Generals Kato Kiyomasa and Kuroda 
Nagomasa followed with 22,000 and 11 ,00LY 
soldiers respectively. The Korean navy in
explicably failed to intervene, and the troop 
landings went unopposed.” 

The Puean garrison was quickly over
whelmed, and more than 8,000 Koreans 
were killed by the ruthless invaders. The 
Japanese rapidly advanced north tewards 
Seoul along three axes with Kuroda moving 
on the lefti Konishi, the center and Kate, 
the right. Korean troops, led by hopelessly 
incompetent officers, were routed time and ~’ 
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again. At Sangju, when a civilian reported 
the approach of Japanese forces, General Yi 
11ordered him put to death for “spreading 
false rumors.” He was surprised and 
crushed a short time Iater.le At the Battle of 
Ch’unQu, General Shin Nip, unversed in 
the art of war, deployed his soldiers in a nar
row valley with no escape. He was annihi
lated by the combined forces of Konishi and 
Kato.’7 

With the fall of ,S~oul inevitable, King 
Sonjo and his court fled north. On 3 May, 
Japanese forces, having marched 275 miles 
in 20 days, occupied the city.” Hideyoshi 
confidently predicted in a letter to his moth
er: “I shall take China about the ninth 
month [September 1592], and 1shall feceive 
[your gift ofl formal clothing for the feetival 
of the ninth month in the Chinese capital.”lg 

After organizing the occupation of Seoul, 
Konishi and Kato pursued the Koreans. 
Availing themselves of their enemy’s tiacti
cal incompetence, the Japanese feigned re
treat in front of the Korean’s strong defen
sive line along the Imjin River. Predictably, 
the Koreans surged across the river lo at
tack t~e Japanese only to plunge into a dev
astating ambttsh.zo The road to China ap
peared open. 

Konishi raced north and occupied P’y6ng
yang on 13 June. Kato marched to the 
northeast where he captured two royal 
princes and sent a detachment across the 
Tureen River into China.” It is here that se
rious differences between Hideyoshi’s dai

myos began to surface. Kate, a devout Bud
dhist, represented tbe traditional samurai. 
He strenuously pursued Hideyoshi’s objec
tive of conquering the Ming. On the other 
hand, Konishi was a faithful Catholic who 
remained dubious of the possibilities for 
Japanese success and attempted to curb Hi
deyoshi’s ambitions. 

As early as the summer of 1592, there 
were compelling reasons for Konishi to re

appraise the strategic situation. As the Jap
anese expeditionary force fanned out to oc
cupy Korea’s provinces, its lines of communi
cations became increasingly tenuous. 
Local gentry leaders organized guerrilla 
bands which harassed the invaders on land, 
while Admiral Yi Sunshin led the Korean 
navy to spectacular successes against the 
Japanese at sea. Yi, revered by Koreans as 
their nation’s greatest hero, was the con
summate military leader. Appointed as the 
fleet admiral for Ch611a Province in Febru

ary 1591, he quickly organized an%%a_ined 
a small naval strike group. The backbone of 
this approximately 50-ship group was the 
revolutionary turtleship. Yi wrote of this 
warship: 

“We can tire cannon through the mouth of 
the dragon [the bow] while we have the deck 
covered with iron spikes [to counter board
ing parties]. Although our crew can look at 
the enemy from the ship, the enemy cannot 
see into it from outside. We can penetrate 
the enemy line of hundreds of ships and de
stroy them with sup ior firepower.”zz 

7 
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(E3e/ow) J;panese fleet $nder attack by -’ Admiral Yt’s forces. (Right) Admiral Yi Sunshin 

. . 

A brilliant naval strategist who empha
sized reconnaissance, surprise and the of
fensive, Yi was responsible for the destruc
tion of more than 300 Japanese ships be
tween May and September of 1592 in the 
coastal waters from Pusan to Y6su.23 With 
Yi blocking the sea lines of communication, 
Hideyoshi indefinitely postponed his plan to 
personally assume command in Korea, leav
ing his legions to fend for ttiemselves. 

Events in Korea had been closely followed 
by the Ming court in Beijing. In October 
1592, the Chinese emperor sent a 5,000 
man force south from Manchuria to attack 
p’ytmgyang.” Konishi ambushed and rout
ed the Chinese and continued to reconnoiter 

approaches to the Yalu. The emperor then 
dispatched a General Shen to ascertain the 
enemy’s etrength and gain time to raise a 
large army. Shen parleyed with Konishi 
north of P’ycingyang. He blithely told 
Konishi that he had an army of one million 
Chinese soldiers north of the ,Yalu waiting 

,for his o~der to attack. 
Konishi, convinced his forces were too 

weak to continue the “entry to China,” but 
unwilling to retreat and incur Hideyoshi’s 
wrath, arranged a 50-day armistice with the 
Chinese, hoping that they would acceyt the 
status quo. In turn, Shen, on behalf of the 
emperor, offered Konishi a badge for each 
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Japanese soldier in Py@gyang, thus learn
ing that the enemy forcb numbered approxi
mately 20,000.m By January 1593, the Chi
nese had assembled a 40,000-man expedi
tionary force under Li Rusong in 
Manchuria. Li crossed the frozen Yalu, sur
prised Konishi and drove him south of the 
Imjin R&er. 

Li’s advance was finally halted in a 
fiercely contested battle just north of Seoul 
at Pyokchegwan.’’The CK1nese army pulled 
back to Py6ngyang, while the Japanese 
withdrew their divisions from northern Ko
rea and massed around Seoul. Ukita’s fail
ure to defeat a Korean army under General 
Kwon Yul at Haen&iu Fortress northwest of 
Seoul in February 1593 signalled the end of 
Japan’s ascendancy. It was the beginning of 
a prolonged strategic stalemate.” 

In April 1593, armistice negotiations be; 
tween China and Japan began. Hideyoshi” 
ordered his divisions to withdraw and estab
lish garrisons along the east and south 
coasts of Korea. Li moved south and occu
pied Seoul.” The armistice negotiations, 
which continued intermittently until 1596, 
were doomed from the outset. Both Hidey- ~ 
oshi and the Ming emperor were unwilling 
to relinquish their claims to hegemony over 
Korea. 

Hideyoshi arrogantly outlined peace 
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terms that implied Japan had been victori
ous. At the other extreme, the Ming empero
r condescendingly offered to enfeoff Hidey
oshi as “king of Japan.” Progress in the ne
gotiations was hampered by the 
unwillingness of the envoys on both sides to 
insulf their sovere~~s by accurately report
ing their protagomst’s bargaining posi
tions.” 

Time continued to work against the Japa
nese as Yi’s blockade of the Korean coast 
disrupted their supply lines. The Jesuit 
priest, Gregorio de Cespedes, attested to the 
severity of the situation, writing from 
Konishi’s garrison at Ungch’tm: 

“Although Hideyoshi sends food, so little 

reaches here that it is impossible to sustain 
all with it, and moreover the help that comes 
from Japan is insutlicient and comes late. It 
is now months since ships have come and 
many craft were lost.”3° 

At the same time, Korean army units, us
ing guerrilla tactics, controlled the country
side, further isolating the Japanese. By the 
summer of 1596, it had ‘become clear to Hi
deyoshi that China would not accede to his 
demands. Infuriated by the Ming’s imperi
ousness and intransigence, he ordered a sec
ond invasion of Korea. Recognizing that he 
could not subjugate the Chinese, his objec
tive was simply to punish his enemies. He 
raised an army of more than ~40,000 under 
the command of Ukita. In January 1597, a 
Japanese vanguard led by Konishi and Ka
te, landed in Pusan. For the second time in 
five years they marched north.” 

As in 1592, the Japanese were initially 
successful. Yi, falling victim to the wide
spread Yi court factionalism, was relieved 
from command, The Jap~nese annihilated 
the Korean fleet at the Chilchon Strait off 
K6je-do in July 1597, sinking more than 200 
boats.” With the sea lanes cleared, Kato and 
Konishi advanced and overwhelmed the 
garrison at Namwon in” mid-August and 
continued to march towards Seoul. A com
bmed Korean-Chinese army finally halted, 
the Japanese at Chiksan (not far from Osan) 
in early September. It was the return of Yj, 
however, that heralded the beginning of the 
end of Hideyoshi’s Korean adventure. 

In July,”Yi was reinstated as commander 
of the Korean fleet, hy now reduced to 12 
vessels. In one of the most daring attacks in 
naval history, Yi surprised and eliminated a 
133-vessel Japanese armada on 16 Septem
ber at Myongyang, near Mokp’o.” With his 
supply lines cut and faced with the onset of 
winter for which his men were ill-prepared, 
Ukita ordered a general withdrawal to for
tresses along the south and southeast coast. 

Beijing dispatched significant numbers of 

/ 
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IMJIN WAR 

\ .: 
reinforcements to Korea in a bid to corn. 
pletely drive the Japanese from the penin
sula. Bitter, but indecisive battles were 
fought throughout in the early months of 
1598 near Ulsan and Sanchon. Concurrent
ly, the Ming sent Admiral Chen Lin with a 
tlotilla tosupport Yi’soperatiOns Unfortu
nately, Chenseemed toprimarily excel at 
profligacy. The Korean hero proved himself 
an adept statesman by winning Chen’s con
tidthce and a free hand to employ his ships. 
With the Koreans and Chinese exerting 
strong pressure on land and sea, Hideyoshi 
recalled to Japan all but 60,000 men in tbe 
spring of 1598.” 

On 18 September 1598, Hideyoshi died, 
setting the stage for the abrupt conclusion of 
the Imjin War. Prior to his death, he had in
structed several of ~is lieutenants to ar
range for a termination of hostilities, thus 
the Japanese commander were afforded a 
face-saving way out”’of the Korean quag
mire.36 Still, their withdrawal was not with
out event. Yi ordered the allied fleet into the 
Noryangjin Strait on 19 November 1598, to 
teach the Japanese one final lesson. Yi was 
once again ~ictorious, but, like Lord Horatio 
Nelson at Trafalgar, he was fatally wound
ed by a musket shot during his final engage
ment. 

By 1601, the Ming armies had returned to 
China and in 1606, the Tokugawa shogun
ate in Japan reestablished diplomatic rela
tions with Korea,3$ Thus, the seven-y”ear 

struggle ended in an inconclusive stale
mate. Nevertheless, the Imjin War dramati
cally influenced subsequent developments 
in the domestic and external affairs of Ja
pan, China and Korea. 
, In Japan, Tokugawa Ieyasu filled the void 

created by Hideyoshi’s de~th and estab
lished a regime which survived until the 
Meiji restoration in the 19th century, As a 
result of Koretis naval prowess, Tokugawa 
and his successors recognized that sea 
power was vital to their country’s military 
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LIfWa’sfaifure to &feat a 
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strength and shaped their policies accord- ‘ 
ingly.” More significantly, in the 19th and 
20th centuries, Japan’s expansiomst mili
tary leaders, wbo revered Hideyoshi as the 
samurai exemplar, resurrected his spirit to 
justify their aggression. 

The Mmg suffered several hundred thou
sand casualties and depleted its treasuries 
to support the war effort. This left them vul
nerable to the Mancbu tribes, which went 
on to conquer China in 1644.” But the Ming 
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had established a precedence for the leaders 
in Beijing to define Sine-security interests 
as extending into the Korean peninsula. 
Chinese leaders of all political colorations 
hate agreed on this point, as the People’s 

) 

Republic of China demonstrated in 1950. 
The Imjin War was most traumatic for the 

Korean people. The Yi dynasty never recov
ered from the disastrous c,onflict, and Ko
rea was unable to prevent Japan’s encroach
ments in the late 19th century. At the same 
time, the war foreshadowed the 20th centu
ry reality that the integrit y of Korea is very 
much dependent upon the regional balance 
of power in Northeast Asia. 

Finally, the Imjin War, together with Ja
pan’s colonization of Korea from 1910 until 
1945, has filled the Korean people with a 
deep enmity towards Japan. Signs at virtu-
all y every cultural site in Korea etating that 
the original structure was destroyed during 
the Wideyoshi Invasion; as well as ubiqui
tous statues ofYi, remind the Korean people 
daily of a war fought almost 400 years ago. 
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Clausewitz, FM 100-5, and the Center of Gravity 

One of the key concepts of operatiomd design 
contained in appendix B, US Army Field Manual 
(FM) 100-5, Operations, is thatof a cen$er of 
gravity. The premise, undoubtedly correct, on 
which this concept is based, is the idea that any 
armed combatant-tlom nation state to tactlcal 
formation-contains in itself “some components 

more vital than others to the smooth and reli. 
able operation of the”whole.” These are impor. 
tant because “their loss unbalances the entree 
structure, producing a cascading deterioration in 
cohesion and effectiveness. . .“ These sources of 
strength or balance are called centers of gravity. 

FM 100-5 legitimizes the concept with a detl 
nition from Carl von Clausewitz: “the hub of all 
power and movement on which everything de
pends.” Further, the manual notes that a center 
of gravity can be a characteristic, capability or 1o
cality. what, however. did Clausewitz really say 
about thk subject? 

First of all, he stated explicitly that the center 
of gravity is an analogy used to dlustrate the 
proposition that “. the blow from which the 
broadest and most favorable repercussions can 
be expected will be aimed against that area 
where the greatest concentration of enemy 
troops can be found. ., .“ This is in chapter 27 of 
book Vf of On War [Howard and Paret], titled 
“Defense of a Theater of Operations.” 

Clausewitz l$aves no doubt that in a theater of 
war, and within Lightingforces themselves, %en
ters of gravity wd~be found wherever the forces 
are most concentrated.” The sphere of effectwe
ness associated with any center of Wavlty is a 
function of the cohesion of the whole. Indeed, the 
related concept of a theater of war is based on the 
presente of “the sort of unity m which a single 

: cente: of gravit y can be ldentltied.” Moreover, m 
chapter 28, Clausewitz says, “A major battle in 
the theater of war is the collision of two centers of 
gravity. ., .“ (Ezne Hauptschlacht auf dem 
Krcegstheater wt derStoss des Schwerpunktesge
gen den Schwerpunkt. . . . [Werner Hshlwegl). 

The legitimizing quotation used m FM 100-5 
comes from book VIII of On War and refers to the 

characteristics of belligerents in a war. The ex
amples treat dynastic states, alliances and na
tions beset by domestic strife and popular upris
ings. In short, they deal with strategic, not opera
tional objectives. Clausewitz also said “. no 
matter what the central features of the ene
my’s power may be . . . the defeat and destruc
tion of his fighting forces remain the best way 
to begin. .“ 

One further point-of no small significance es
pecially for operations short of war–is that 
Clausewitz maintained, “It is the decision that 
changes thecenters of Wavity on each eide. in
to active agents. If one drops the Idea of a deci
sion, the centers of ~avlty are neutralized. “ 

The purpose of this comparison is twofold. 
Frost, I want to point out that, in spite of an out-
of-context quotation, the two concepts ofcenter of 
gravky are fundamentally different in terfns of “ 
content. In FM 100-5, the concept M an exten
sive elaboration of what was, for Clausewitz, a 
fairly simple analogy. Our doctrinal construct, 1 
beheve, approaches the level of metaphysics by 
offering the possibility that even a boundary be
tween major combat formations can serve as a 
center of gravity. For Clausewltz, the major con
centration of enemy forces was central. \ 

As written in FM 100-5, the defining feature 
of a center of gravity is the “cascading deteriora-. 
tlon” produced by the loss of some specific instal
lation, terrain feeture, unit or psychology. Al
though selective examples may be produced, nor
mally out of context, to demonstrate the . 
possibdlty of such effects, this is indeed a very 
thm reed upon which to base most campaign 
plans. This is my second point. 

Clearly, we must recognize that there are tar
gets of enhanced value in any hostile amay. How
ever, we must also guard against becoming fasci
nated by the possibility of tinding a magic key 
that allows us to avoid the requirement of defeat
ing, in battle, the enemy forces opposing us. 

COLRichard M. Swsln, USA, 
CAG FoiiLeavenworfh,Kansas 
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Airiand Battle-2000 Applications in 
the Indian Context 
By Major G. D. Bakshi 

U.S./.Joum6#, July-September 1986 

Characterizing the US Army’s development 
of the AirLand Battle 2000 concept as a “crea
tive and original quantum jump in military 
thought,” Major G. D. Bckshi argues in India’s 
U.S.I. Journal that “it is imperative that we 
study this new doctrine and examine what impli
cations it has for us on the subcontinent.” 

He says India missed the industrial revolution 
of the 19th century nnd ‘>aid the price for it by 
Ioosmg (sic) our freedom.” Now the electronic 
revolution is in progress, according to Bakshi, 
who says, “We can not nfford to miss this revolu
tion and lag behind once more.” 

Why is AirLand Battle 2000 so important to 
the Indian military? Because, as Bakshi notes, 
the situation confronted by Indiemforces 1s“sur
prisingly, quite similar” to that faced by NAT(3 
forces in Europe. He describes AirLcnd Battle 
doctrine in some detail and points out that it re
sulted from “numerous outside pressures,” not 
the least of which was getting US commanders 
“out of the defensive minded rut” of the post-
Vietnam War period. 

But there is more to it than that. Bakshi 
writes: ‘What is most sigmficant . . is the fact 
that the AirLapd Battle 2000 doctrine is a con
ceptual blue print of how’kerican soldiers wiI1 
be employed and equipped for combat during the 
year 1995 through 2015.” 

It is thinking and acting precisely in this man. 
ner that will save India from missing another 
revolution, as Bakshi puts it. No longerwdl tecb
nology.drive tactics. Tbe author says AirLand 
Battle doctrine “has replaced this haphazard 
process” mth a concept-based requirements sys
tem and “stopped tbe ‘tail wagging the dog’.” 

AirLand Battle 2000 contains a number of rel
evant lessons for India, Bakshi asserts, He writes 
that it is worth emulating because, in the case of 
the United States, the concept represents an at
tempt to restore maneuver to an army “that had 
become overly dependant (sic) on attrition, tire 
power and fixed defences.” 

. 

, 
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The doctrine is also noteworthy, in Bakshi’s 
view, because it relies on a concept-based re
quirements system, it considers future technolo
gy, and it establishes tbe operiitional art as an in
termediate level of war between tactics and 
etrategy. 

Arguing that India “can not afford to be 
shocked bv the future.” Bakshi savs the studv of 
AirLand Battle 2000 “therefore ac_quiresgre~ter 
pertinence today then even tsic) before,” He con
cludes that the weapona environment in any fu
ture war on the Indian subcontinent will be char
acterized by ‘a high de~ee of complexity and le
thality. “We must prepare today,” he writes, “for 
that awesome tomorrow.’’-ELH 

NATO’S Collection of Forces 
By Thomas A. Callaghan Jr.


Jouma/ of Defense & DipWrracy, July 1987


By calling forth a collective security mecha
nism for Europe, but failing to provide a collec
tive defense industrial effort to support a conven
tional defense, the North Atlantic Treaty, “forall 
its virtues, is fatally flawed,” according to 
Thomas A. Callaghan Jr. 

The superiority of the Warsaw Pact’s conven. 
tional force, moreover, never loomed larger tha 
when the Soviet Union agreed b the West’s offer 
to remove all US and Soviet land-based 
intermediate-range nuclear missiles from Eu
rope. 

That move highlighted the debate surround
ing “NATOS conventional force weakness vis+
vis the Warsaw Pact,” writes Callaghan in this 
article for the Journal of Defense & Diplomacy. 
But the more important issue for the author is 
not that the weakness exists, but why it exists. 
Why, he asks, should NATO still be a “plenty of 
nothin’ alliance” four decades after it was cre
ated, and why does deterrence have only a nucle
ar dimension, especially when NATO’s 16 na
tions together have “one-and-a-half times as 
many people as the Wcrsaw Pact two-rind-a-half 
times the gross national product of the Pact na. 
tions; and have been ending more on conven-

T 
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tional forces than the Pact?” 
Callaghan says two events in 1954 “doomed 

the efforts to raise balanced, collective forces for 
Europe’s defense’’—the defeat of the proposed 
European Defense Community (EDC) and the 
doctrine of massive nuclear retaliation. The first 
made the collective defense of Europe “structur
ally impossible,” CaHaghan writes; the second 
made it “conceptually unnecessary.” 

EDC would have created, Callagban says, 
common European military requirements, a cen
tral defense procurement agency nnd a defense 
industrial base to provide “weapon inventories 
at reasonable cost and without duplication of 
effort.” 

These objectives became moot, according to the 
author, when the United Sta@s put forth its doc
trine of massive nuclear retaliation. Claiming 
this was never a “valid war-fighting strategy for 
the defense of Europe,” Callaghmr says nuclear 
deterrence meant that “except for a trip wine, the 
conventional defense of Europe” was no longer 
necessazy. There would now be peace and pros
perity for all NATO nations “under the US. nu
clear umbrella.” 

Today, Callaghan sees NATO as a “collection 
of forces purporting to be an alliance.” NATOS 
integrated mihtary commands “command al
most nothing that is integrated,” he adds. For ex
mnPle, each of tbe 15 defense ministries and 44 
cnped services determines on ite own what to 
buy, when, in what quantity and for what pur
pose. Seven aflied govemmenta are developing 
and deploying six ,new tacticaI communications 
systeme, the author claims, and none “can com
municate with one another” or with the NATO 
integrated system. 

Callaghan quotes NATOS secretary general, 
~ Lord Carri@on, who eaid, ‘<Theonly thing com
‘men in NATO 1sthe am in the tires.” 

Conmdering that limited resources and small 
defense expenditures buy the Warsaw Pact a 
massive, standardized, COIlective force, NATOS 
problem M that more resources and larger de
fense expenditures buy for NATO a “destandard
ized and noninteroperable collection of forces, 

: qualitatwely uneven, quantitatively inferior 
and unable to tight for the same period of time at 
the same munitions expenditure rates.” 

The conventional force buildup by the Warsaw 
Pact is not the problem, Callaghcn writes, “it M 
NATOS self-intlicted wounds. The Soviets are 
not 10 feet tall. They just seem that way because 
U.S. and allied governments have cut them
selves offat the knees.” 
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So what can be done? Callaghan advocates a 
cessation of US bilateral dealinge with European 
governments. Deal with them collectively or not 
at all, he says. These bilateral deals, when cou
pled with the use of memoranda of understand
ing, only “encourage governments and indu
striesto work harder to cooperate with the United 
States than with one another,” Callagban 
writes. 

The Pentagon should announce, he says, that 
henceforth most-favoied-nation access to the US 
defense market will onfy be granted to “Euro-
NATO nations offering similar access to every 
other European member of NATO and to Europe
an governments willing to transfer their bilat
eraf” memoranda of understanding to a central
ized European group. 

Such cooperation would demonstrate to the So
viets that US and allied forces “could (and would) 
together mount a robust conventional defense if 
the Warsaw Pact ever attacked,” concludes Cal. 
laghan. This cooperation would also put an end 
ta Soviet hopes ofseparatmg Europeamsfrom one 
another and Europe from North America. Tbm 
aspect, says the author, is ‘<perhapsthe most im
portant of all.’’—ELH 

The Doctrine of “Competitive

Strategies”

By Jon Engkmd


Strategic Review, Summer 1987


A new defense doctrine that “has thus fa~ et- ( 
tracted little attention within the U.S. defense 
establishment,” according to Jon Englund m the 
Summer 1987 edition of Strategic Reumo, “has 
the potential of becommg an enduring legacy of 
the Reagan Administration, providing a beacon 
for U.S. strategic policy through the 1990s and. 
beyond.” 

That doctrine is called competitwe strategi&s. 
It holds that, in casting its force postnre, techno
logical strategy and procurement policies, the 
United States “should bew to clear and explicit 
criteria of capitahzing on relatwe advantages 
and areas of strength, whaleexploiting the dmad
vantages and weaknesses of the Soviet Bloc,” 
tiltes Englund. 

Although he suggests there is no real novelty 
to this idea Englund pmnts out that, nonethe

>less, since the nd of World War II, there has been 
no explicit or consistent .gwde to US strategic 
and technological planning. ‘“Infact,” the author 
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says, “it can be posited that, overall, U.S. defense 
“	 planning has heen remarkable for its inattention 

to the criteria of relatwe advsntage in the 
competition with the Soviet Union.” 

He thinks the reasons for this are clear. First, 
America has reaped the benefits of the techno

. logical revolution in meeting its defense needs. 
Second, procurement decisions and programs are 

~	 merely shoppinglietssubmitkd bythesefices,

blended by the Defense Department and modi

fied by Congress. Third, arms control negotia

tions have enhanced the attractiveness of stable

and equal relationships between the superpow

ers and have ignored talk of advantages and dis

advantages. Finally, there has always been

money to do the things we needed to do.


But now, with budget reduction the law, 
greater selectivity in defense programs is neces
sary. In addition, the huge advantage th~nited 
States held over the Soviets in technology is 
shrinking. As a result, Englund sees a shift to
ward competitive strategies in defense procure
ment. This shift, he writes, “baralds the emer
gence of a etrategy that is long overdue in the 
shaping of America’s military framework.” 

Englund cautions, however, against allowing 
the strategy to degenerate into a “damaging 
short-term lobbying effort for specific weapons 
systems and technologies.” He says for the con
cept to work, defense industry must take a more 
active role in “not only exploring technological 

Warriors or Wimps? 

While reading the October 1987 issue of Mclt
taryReukw, 1noticed a commentary in the “Let
ters” section bemoaning an editorial wmtten by 
Colonel James A. Rye in the June 1987 issue. As I 
finished reading the letter, I was tsken aback by 
the fact that it was authored by a certain Colonel 
Griffin N. Dodge, USA; Retired. Dodge took 
great exception to Rye’s editorial assertion that 
“wartighting is the essence of our profession,” 
and,hestated that Rye’s recorded thoughts imply
,! that he openly encourages the prospect of 
~~ure combat operations involving US military 
forces.” After reviewing Rye’s piece, lt quickly 
became obvious to me that Dodge missed the 
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horizons, but also understanding-and articula
ting—the relationship of various R&D options to 
the goals of Competitive Strategies.” 

Institutionalize competitive strategies, 
Englund urges, ae a means toward a consensus 
with respect to high-priority defense programs. 
He notes that the secretary of defense has al
ready taken several key steps in this direction, 
but more are needed. To further the objective of 
competitive strategies, Englund advocates 

e Assigmng the National Security Council a 
greater role in articulating national security pOl
icy and budget levels. 

o Establishing a Pentagon interdepart~ental 
working group on this subject. 

e Tying strategic justification to epecific, 
high-priority programs and considering it in the 
normal budget process. 

e Devising a supplemental competitive strat. 
egies budget. 

e Having NATO consider competitive strate
gies that affect the West as a whole. 

Englund admits this concept “ie no panacea.” 
But it can provide the link between “grand mili
tary strategy and the specific weapons and tech
nologies to carry it out.” Also, Englund believes 
the concept can move the West “beyond an ab
stract idea of priorities to one that uses re
sources more et%cientlyby pitting them against 
the structural weaknesses in the Soviet Union’e 
posture.’’—ELH 

whole point of Rye’s contribution to our journal. 
Even so, the issue raised by Dodge is so signlti
cant that I feel compelled, If not driven, to ad
dress it. 

Dodge chose, with little subtlety, to imply that 
Rye’s thoughts were supportive of militaW ad
venturism. To bolster thu imphcation, he quotad 
out of context General Bernard Rogers and Gan
eral Robert E. Lee, and made two references to 
the motto of the US Army War College “Not to 
promote war, but to preserve peace.” Dodge im
plies that the development of war-fighting skills 
runs contrary to the presemation of peace, yet he 
asserts a recognition of the importance of readi
ness in its complete spectrum. 

There is a touch of semantic acrobatics in 

) 
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‘D~dge% words. He paints a picture of a military 
that provides security for this nation by project
ing a perception of power to our potential adver
saries. Ofeourse, he also asserts that the US milit
ary should be capable of reacting to danger with 
“overwhelming military violence” and that it 
should have the “will” to use this violence. These 
ideas do not balance favorably with his objec
tions to Rye’s statements. Perhaps Dodge finds 
fault with a mentality that uses a term like “war
fighting.” If this is the case, then is it possible 
that men are not “killed” in war? Instead, would 
they just become “inoperative”? His style is 
somemhat reminiscent of the men described by 
Henry Kissinger in Colonel Harry G. Summers 
Jr’s classic book, On Strategy: Th,e Vcetnnm War 
in COntcxC 

“A new breed of milita~ otlicer emerged men 
who bad learned the new jargon, who could 
prssent the systems analysis arguments so much 
in vogue, more articulate than the older genera
tion and more skillful in bureaucratic maneuver. 
ing.” 

Dodge implies that Rye and men like hlm must 
be careful m the way they express themselves 
lest they underscore a “popular” view “. that 
ours is an arrogant, ‘militant’ society. .“ There 
is nothing “arrognnt” about American military 
preparedness, and there is nothing new in the ex
istence of certain antimilitary eIements in our 
society. American society remains in flnx and 
evolves under the aegm of the Constitution, yet 
there are some things which must never change. 
General Douglas MacArthur said it best m his 
farewell address to the Corps of Cadet? at West 
Pointi 

“And through all this welter of change and de
velopment, your mission remaps fixed, deter
mined, inviolabh-it is to win-6ur wars. Every
thmgelse in your professional career is but corol
lary to this vital dedication. All other public 
purposes, all other public projects, all other pub
lic needs, great or small, wdl find others for their 
accomphshmen~ but you are the ones who are 
trained to tight yours is theprofession of arme
the wdl to win.. .“ 

It is important that more than lip service is 
: paid to MacArthur’s emphasis on the realities of 

fighting and winning. Carl von Clausewitz said 
that “the end for which a soldier is recruited, 
clothed, armed, and trained, the whole object of 
his sleeping, eating, drinking, and marching is 
simply that he should tight at the right place and 
the right time.” To fight and to win in war is the 
only legitimate reason for the existence of the US 
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military. Our place is not simply ceremonial. We 
are warriors, This does not imply that we are 
warmongers. As MacArthur told the Corps of 
Cadets, “, the soldvm, above all other people, 
prays fcmpeace, for he must suffer and bear the 
deepest wounds and scars of war.” 

Readiness for war does not grow out of sugar. 
coated terms. Soldiers, $ailors, airmen and Ma
rines deserve more than downplayed dialogue 
from their leaders. At the heart of this practice is 
the inculcation of the warrior spirit in leaders 
and followers alike. Part of thk warner spirit is 
a way of thlnklng and a code of behavior. It is a 
recognition that some things ‘are not nego
tiabl+things such m honor, courage and truth. 
Ifthe truth negatively arouses some people, so be 
it. 

CPT LluddyK. Moors, USA, 
USAirFomeAcademy,Colorado Springs, Colorado 

SNAFU Recalled 

I found Colonel James G. Van Straten and 
Captain Lynn W. Kanfman’s May 1987 article, 
“Lessons From Team SNAFU: most interesting 
and provocative. I certainly agree wit~ the 
authors’ contention that Colonel William L. 
Roberts, commander of Combat Command B 
(CCB), 10th Armored Division, was, to a degree, 
responsible for the gathering and subsequent ef
fective employment of Team SNAFU. However, 
the ar-tlcledoes not mention that the implemen
tation of thk policy was given to, and successfrd- \ 
Iy applied by, the remaining staff members of 
CCR, 9th Armor Divlslom Major Bagley, Cap
tains Mewer and Hardwlck, and myself (then a 
major in the 52d Armor Infantry Battalion 
(AIB), 95th Armor Division). 

The thrust of the artmle, that effectwe use of ~ 
“stragglers,” as the authors call them, can and 
should be organized and utliized to the fullest ef
fect, ISpertinent. However, I do take some excep
tion to the authors’ contention that many, if not 
most, SNAFU soldiers were ineffective and tend
ed to “huddle in cellars” ae soo”nas they came un
der firs-although certainly this was true of a 
small mmority of these tired, scared and hungry 
soldiers. I commanded about 250.-300 SNAFU 
soldiers, as part of Task Force [TF) Watts, who 
fought effectively and bravely under the opera
tional command of Colonel Harper, commander, 
327th Glider Infantry Regiment. 

TF Watts had a company of glider infantry, 
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8-10 tanks fco?pTeam Pyle plus about 250 SNA
FU soldiers (mostly from 52d AIB and about 75 
from the 28th and 106th Infantrv Divisions). 
Later, we received limited tank destroyer and 
engineer support, Our mission was to defend the 
perimeter in and around Senonchamps, where 
much of the artillery in Bastogne was positioned. 
The time period was 21–24 December, and this 
was the general area where the Germans sent 
the trnce team demanding the surrender of Bas
togne. Later, TF Wafts was attached to Lieuten
ant Colonel Browne, commander, 4209th FA 
(Field Artillery) Battalion, 10th Armor Division. 
Browne was killed on Christmas Day. During 
the period of 2 1–27 December, TF Watts as
sisted in repulsing many tank-supported at
tacks in this sector. We lost 60 to 70 percent 
casualties. . 

It is my truthful and most eincere opinion that 
the members of SNAFU with whom I was associ
ated were the equal” of the airborne troops, to 
which we were attached, m every corrcewable 
manner. They treated us as equals, and I am con
vinced that we responded as such. I certainly do 
agree that the contribution of SNAFU to the de
fense of Bastogne was considerable. I suggest 
that perhaps many of the SNAFU people were 
the toughest arrdstrongest of the overwhelmed 
US forces in the 28th, 106th and CCR of 9th Ar
mor Division. The easy thing to do was to surren
der in the face of terrific odds--as thousands of 
US soldiers did. I am not suggesting that many 
brave soldiers were not among the prison?rs, but 
these were unusual and dire circumstances. 

The inept employment of CCR, 9th Armor Di
vision, hy Major General Mlddleton (corn. 
mnnder, VII Cocps) defies hellef. Instead of em
ploying the combat command as a unit or even in 
battahon-size groups, he personally ordered 
company-size umts to man roadblocks to try and 
delay the 2d Puuzer Division, Germauy’s last di
vision equipped with night-tiring infrared tank 
sights. These routs were ordered by Mlddleton to 
fight to the last man, and any recommendation to 
consolidate these small units was refused. Natu
rally, they were quickly and complete]y overrun 
by an entire division. . 

An example of the ferocity of this fighting 1s 
the fact t~at of the nine field grade otlcers in the 
three combat battalions of CCR, eight were ei. 
ther’ killed, wounded or captured. Only one of 
these eight casualties was captured unhurt-
four were killed and three were wounded. I was 
the only field grade survivor of these rune. I con
sider myself to be trSNAFU soldier and perhaps 

thk is why it may appear that I am sensitwe to 
some f the authors’ statements. Certainly, I also 
agree-1 hat organized nnits or even remnants of 
those squads and platoons had better morale and 
at least initially were more proficient than the 
indwidual stragglers, but I was impressed by the 
caliber and efficiency of the SNAFU soldiers sent 
to me. One must remember that many of these 
soldiers spent three to six days behind enemy 
lines with little or no food and had only the cloth. 
ing on their backs. The fact tliat, after 24 hours of 
rest and a chance to eat, these people were able to 
effectively perform in units unfamiliar ta them 
seems to buttress my position that most of these 
SNAFU men were tough and flexible soldiers. 

About 175 men of the 52d AIB ultimately re
treated mto Bastogne, some in partial squad and 
platoon groupings, others in small groups of %10 
men. %rce I had been a member of this fine bat
talion since its activation aud knew most of the 
men, the majority of the 52d survivors were sent 
to me. To this extent, we did have some measure 
of urutcontlgnratlon. Most of these 175 survived 
Bastogne and fought well for the remainder of 
World War II. The 52d AIB received two presi
dential unit cltatlons. Not a single member ofour 
unit m Basto~e (TF Watts) Qedthe battlefield or 
hid in cellars. At least no one ever reported to ma’ 
that any of this took place, and I know I would 
have known had this been a problem. 

On balance, I heartdy agree vnth tne authom’ 
mnclrmons and believe they shorddba part of our 
doctrineintrwp andArruysclmcdstrainiug.Itismy 
mrrmderadopinionthat at least 75 percentof afl the 
%mgglem” into Baatogneconductsdthemselvesin 
soldierlyfasluon and that they dzd materially con
tribute to kesping Bastogmefmm beiig captured,. 
Perhapssomaoneshorddvmte a bcok orfdm a mov
ie about SNAFU. 

COLEugeneA. Watts, uSA, Relired, 
Southern Pines, Norlh Csmlim 

MSE Has Far to Go 

It was with .qreStdisappointment that 1 read 
Major Fred E. Dierksmeier’s acticle, “The Impact 
of MSE” IMultiple Ehrbscrlber Equipment), in 
your August wsue. The article resembles a man
ufacturer’s press release and perpetuates the 
myth that MSE has solved our serious command 
and control problems. On the contrary, unless 
major correctwe actions are taken imruedlatoly, 
MSE will cripple the commander’s ability to 
fight and win tbe AirL~nd Battle. 
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Successin the AirLamdBattle lies in the praciae 

symbreniration of afl elements of combat power— 
maneuver forces, tire suppmt, rombat aervtresup 
port, air defense, and intelligence and electronic 
warfare.Each oftheae functionalareasplays a vital 
mle in accompliahi~ the Army’s mission, Tbrmrgh 
the synchronization of these elements, the com
manderwill be able to ronumtratekmforcesat the 
critiraftime end pla=nabfing him to fight OUG 
numb-wedmrdwin. 

The Army’s cur-rent war-fighting doctrine is 
based on the assumption that thk synchroniza
tion of power can be achieved. The complexity of 
modern warfare dictates that the interoperabil
ity of all five functional areas be heavily depend
ent on automation. The Army’s realization of 
this fact has led to the development of the Army 
Command and Control System (ACCS). The ba
sic purpose of the program mto provide a common 
suite of nondevelopmental hardware and soft
ware and common system interfaces at all eche
lons. when fully developed, the five subsets of 
ACCS will provide a command and control net
work stretching from the theater level to the 
foxhole, 

An effective communications system capable 
of speedy and accurate data distribution is need
ed to make the ACCS system function, It must 
serve as the infrastructure for the transfer of da
ta between highly automatsd, mobile and sur
vivable units and command posts. Without such 
a commrmications system, each element of com
bat power is forced to operate in a tactical vac
uum without the benefit of a common plctme of 
the battlefield. 

Readers of Dierksmeler’e article maybe led to 
believe that such a smtem is on the verge of being 
fielded. Unfortuna~ly, the Army dld ;ot see fi~ 
to make MEiE-ACCSinteroperability a “contract 
requirement’” Irr fact, mteroperabllity with 
MSE is only pOssibfe by redesigning systems to 
MSE specdicatlons. Should it now be assumed 
that the Army must strme to create a combat 
force capable of supporting Its communications 
system? In its baste to purchase an “offthe shelf’ 
system, the Army has faded ta take mto account 

: the many bidden costs and consequences that 
exist. As these hidden costs are uncovered, we 
can expect to seethe cost of MSE to the Army spi
ral upward as the rest of the ACCS commumty 
struggIes to adapt to and accommodate the new 
communications envmonment. 

Of all tbe ACCS nodes, the intelligence and 
electronic warfare (IEW) commumty Mthe hard
est hit. The All Source Analysls System IASAS) 

LETTERS 

is the automated processor planned for the IEW 
functional area. This system, soon to undergo 
field trials at Fort Hood, Texas, will correlate in
formation from every echelon and every source 
and fuse it into a near real time picture of the 
battlefield, Intelligence, however, can be no bet
ter than the com unications that support it.The 
unprecedented a%dlty to “see” the battlefield af
forded by ASAS will be negated if MSE cannot re
ceive and disseminate the information in a time
ly manner. 

Unfortunately, MSE was designed with httle 
consideration for the unique requirements of the 
IEW functional area. For example, MSE can only 
pass data classified up to the secret level, yet 
much of the IEW data falls wlthm the broader 
realm of Sensltwe Compartmented Information 
(SCI). Thus, to initiate an SCI transmission over 
MSE wdl require end-to-end voice coordination 
and manual encryption for every message sent. 

Another lmpa~t of MSE will be the removal of 
the AN~YC39 message switch from the corps. 
Intelligence messages that must be passed to 
multiple consumers must, therefore, be dlaledup 
indivlduaRy rather than sending one message to 
the ANffYC39 for dehvery as necessary. 

Lastly, the highly sophisticated intelligence 
sensors nbw deployed have the ability to collect 
and report huge volumes of data ASAS has been 
designed to use computers to replace the current 
manual methods of proeessingdata. The develop-\ 
ment of these sensors and processors will be com
pletely negated If the system is forced to operate 
at a fraction of Itscapacity. This wilI be precisely 
the case since the number of messages per hour 
in a high-intensity environment exceeds the en
treeflood search capacity of MSE 

There are those who mamtain that MSE was, 
never intended to provide data service to the 
ACCS community and that this capabdlty will 
he provided by the Enhanced Posltlon Locating 
and Reporting System (EPLRS). why then wdl 
EPLRS not be fielded to dwisions until four years 
or more after MSE~As a Reserve ot%cer,I find It 
particularly unsetthng that whale the Reserve 
Components are to recetve MSE, they will not re
ceive EPLRS. This fact further exacerbates the 
interoperability problem between Active and Re
serve Components 

Tbe need for a system like MSE M unques
tioned, and the speed with which it is moving to
ward tieldmg is most welcome. Yet, fielding a 
system while denying the requirement to sup
port its users is hardly a laudable achievement. 

CPTWillism T. Kelly, USAR, Arlington, Virginia 
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SMELLING 
BYLASER 

A laser sensor that detects the 
prasence of chemical agents at 
dlatances up to 3 miles haa been 
dWelOped for the US Army by 
Hughes A!rcraff Company of El Se
gundo, California, The sensor, 
called the ramote actwe spectrome
terorRAS, isdesignedto halptroops 
aVOld areas co?tammated both by 
PerS1atent chemmalsthose that K“. 
ger on the groun~and by nonper
smtant chemicala—those in gas
eous forms. 

Four carbon dlox{de laser beams 
used by the RAS detect the !nfrared 
Ibghtabsorption pattarns Inherent m 
the chemicals. The RAS analyzes 
the returning energy reflected by the 
chemmals and thereby determmes 
the type, quantity and location of the 
contaminants. 

Field testing of the RAS has been 
completed, and efforts are under 
way to make 8 Hghter and smaller. 
Currently, the Army uses chemical 
detectors that are earned by soldiers 
anti achvated only after contact wlfh 
toxtc chemicals haa been made. 

Hughes hopes to be able to pro
duw some 4,000 of the advanced 
verskm! of the RASfor the Army lnthe 
m!d-1990s. 

A hel,wpter arfifts arctic 
fuel dlsp.wmngequipment 
to a remote We in Alaska 
duringtests 

‘ 

, 64) 

FUEL AT60 BELOW 

The US Army isdevelopmg a tech
nrcal data package for Arctic fuel dla$ 
pensing eqmpment that can operate 
at temperatures as low ae mmua 60 
degrees Fahrenhed Presently, no 
Army system can store or dispanse 
mlbtary patroleum fuels at tempera. 
turaa lower than minus 25 dagrees 
Fahrenheit, 

There are two systems revolved m 
the dlapensrrg equipment program. 
The Arcfic forward area refuehng 
equ!pment, which will bedaployed 
by hehcapter, will refual hehcupters 
and ground combat vehicles In for
ward baftlefmld areas. This equ!p

ment includes a turbine engine-po
weredpump, filter separator, hoses, 
gaskets afi 500-gallon collapsible 
fabric drums 

The turbine engine from thts sys
tem will drive the aleclromagnetic 
clutch pump in the sacond sistem, 
known as the Arctm fuel system sup. 
pIY pol”t, Thm one WIII hava a bulk. 
fuel storageand supply mkwon 

Engmaers from the Belvom Re. 
search, Development & Engineering 
Center, who are overseeing prepa
rahon of the techmcal data Dackaae 
for these sySt%mS,expect them to &s 
fielded m mid-1990, 

machmegun. integrated with sen
sors and an advanced the control 
system, on the Army+a h!gh-mobibty, 
multipurpose wheeled vehicle, 

Prior to selecting Boeing, all po
tential candidates m th!a porhon of 
the FAADS Compebbon were tested 
and evaluated m New Mexico 
against fixed wmg aircraft and hefi. 
mpters. Environmental, safsfy and 
mobillty tests were also performed 
along wdh Iwe firings at mght and 
while on the move. 

“ 

t 

1ST LINK IN AIR DEFENSECHAIN 

The US Army haa selected Boeing 
Aerospqce to provide an amdefense 
system based on the Stinger mm
slf+the first element to ba decided 
upon m tha five-part, $11 bdlmn for
ward araa a!r defense system or 
FAADS, 

The US Army MiasileCommand at 
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, award
ed Boeing a firm, fixed-price cantract 
of $t6 2 mdlmn for a first option to 
buy 20 pedestal-mounted Stinger 
systems. The contract has optrons 

for a total of 273 fire un!t$ over fwe 
years and prov)das for tram!ng de
vices, operator and maintenance 
manuals and depot-level mmnte
nance $upport. The contract has a 
pOtenbal vahJe of $189.7 mlllron, 

The pedastal-mounted Stinger 
WIIIprovide air defense coverage for 
vdal rear areas of Army divlwons and 
is known under the FAADS concept 
as the lbne-of-sight-rear component. 
The Stinger system cohslsts of e[ght 
Sbnger missiles and a 50-cabber 
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THE SOVIET PROPAGANDA MACHINE by Martin 
Ebon. 471 uaoes. McGraw-Hill, New York. 1987. 
$22.95. -

MartinEbon, a prolific author of more than 60 
books. offers his views on the rwoduction and 
goals of Soviet propaganda in t~is lengthy and 
somewhat disorganized study. The primary pur
pose of Soviet news and cultural efforts is judged 
to be the enhancement of the Soviet image 
abroad. The book’s organization combines histor
ical, biographical and analytical approaches, al
though the absence of footnotes and the author’s 
apparent inability to read Russian raise .qOme 
doubts as to tbe completeness of the topics dis
cussed. From the initial appearance of the party 
newspaper Prau&, through efforts in the 1920s 
to enlist international aid for the new “workers 
State,” to the most recent Soviet acconnts of the 
Chernobyl nuclear accident, Soviet undertak
ings ta project a favorable image abroad are de
scribed and analyzed. 

Among the more interesting and important 
sections of the book are four brief biographical 
chapters sketchkrg the lives and exploits of Sovi
et propagandists well-known in the West. The 
career of current Soviet ambassador to London, 
Leonid Zamyatin, is traced from his early days in 
the Soviet foreign ministry under Khrushchev 
and his stewardship as director general of the So
viet news agency Tass a decade later, to his sub
sequent appointment to the International Infor
mation Department of the Central Committee. 
The activities of Vladlmir Posner, familiar to 
American televisiori audiences as the Soviet citi
zen with the New York accent, are discussed, as 
are those of Georgi Arbatov and suspectad KGB 
‘journalist,” Vktor Louie. Unfortunately, no at
tempt is made tndiscern a common pattern in the 
professional undertzkinge of these individuals 
@side from their mutual efforts to present the 
USSR in the best light possible. 

While an individual acquainted with Soviet 
history and with recent world eventz will find 
some interesting information in this boo~, the 
average reader most likely will find the going te
dious and dull. If the author’s goal is to convince 
the reader that the various Soviet media fre
quently transmit propaganda, he succeeds admi

rably. But in the fourth decade of the Cold War, 
this is likely tu be less than fresh news h most 
Americans. Had the author discovered previous
ly unrecognized examples of Soviet propaganda, 
or had he used Soviet sources ta give a fuller ac
count of propaganda efforts already known, the 
books value would have been enhanced. But as it 
stands, this work by and large is a rehash of in
formation already available. 

Michael M.Boll,SawJoseSfafe Ufllvemify 

PRAVDk Inside the Soviet News Machine by Angue 
Roxburoh. 285 oaaes Georae Braalier, Inc., New York. 
1987. $i9.95. - 

‘The rest of the Soviet press takes its cue from 
Pravda, and the rest of the world studies i>not 
only as the official voice of the Kremlin, but as a 
fascinating?mirror in which Soviet life is reflect
ed, and at timee dietorted. .“ Thus opens”An
gus Roxburgh’s examination of what is poseibly 
tbe world’s meet important newepaper. 

With a daily circulation of 11.3 million, Prau
du, ae the organ of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party, is certainly the meet influen
tial of the 8,327 daily and weekly newepapem 
published in the Soviet Union. Raxbnrgh’e book 
tipenePmuda, along with the entire Soviet com
munications and propaganda empire, to Western 
inspection. 

The first halfofthe bookexzminestlie newaua
per iteelf, beginning with a publishing his&my 
that traces it and its editors fcom 1912 to the 
present. Pravda is aleo compared and studied in 
relation to all of the other mq”or Soviet journals, 
such as Izvestiya(News) or the daily defenee pa
per, Km.maya zve.rda (Red Stur). Included are 
Pravda’s day-to-day editorial operation sched
ules as well as a diaaectionofstandard article for
mat, length and content. The book shows a few of 
Praudde, Iiee. For example, while every issue 
credits Lenin with founding the paper on 5 May 
1912, he did not even send in hia fwst two articles 
until ieeuea 13 and 63. The reader also seee a ba
eicF’raudaperado~ namely, while the paper rOU
tinely attecke and denounces all Western preee, 
‘{it regularly quotee from it to lend credibility to 
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it9 own reporting.” 
The second half of the book contains lransla

tiona of several Prarm!uarticles. While the read
ing is a bit more difficult than the first section, it 
sheds additional light on the workings of this 
publishing giant. 

Prauda is an intriguing examination of the en
tire Soviet propaganda industry. As the author 

,states,”. . a fascinating mirror in which Soviet 
life is reflected, end at times distorted.” 

CPTScolt R.Gomley, USAR, Amata, California 

DEEP BAllLE The Genius of Marshal Tukhachevakii 
by Profeaaor J, Erickson and Brigad{er R. E, Simpkm, 
250 pagea. Pergamon Press, Elmsford, NY. 1987. 

$3750. , 
Brigadier (Retired) Richard 5impkin is a name 

well-known on both aides of the Atlantic to stu
dents of the military at. I-Esprevious writings 
on mechanized and armored warfare (most re. 
cently Red Armour and Race to the .%@) have 
exerted significant intluence on milit~ think
ers dnring the 1970s and 80s. Unfortunately, 
Deep Battk, Simpkin’s latest, and sadly hie last 
book—hepassed away in November 1986-is not 
worthy of a place on the same bookshelf as his 
earlier works 

Slmpkin’s stated purpose in titingDeep But
tkia to explore the development of the theory of 
deep operationa in the Soviet Union, primarily 
through a focus on the writings of Mprshal 
‘hkhachevakii and an smalyeie of the 1936 Red 
Army Field Service Regulations. The book is 
divided into five parts, each one sigmficantly 
flawed. 

Purt 1 is a short biographical note on Tuk
hachevskii. The author intentionally keeps this 
section brief he reallv cmmot afford the sDaceto 
discuae ~acheve~iik life in detd. E~en ao, 
he fails to convey significant facta to the reader, 
euch as how strongly Tukhachevskii’s ideoa on 

, maneuver and deep battle were influenced by his 
unusual combat experiences as an army and 
ffont commander in the Russian Civil Wcr and 
Polish-soviet War of 1920. 

Slmpkin repeats this error in part 2, a survey 
of the evolution of Soviet doctrine regarding deep 
battle and deep operations. This section should 
have’ comprised the centerpiece of the hook, but 
it is by far the most unsatisfactory section, coru
plete with typical Simpkinesque (irrelevant) di
gressions. He all but ignores the intluence of So
viet operational expertinre on the development of 

doctrine. There is not a single campaign map, not

a single comprehensive discussion of a Soviet op

eration. The Battle of Rhakin-Gol (Nomonhan),

the Soviet. Finnish Winter War and the Manchu

ria Campaign are not menticmed at all, More

over, the author virtually ‘ignores the last two

years of World War fI, the so-called “thkd period

of war,” during which the Red Army perfected its

operational art and mounted numerous, monu

mental operational-level campaigns of great

depth,


Perhaps an even greater fault, however, ie

Simpkin’s failfie to draw the strong connection

in the interwar period between the evolution of

Soviet doctrine and tbe concomitant evolution of

the army’s force structure. He never demon

strates how consistently tha8Soviet doctrine ad

vanced beyond actucl capability, for example,

beyond the force structure in being, yet at the

same time established the technical and organi

zational requirements for the future develop

ment of military industry and mihtaw forma

tions. Simpkin writes as if doctrine developed in

a vacuum, when, in fact, a troika existad-doc

trine, force structure and actual combat experi

encewith doctrine leading the way.


Pert 3 is a ‘collection of translation of Tuk- “ 
hachevskids actual writing$ Of the seven arti
cles selected, however, only three are of material 
interest to the subject at hand. 

In part 4, Simpkin devotes 70 pages of text h

an edited version of his own translation of the

1936 field regulations. Such an extravagance

was hardly necessary, at least for American

readers, since an English version of the regula

tions has been available at the USAWC and

USACGSC for several years. At points, Simp

km’s translations show his own bias toward ok


‘ santy, for example, aw.mechanized forces, and he 
ascribes ta the Soviets a sophistication and pre
science about deep operations which probably 
did not exist at the time to the degree stated. 

Readers would have been better served had 
Simpkin compared and contrasted the language 
of several of the Soviet rzstau’s(1929,1933, 1936, 
1941, and 1944), rather than devote so much t;me 
to a single document, albelt an important one. 
Furthermore, the critique of the regulations is 
spotty. For instance, he does not note how slow 
the Soviets were to appreciate the several ways 
in which amforces can participate in all phases of 
deep battle. 

The author’s hidden agenda, a restatement of 
hk previously pubhshed views, comes to the fore 
in pert 5, “The Lesson of Deep Operation The

.1 
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orY.” There is nothhrg new here, 

Overall, Deep Battle has an unbecoming, 
patchwork, cut-and-paste quality to it, as if it had 
been thrown together without much thought. 
Readers will quickly grow tired of Simpkln’s fa
miliar expression, hie unhelpful diagrams and 
the all-too-t+equent references to Red Armour 
and Race to the .%+%. He fails to achieve his 
s~ted goal, an exposition of the evolution of So
viet doctrine regarding deep battle. Far better 
treatment of thie subject already exists in print, 
particularly the writings of Colonel David 
Glantz, 

Thie book should not have been ublished. 
Readers of Military Reuiew ebould w % her buy It 
nor read it. Let Brigadier Simpkin be remem
bered for his previous writings, 

tMJSCMR. Mchfichael,USA, lfSArmyRussian Imfilufe 

ANTHONY EOEN: A Biography by Roberi Rhodes 
James. 665 ,pages, McGraw-HUl Book Company, New 
York.19S6.$22.95. 

Robert Rhodes James presents a sympathetic, 
but critical and fair, portrait of Anthony Eden. 
Often overshadowed by hie contemporaries, and 
frequently obscured a d misirrtarpreted,Eden M 
a fitting subject for- s.lysis and speculation. 
This hook is a study f the milieu m which the 
statesman matured t d served ae a politician-
diplomat. 

James carefully traces Eden’s life from chdd
hood through the evolution of hk political career 
to the waning days of his life. By examining 
Eden’s role and participation in major European 
events from the 1930s to the 1950e, James helps 
the reader acquire an understanding of Eden’s 
politics and influence which empowered him to 
become prime minisier. This is not a hletory of 
World War II,but rather Eden’e role in it. The au
thor brings to life a man whose personal trage
dies and traumas fomr a compelling account. 

Regarded by tnany as the “golden boy” of Brit
ish politics m the 1930e, Eden became, in 1935, 
the youngest foreign secretary since the 18th 
6mrtury.Mq”or differences with Prime Minister 
Neville Chamberlain over how to meet the 
threat of Hitler and Mussolini led to his resigna
tion m 1938. Eden thought his political career 
was over; however, he was recalfed to ot%cewhen 
WorId War 11began, serving as war minister, 
foreign secretw and unofficial leader of the op
position. Finally, in 1955, he succeeded Winston 
Churchill as prime minister only to have his 
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achievements overshadowed by the fateful 
events of the Suez cmm of 1956. Poor health, bad 
luck and adverse uolitical facters forced his res
ignation the following year. 

James’ Anthony E&n: A Biography is more 
complete than either of the biographies written 
by S~dney Aster or David Carlton. The author 
usedpublished materials and documenti, as well 
as Eden’s copious public and private papers, and 
British Cabinet records which had never been 
available for study. The materials give new in
sight into thie century’s most crucial events. 

James was born in India and educated at Sed
bergh School and Oxford. He is a member of Par
liament and has a formidable reputation se a hie
torian and biographer. Hk works include Lord 
Randolph ChurchJl, Gallapoii, Churchill: A 
Study in Failure, Ths British Resolution, and 
Prince Albert. His current work is well titter! 
zrrdwell organized, however, it overemphasizes 
Eden’s role in some events, such as his part in or
ganizing the Teheran Conference. Nevertheless, 
the book makes fascinating reading and is rec
ommended for the general reader, the hietm-mn, 
the Dolitical scientist or tbe professional soldier 
interested in biography or di~lomatic history. 

LTCJohnP.Fan, USAR, Rethsd, 
Chaftanonga,Tennessee 

INTELLIGENCE ANO STRATEGIC SURPRISES by 
Ariel Lewte.220 pages.Columbia UniversityPress, New 
York. 1987.$27.50 

Political scientists and historians have a long-
standing preoccupation with the problem of stra
tegic surprise. The German attack on the Soviet 
Union, the Japanese raid on Pearl Harbor and 
the 1973 Syrian-Egyptian assault on Israel have 

. all been etudled exhaustively b determine wby 
the defender was sm-pr’iced and whether that 
surprise could have been avoided. The majority 
oftheee studies conclude that ample indicators of 
enemy attack exieted, but that the defendere dld 
not aawmble these indiratmx into a coherent pat
tern for two reasons the difficulty of separat
ing true indicators from irrelevant events and 
the unwillirrgneseof the defenders te believe that 
the enemy intended to attack. 

Ariel Levite, an Ieraeli defense analyst, doea 
not join this huddle of “Monday morning quar
terbacks.” Instead, he systematically compares a 
failure of intelligence warning at Pearl Harbor 
with a successful warning, uuder eimilar condi
tion, of the Japanese attack on Midway six 
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months later. In the process, he has”~ dispose of 
the obvious objection that the two cases are fnn
damentallv different because the United Ststcs 
bew it w= at war with Japan when the Midway 
offensive began. Still, the results of this unueual 
study justi~ the nonorthodoxchoice of examples 
for comparison. 

.Tobeginwith, Levite contends that the United 
St@es could nothavepredicted that Japan would 
attack it at any set time or place in December 
1941. All indicators suggested a rapidly deterio
rating relationship with Japan, but not even the 
famoue US decryption of Japanese diplomatic 
correspondence indicated anythhg beyond a 
failnre of negotiations and probable severing of 
diplomatic ties, US intelligence sources di$ iden
ti~ a general danger of fntnre conftict, a dbnger 
which prompted the government to issuegeneral 
attsck warniugs to ite Pacifw commanders. In 
short, Levite believes that the US government 
made remarkably good use of poor indicators to 
conclude that hostilities were imminent, but 
cannot be seriously fanked for failing to identifi 
the precise time and place of attack. 

IfanytMng, the autfmr believes that US intel
ligence had greater obstacles to overcome in pre. 
dieting the Midway attack thnn it had at Pearl 
Hurbor. The US Navy’s ability to read Japanese 
operational codes allowed it to develop a com
plete estimate of the Japanese Midway plan at 
least 10 days prior to the battle, but the very 
wealth of such signals intelligence suggested a 
Japanese deception. This, plus the poor,reputa
tion of US intelligence agencies as a result of 
Pearl Harbor and the critical ehortage of naval 
assets available for defense, made the Navy’s 
early and accurate commitment of those assets to 
the Midway area a remarkable success of strate. 
gic intelligence. 

Ttds book has some flaws, notably Levite%con. 
fusing use ofpoliticsl sciencejsrgon and his repe
titious anticipation pf the reader’s objections. 
However, the study has significant value for sol
diers because it highlights the problems of ensur
ing that decision makers use intelligence in a so
phisticated manner. For example, one of Levite’s 
pt-incipalhypotheses ie that the more familiar a 
commander is with the sources and methods used 
tQ obtain intelligence data, the more confident 
that commander will be in the resulting intelli
gence. In other words, commanders cannot treat 
intelligence as an atlerthought or a realm for 
specialists. Similarly, Levite notes that decision 
makers frequently insist intelligence services 
provide predictions of absolute certainty, when 

the actual situation is inherently uncertain. 
Considerations such as these, in addkion to the 
basic subject of strategic eurprise, make Intelh
gence and Strategtc Surprises well Vortb the 
time of any professional soldier. 

MAJJonslhanM.House,USA, 
f02dM/ Batfalion, Republic of Kerea 

EXTENDED DETERRENCE The United Sta!eaand NA
TO Europe by StephenJ. Cimbala.244 pages. Lexington 
Books,Lexington,MA. 1987.$32.00. I 

Extended Deterrence is one of the top booke of 
the year. Author Stephen J. Cimbala, a professor 
of political science, surveys the nature of strate. 
gic forces m Europe, Soviet and NATO opportu
nities snd risks, the sesrch for strategic flexi
bility and restraint, and prospects for im
provement of extende~ deterrence. His conclu
sions are important to iny field grade or general 
officer interested in the cybernetics of intern
ationalwarfsre. 

Cimbala’s complex thesis challenges assump
tions popular in the United States about rigid So
viet command and control at strategic, opera
tional and taitical lpvels. C1mbala traces Soviet 
developments since 1971 to-’the conclusion that 
Soviets plan flexible transitions in the scope and 
nature of theater-strategic war, rapid movement 
from peacetime to warfare, and a degree ofdecen
tralization in the implementation of strategic 
concepts. This leaves Cimbala and other scholara 
wondering whether “NATO may be thinking too 
small.” 

The book contrasts Western and Soviet ways of 
thinking in support of Cimbala’s views of NATO 
and Soviet strategy. Some of these views may, at 
first, seem alien to orthodox military thinking in 
the United States, but ultimately they may re
solve some of the seeming contradictions imphcit 
in Marxist ideology and Soviet military training. 
Soviet strategists cognizant of the broader geo
political pictnre that includesChinaasa concur
rent threat, logically look upon NATO with the 
mixed viewe that Clmbala describes as an oppor
tunity and as a msk. Cimbala does not advocate 
moves in Enrope the militaW would tradition
ally view as unfavorable to our defense posturq 
rather, he promotes a comprehensive way of un
derstanding the dynamics of both NATO and So
viet strate~es of deterrence that is vitally impor
tant to military planners and political stmte
gists. 

while Cimbala’s p vocatwe interpretations 

?’ 
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and questions may well require extended delib
eration, we can profit immediately from his bril
liant analyses of cybernetic theories of planning, 
strategic devolution, alliance cohesion, air-land
sea strategy and real defense. The book’s chap. 
ters progress in an orderly way from the basics of 
deterrence to the complex combinations that 
every “purple suiter” needs to grasp. 

Cimbala is a widely published expert, but he 
offers chapters that have a nuts-and-bolts ring of 
truth. Whether his description of the status quo 
has more truth than his recommendations for 
change is a question that will be fought on sev
eral fronts. Meanwhile, he is planning his next 
book on strategic war termination, conflict ter
mination and US strategic defense. 

MAfGlenE.Lich,USAR 

WAR GAMES by Thomas B. Allen 402 pages McGraw-
Hdl Book Company, New York. 1987.$19.95, 

War Games is an excellent book covering the 
secret world of current and past war games. 
Thomas B, Allen assembled the reformation 
through the freedom ofintbrmation act. The book 
gives a historical review of war games dating 
back to their ‘loots in Viking Lore, 17th century 
military chess, and [their] American debut in 
1889 at the Naval War College. .“ 

The operational research analyst can review 
the originsof that field and review what impacts 
it has had on history. Allen covers tbe evolution 
of operational research from its simple mathe
matical beginning to its current sophisticated 
computer modeling methodologies. 

The scenarios discussed are controversial but 
realistic. Allen discuss~s the impact the games 
have on national policy and the people who play 
them. Many of the scenarios push policy makers 
to the edge, The author reveals in the book that 
Senator Muskie suffered a heart attack after 
playing a war game. 

The historical perspective on war games is a 
real eye-opener. Allen provides some revealing 
insight mto how WXTgames predicted the actual 
outcome of battles such as Midway and Pearl 
Harbor, for example, The author also examines 
the reliability of modeling war games. He gives a 
superb example drawn from Col. Harry G, Sum
mers’ book, on Strategy: 

“when the Nixon Administration took over in 
1969, all the data on North Vietnam and the 
United States was fed into a Pentagon com
puter—population, gross national product, man
ufacturing capability, number of tanks, ships 
and aircraft, size of the armed forces, and the 
like. 

“The computer was then asked. ‘When will we 
win?’ 

W tookordya moment to ~ve the answer ‘You 
won in 1964!’” 

This book should be mandatory reading for the 
operational research analyst. Additionally, it 
would make good reading for any officer dealing 
with war games. With the predominance of our \ 
plans and policy making decisions being based 
on computer output, this book puts that output in 
its proper perspectwe. The book is easy to read 
and full of revealing facts on current issues. I 
highly recommend War Games. 

CPTFrank J. Grand [11,LISA, 
CombinedArmslnleg@lon Directorate, USACACDA 
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Tbm km of recently pubhshed pro fesmonal books is for your mformatmn ? 
: 

I These books are not for sale through tbe MLILtQV Rewew. . 

REVOLUTION AND FOREIGN POLICY IN NICARAGUA by May 
.B.Vanderlaarr.404maes.WestwewPress.Boulder.CO 1986, 
“$29 95 
THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE MACHINE GUN by JOhII Elks. ‘ 
192 pages Johns Hopkins Unlversiy Press, BdfiMOr& MD 
1986 $S 95 
UNOER THE CLOUO: The Oecadas of Nuclear Testing by 
Richard L. Miller 547 pages. Free Press, New York 1986 
U7d0<.. .... 
UNOERSTANOING NUCLEAR WEAPONS ANO ARMS CON

TROL A Guide 10 the Issues. by Teerra Karsa Mayers 121


> 
pages Pergamon Press, Elmsford, NY 1986.$16.95 cloth-. 1 
bound. $9.95 Raperbound. ; 
UTOPIAIN POWER A History of the Soviet Union from 1917 In ~ 
the Preserrl by Mlklrall HeOerandAleksandrNekrlch, Translated ~ 
from the Ruas(an by Phyll!s B, Carlos, 879 pages Summit & 
Books, New York 19S6 $2495 :. 
THEAGENCY The Rlss andOecNrraofthaCIA byJohnRanq- : 
Iagh,847pages. Stmon & Schuster, New York 1986 $2295. ~ 
ARMS PRODUCTIONIN JAPAN: The MNNary AppOcaNonaof u 
Civilian Technoloov bv Remhard Ortte 134 oaaes Westvlew ~ 

J 

Press, Boulder, C~ 1~86 $19.50 .. 
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